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MESSAGE

I am extremely happy to be associated with Maharaja Agrasen College as
Chairman of Governing Body and it gives me great pleasure to write a few words
for the annual magazine of the college, 'AGRANIKA'.

Maharaja Agrasen College is ranked amongst the best colleges of India and is
now well known in the country for its commitment to excellence in higher
education. Besides academic achievements, it has set high standards in theatre,
sports, journalism and other co-curricular activities. The college has bagged
many laurels in recent times mainly due to the enthusiasm and energy of its
students and staff, and the vision and dynamic leadership of the management
team. The activities and achievements of the college during the current academic
session have been most ably published in this issue of 'AGRANIKA' by the
editor Dr. Rajhans and his team.

ver e j^ars, the college has grown to be an inspiration for thousands of
students who come back to share their stories of successes & achievements with
their Alma mater. I believe that in the years to come Maharaja Agrasen College
will scale new heights as an academic institution of repute.

I wish the college, its enthusiastic faculty and all the spirited students my
heartiest wishes for its annual day celebrations.

(Jugsharan S. Vlrdi)
Chairman, Governing Body
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NATIONAL ASSESSMENT AND ACCREDITATION COUNCIL
An Autonomous institution of the University Grants Commission

F.19.26/EC(SC-17VDO/2016/50.1
19''^ September 2016

it.

Prof. D. P. Singh
Director

The Principal

Maharaja Agrasen College
Vasundhara Enclave
Delhi-110096

Dear Principal,

Greetings from NAAG

i am glad to inform you that the outcome of the Assessment and Accreditation (ASlA) exercise of
your institution has been processed and approved by the Standing Committee constituted by the
Executive Committee to examine the peer team reports and declare the accreditation results.
Your institution has been Accredited with a CGPA of 3.02 on a seven point scale at A Grade valid
for a period of five years from 16/09/2016. The result is already uploaded on NAAG website. The
original certificate of accreditation with the quality profile will be dispatched to the institution in
due course, j am sure that the detailed peer team report handed over to you during the exit
meeting along with the quality profile will enable the institution to initiate further quality

enhancement measures.

As per the new guidelines of NAAG, it is mandatory for institutions to retain the Self-Study Report
(SSR) uploaded on the institutional website for A&A by NAAC until the completion of validity
period of A&A. The SSR should not be password protected and accessible to all the stakeholders,

1 utions are also requested to take note of the mandatory requirement of submitting Annual

bas^is^^ tAQAR) and uploading them on the institutional website on regular
ac the AQARs annually, institutions will not be eligible for the next cycle ofa ion. For details on the revised guidelines, please visit our website: www.naac.gov.in
from time to time.

With best wishes,
Yours sincerely.

(D. P. S

f^3i» No. 1075, Nagarbhavi, Bengaluru - 560 072, INDIA
Phone : + 91 -80-23210267,23005112,114,115, 'W Fax : +91-80-23210268

e-mail; difector.naac@gmail.com Website; www.naac.gov.in
Forrner Vice-Chanceilor, BHD, Varanasi, Dr.H.S. Gour University, Sagar & Devi Ahiiya Vishwavtdyaiaya, indore
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r am very happy to write ^ for the Annual Magazine of our college
-AGRANIKA The college showcases the activities and achievements of the
college during the current year.
Maharaja Agrasen College has over the years stood above the rest in its hands on
approach to learning and in its commitment to social responsibility. This has been weU
recognised by NAAC as it aN^^^rded 'A' Grade to Maharaja agrasen CoUege in 2016. We
also maintained our place anio^S Colleges in India Today-Nielsen Survey
2016.

In all this, we have made every effort to be sensitive and compassionate to the marginalized
and students in need. This has been the unique character of Maharaja Agrasen College.
We feel happy when the bright and talented students perform remarkably well. However
what makes us happier is when a weak student from a rural background progresses
steadily from poor performance to better performance, moving towards excellence.
Similarly, we feel very happy when girl students excel in academics, sports, and social
work, and become most effective agents of social change.
Education for us is not just an act of acquiring knowledge, more than that it is learning
life skills to shape one's personality, build social integration and lead a happy life. This
is a continuous process of growth. It is more important that education should enable
the students to face real life problems rather than merely secure good marks in exams.
I thanks Dr. Rajhans and his team of staff and students for bringing out this issue of
Agranika on time and with rich content that is worth preserving.

Dr. Sunil Sondhi

Principal
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F? ̂  ̂ adl^l 11 WRR ̂  1%^ cf^ ̂  acll^l ̂  W\ cPTT 11 Hv^cJK
^ t% Ff ̂  3Fr^ ^ ^ "Fjf ̂  ^ 11 ̂frlFRT ^ ̂̂Rl, ^
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Rf> iTcT afri, NAAC t 'I' to iTt R fcR FFRRn artoi toiN to ito!
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totofj to toniFT
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Dear Readers

April is a fine month. It's a time to look back, a time to share, and a time to take stock
of the year gone by. A college maga2ine is the collective voice of the institution: it is the
institution talking back, and how! This particular magazine is an imprint a kind of
vast and elaborate signature—of aU of us in this formidable institution that we have the
privilege of calling our own.

The reports of departments and committees are indicative of the systems in place to
facilitate ever-growing opportunities of learning, interaction, experimentation and
exploration within and beyond the classroom. The creative section, alternatively, is a
complex labyrinth of forms and ideas giving shape to the imaginary, the abstract and
the real. While the creative output by students provides a glimpse into their hopes and
aspirations and ambitions, the creativity of a more mature mind of a faculty member
provides a glimpse of the world of experience, alternating between hope and pain. It
is also interesting to see how the world out there as well as the opportunities provided
by the institution tempers the very individualistic expressions articulated in various
poems and prose pieces.

The magazine is ambitious and voluble, enigmatic and cryptic, and also meditative
and reflective by turns: sometimes, all at once. It is a celebration of the power of words
which provides opportunities of strong and impactful expression.
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank all our committee members, contributors,
our student editors, and members of the editorial team, especiaUy Guntasha. A special
thanks to Anu ma'am for her support and guidance through the process of the making
of the magazine.
Best wishes to all our readers We hope you enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed
putting it together.

Debosmita Paul
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ORIENTATION DAY

Orientation Day 2016 was organized on 18'^JuIy in
the college auditorium. First year students who
were going to join Maharaja Agrasen College

were invited for this event. The Principal, Dr Sunil Sondhi
welcomed the students to Maharaja Agrasen College
family. He made them understand the importance of
education and discipline in their life at this juncture when
they are going to begin new level of their journey in life.
A Power Point presentation showing various facilities

available in the college was shown. They were also informed
by Discipline Committee convener, Dr T N OJha, that the
college is strictly against ragging and indiscipline in any
form will not be forgiven during their three years stay in
college. Students were given information brochures. The
event came to a close with a vote of thanks presented by
Annual Activity Committee Convener, Dr Cham Arya.

The students were taken to their respective departmental
rooms where the Teacher-in-Charges introduced the students to other teachers of the department. The
students were provided with time-table and were briefed on the dos & dont's as a student of the college.
The Choice-Based-Credit-System (CBCS) scheme to which the students were admitted was explained
to students in adequate detail. The students came up with specific queries which were duly answered by
the teachers. Further, the students appreciated the new scheme as it provided them with the liberty of
choosing from a plethora of choices available. The faculty took delight in explaining about the pedagogy,
the methodology of teaching being followed, the scheme of examinations, rules regarding attendance,the
scholarship schemes and the opportunities available for all-round development of personality. The
orientation day was successful in providing a glimpse of college life that awaited the new entrants to
Maharaja Agrasen College.



VIVEKANANDA MEMORIAL LECTURE

3rd Swami Vivekananda Memorial Lecture was organized on IZ'*'January, 2017 in the college
auditorium. The Principal, Dr Sunil Sondhi welcomed our guest for the occasion. This memorial
lecture was delivered by Hon'ble Sh Baldeo Bhai Sharma, Chairman, National Book Trust, Delhi. He

told our young students about the role and benefits of moral and fair conduct in building their successful
life ahead. He also inspired our youth to learn more about rich heritage of our Indian culture and practice
it in their daily life. A leaflet containing thoughts and message of Swami Vivekananda was distributed to all
present on the occasion. The program came to close with felicitation of our guest speaker with a memento
and vote of thanks presented by Dr Charu Arya.

I
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CONSTITUTION DAY

November 26,2016 turned into a celebration ofthe Fundamental Rights, an important constituent
of the Constitution of India. In order to sensitize the college community about the relevance of the
day and the Fundamental Duties, the extra curricular activity committee brought out brochures

listing the 11 points in Hindi and English. A pledge reiterating the vow to abide by the Constitution of
India was also taken by the students, teachers and the non-teaching staff.

CONSTITUTION DAY

26 November^ 2016

On this day, we reiterate our pledge to uphold the CoDstitution ofIndia

^  'TRd ^ 'iRhi ̂  ^ 3Ttpff ^ 11

—

\

Fundamental Duties

1. To abide by the Constitution and respect its
ideals and institutions, the National Flag and
the National Anthem;

2. To cherish and follow the noble ideals which

inspired our national struggle for freedom;
3. To uphold and protect the sovereignty, unity

and integrity ofIndia;
4. To defend the country and render national

service when called upon to do so;
5. To promote harmony and the spirit of

common brotherhood amongst all the people
of India transcending religious, linguistic and
regional or sectional diversities; to renounce
practices derogatory to the dignity ofwomen;

6. To value and preserve the rich heritage of our
composite culture;

7. To protect and improve the natural
environment including forests, lakes, rivers
and wild life, and to have compassion for
living creatures;

8. To develop the scientific temper, humanism
and the spirit of inquiry and reform;

9. To safeguard public property and to abjure
violence;

10. To strive towards excellence in all spheres
of individual and coUective activity so that
the nation constantly rises to higher levels of
endeavour and achievement;

11. Who is a parent or guardian to provide
opportunities for education to his child or, as
the case may be, ward between the age of six
an^fourteenyears^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'*^

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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9.
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ANNUAL DAY

Annual Day 2016 was organized on 18'^ April, 2016 in the college auditorium. Chief Guest on the
occasion was Hohble Deputy Chief Minister of Delhi, Sh Manish Sisodia. He inaugurated the event
with a tree plantation in the premises of our college. Then he formally inaugurated the research
and innovation center christened as the A P I Abdul Kalam Center, located in the basement of the

college auditorium. After lighting of the lamp accompanied by Saraswati Vandana, the principal,
Dr Sunil Sondhi presented the college Annual Report describing in detail, achievements of college
and college faculty at various platforms. It also informed about the research work put in by the
teaching and non teaching staff and provided the result analysis of our students.

The academic excellence of our position holders across courses was felicitated with mementos,
prizes and certificates. The Best Student Award was won by Aditya Nair from B.Com (Hons). The
celebration came to a close with felicitation of our Hon ble Chief Guest with a memento of'Ashoka

Pillar'. Other guests present on the occasion were also felicitated.

Lunch was arranged for guests, teaching and non-teaching staff and all students of our college
present on the occasion to celebrate the Annual Day of our college.
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13™ NATIONAL YOUTH PARLIAMENT

The Journey of participating in 13''' National Youth Parliament has been an enriching and enlightening
experience for the college fraternity. Endless practice sessions to get each and every parliamentary nuance
right, tireless v^orking on the script to make it perfect and the relentless endeavors of students yielded
fhiit when Maharaja Agrasen College had the privilege ofhosting the Youth Parliament two times within
this academic session, an ode to the Parhamentary procedures of the largest democracy in the world. The
event was organized under the aegis of the ministry of parliamentary affairs. With the Principal Dr. Sunil
Sondhi as patron, and Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari as programme co-ordinator, the coordination committee
comprised of Dr. T.N. Ojha, Dr. Niraj Kumar, Dr. Swami Nandan, Mr Yogeshwar Singh, Mr. Vikash Ivtittal,
Mr Amit Kumar, Dr. Sushmita Rajawar, Ms Shomaila Warsi, and Dr. Trayambak Nath Tripathi.

In the month of August,2016, our college participated in the group-level competitions. Seven colleges and
universities were in contest in our group. Maharaja Agrasen College was adjudged winner of the group-
level thereby qualifying for the final round. The Youth Parliament debated and discussed several issues
such as the nationalism debate in higher educational institutions, issues that plague our farmers and our
economic model of development, cow vigilantism and threat to country's pluralism, healthcare facilities
vis-i- vis raising the human development indices (HDI) of India. The 'The Child Labour (Prohibition and
Regulation) Amendment bill' v/as introduced and passed after due deliberation. The distinguished jury
for the group-level competition comprised ofHon'ble member of parliament Shri Udit Raj, Chairperson,
National Book Trust, Shri Baldeo Bhai Sharma, and Shri Biplab Debnath, Assistant Professor, University
ofTripura.

It was truly a proud moment in the life of our Institution when the eagerly awaited final was organized
in the month of February,2017. The IS"" National Youth Parliament held at Maharaja Agrasen College,
University ofDelhi became an inspiration for the academic fraternity to lookup to the students performing
a mock parliament session in a disciplined manner portraying the various procedures of the Parliament.

The proceedings offinals ofYouth Parliament began with the Oath Session followed by obituary to a former
parliamentarian. Glowing tributes were paid by the Prime Minister and the leader of opposition. This
was followed by introduction of new ministers by the Prime Minister. Parliamentary procedures viz. the
Question hour, the Zero hour, Calling attention motion. Message from the upper house, and Introduction
of bill were enacted with great meticulousness. The issues covered were railway safety and the investment
in the railway electrification. Cleanliness and Drinking Water and the Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan. The other
relevant issues discussed were various aspects of Jallikattu, the issue of women security, and the pros and

tniafm
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cons of the recent policy initiative of 'Demonetization'. Further, the Youth Parliament displayed how a
bill is introduced and passed. The bills 'Prevention of Smuggling ofAntiquities bill, 2016' and Women in
Armed Forces (Inclusion in Combat Positions) Bill, 2016 were introduced and passed after serious debate.

At the conclusion, Shri Bratin Sengupta, Hon'ble Ex-MP, Rajya Sabha, member of the jury of Youth
Parliament mentioned that the purpose ofthe Youth Parliament was to inculcate the spirit ofparliamentary
democracy among students. He termed the Youth Parliament better than the original parliament in terms
of the disciplined conduct ofparliamentary business.

In his message Dr. Maheish Girri, Hon'ble MP (East Delhi), encouraged the Youth to actively participate
in politics as well. Prof. M. P. Sharma of Jamia Milia Islamia, lauded the performance of participants
and suggested that the functioning of the Parliament should be held in the same manner. Taking jibe at
regular disruptions and adjournments of the Parliament today he remarked that ifthese participants could
showcase the said performance before the lawmakers of the country, the MPs may learn a lesson or two
from this Youth Parliament.

Shri RC Mohanty, Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs, mentioned that the main aim
behind this event is to inculcate the quality of leadership among the students. Dr. Sunil Sondhi, principal
of the college concluded the event by underscoring that Indian democracy had a long way to go and
parliament was the foundation for this.

The Programme Co-ordinator Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari added that such an event of national importance
was a learning process not only for the students but also for the faculty members to know how the
parliamentary proceedings took place in the largest democracy of the world.

Awards were given to the eight best Youth Parliamentarians who were adjudged based on their outstanding
performance. The winners were Sudhansu Sharma, Ambika Thakur, Palak Srivastava, Ishaan Wadhwa,
Ira Puranik, Shalini Kumari, Sumedha Uppal and Devyani Rai who will be invited to the parhament for
felicitation by the ministry of parliamentary affairs.

,



ALUMNI MEET

The Alumni Committee has been consistently working for bringing the alumni closer to the College. This
is done by way of regular updating of database in order to have better communication with the alumni.
Today, we have sanitised database of over 4000 students. The Committee is in process of putting together
a dedicated website/web link through which the alumni can update her contact and profile details on a
regular basis.

The Committee has drafted a Memorandum of Association for the formation of Alumni Association of
Maharaja Agrasen College. Once registered, all activities pertaining to alumni shall be jointly coordinated
with the Alumni Association and the College.

Alumni Committee organised Annual Alumni Meet on February 12,2017 which was attended by over 150
members. As a departure from past years, this year s meet was held during daytime. Main highlights of the
meet were a cultural programme presented by the college dance society Nataraj, Tug of War and Lemon
and Spoon Race for the alumni coordinated by the Girls* Hostel volunteers. Another attraction was the
'Prop Corner' which was well stocked with masks, wigs and props ofvarious types. The Alumni meet end
ed with cake cutting ceremony and lunch.

The Committee has decided to start 'Meet your Alumni' which would be a monthly programme where
established alumni would share their experiences with the College commumty.

RAJAAORASBIte
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5'*" National Conference on Biodiversity and Climate Change
Conserving Heritage - Natural Resources and Cultural Wealth

The 5'"' National Conference on Biodiversity and Climate Change: Conserving Heritage - Natural
Resources and Cultural Wealth was organized on February 16-17, 2017 by departments of Economics,
English and History. In last fewyears we have been able to delve on broader issues ranging from biodiversity
and climate change to finer issues ofinterdependencies on nature, pressures and policies and conservation
of heritage, both natural and cultural. This year the Conference Committee decided to enlarge its ambit to
include cultural heritage as well which forms an integral part of our overall existence.

As run up to the Conference, the Committee organized a visit to Yamuna Biodiversity Park to acquaint
oneself with the ground realities of a functional ecosystem. The Conference Committee also organized a
'Soup n Salad' Party on the Belvedere Terrace Garden for the faculty of the college on terrace which saw
enthusiastic participation from colleagues as well as members of the administrative staff. The theme this
year was Meal in a Bowl and included Thai Papaya Salad, Veg Biryani and traditional Litti Chokha. Many
of the products used in salad were grown within the campus like carrot, radish, spring onion, spring garlic,
pea, brinjal, tomato, potato, coriander, mint etc.

This Conference in its current form has strived to analyze various aspects of natural as well as cultural
heritage. Our Chief Guest on the occasion was Dr. B R Mani, an expert on archaeology who heads one
of India s most prestigious institutions, the custodian of cultural heritage - the National Museum and the
Vice Chancellor of National Museum Institute, an organization committed to the cause of museology and
heritage studies. His brilliant elocution on the role of museums in shaping the course of culture made our
students aware of the various aspects of museology. The Keynote address was delivered by Dr. Ram Boojh,
Programme Specialist, UNESCO who brought to the fore the role played by UNESCO in the preservation
of cultural as well as natural heritage. The Valedictory address was delivered by two eminent scholars in
their fields; M N Ashish Ganju, Conservation Architect and Prof. S R Bhatt, Chairperson, Indian Council
of Philosophical Research
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other eminent speakers during the tvro day conference included Dr. Manu Bhatnagar Prmc.pal D rector
nILi Heritage Division, IN W conservation architect Dr. Priyaleen Smgh from School of Pl^mg^TrcSecture, our colleagues from the College Dr. Sangeeta Mittal, Dr. Anupama Jardev, RaiAetta
Mutters Dha^nendra MAto and Sangeeta Yadav, our alumus Krishna Potoarel from Wall Street
fcumi Prlgya ShuWa, student of Bachelor ofArchitecture, Sushant Institute of Art and f^chrtecture. Dr.SalKum^ Associate Professor of«storyhom_^^
^d^srtioX^wditToTtL^on:^
young minds through their observations and thoughtfhl inputs.
screening of the award winning ̂ focumentary *e Hrdlow S™
UNESCO sponsored Indian string instrument Veena by ace docume y
and Kavita Bahl was yet another highlight of this conference.
A  u h lAiBiHnn nut UD bv the Students of the college has been another highlight of the Conference
wWch irtrated by our teaJL of teachers - Dr. Amit Pundir, Dr. Rajshekhar
Serjee and DhaLendra Mahto. Publications from UNESCO, INTACH and National Museum were
also displayed in the Exhibition.

Successful organization this Conference was possible with active support from UNESCO and National
Museum Institute for having lent their names and being our associates. MAC-INSERCH, the environment
club of the College actively supported in the organization of this Conference.

I), KMiHiir
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3'^'^ National Interdisciplinary Conference
"Reading Migrations: Fractured Histories, Forged Narratives"

The 3rd National Interdisciplinary Conference on "Reading Migrations: Fractured Histories, Forged
Narratives" organized on 20th and 21st March, 2017, was an outcome of the academic perspective of the
Department of English, which strives continuously for meaningful engagements, with significant issues
touching contemporary human lives and literature. The myriad narratives of migrant subjectivities and
how they are constituted summoned historical, cultural, social and literary expertise, cutting across all
disciplines. The Inauguration Programme on Day 1 chaired by Professor Kalpana Sahni witnessed
Professor Saugata Bhaduri's intriguing insight into the linkages between migration and the mandate of
hterarture. His presentation- "Migratory Bards: Of Narration and Itineration"- traced etymological roots
ofwords like sahitya, and illustrated how unlike sahitya, which is suggestive of harmony, literature is bom
from conflict. Professor Kalpana Sahni, in the plenary session, "Home and Away", chaired by Dr. Simi
Malhotra, interrogated and investigated the representation and ethos of a migrant. Not only did she throw
light on the state ofthe refugees and gypsy community, she also deliberated extensively about the constant
intermingling ofpopulations, languages and religions. The Academic Session was graced by the presence of
distinguished personalities- like Tenzin Tsundue, Professor Sukrita Paul Kumar and Professor T.N. Dhar-
wherein, the subject of personal freedom, and what goes within the mind of an exile, were reflected upon.
Poet, writer and Tibetan activist Tenzin Tsundue narrated his experience of being a refugee in India and
emphasised on the role ofyouth engagement to bring about a positive change to the community.

Professor T.N. Dhar's predominant purpose through his presentation "I am a Migrant" was to offer a
personalised overview as an ousted Kashmiri Pandit. Professor Sukrita Paul Kumar, on the other hand,
struck a chordwith her heart wrenching and thought provokingpoetry. Her poems challenged the view held
by some scholars that in a highly mobile and globalised world, "traditional notions of home have become
meaningless." The session on 'The Roma Question' traced the origins of the rootiess Roma community
with Dr. Punita G. Singh examining "Roma" as a distinctive political entity through the foregrounding
of their anthem Djelem Djelem, their national flag and their journey from being unnamed gypsies to the
Romani. The focus shifted to the politics of representation in the subsequent session, "Violence, War and
Migration" with Monica Zutshi giving voice to the psychological distress ofthe Afghan refugees. Aishwarya
Babu took further the discussion on the representation of Afghan diaspora in the famed novel Kite Runner.
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The second day was an equally fascinating one with some thought provoking
renowned scholars and Guest speakers like Prof. Harish Trivedi. Keynote Speaker, Prof. Hansh Tnved ,
brilUantly explored the phenomenon of migration through its literary and comparative dynamics; Prof
Rana Nayar distinctively highlighted the pre- colonial and post-colonial flux in Punjab d al^ related
the Punjabi short story to readership and interests of the members of diasporic community. The post-
lunch sessions were equally vibrant and witnessed dynamic participation by teachers and students of
the coUege with Dr. Gitanjali Chawla presenting her views on "Bhangra Rap as a hybrid form of South
Asian immigrants. Dr. Charu Arya reporting the migration of Libyans to Italy, Anugrah Vidyarthi looking

Rohinton Ivlistry's short story, "Swimming Lessons" through analysing the ̂ ate of Indian immigrants
Canada and Abhinav Anand shedding light of Frankenstein as a migrant. The late afternoon parallel

..ssions tided, "Women, Children and Migration Narratives" and "Migration and Displacement- Dalit and
Tribal Narratives" explored the ideas of distinct speakers in relation to issues like displacement and Dalit
identity; the diaspora and Punjabi identity; the Bidesia tradition and thematics in the works of Dalit and
women poets and vmters from Assam.

The energy and brilliant intellectual exchange of two days culminated with the final set of sessions m
the College Auditorium. This Session was graciously chaired by Dr. Tapan Basu of Delhi University.
Social activist and theatre- person, Jaya Iyer, brought to the forefiront, the issue of stereotyping and
social construction in her interactive presentation "The Three States of Ego-1, Iyer and (Indian) Insaan.
Alongside, she also introduced an iconic representation of street performers, the magician Ishamuddin
Khan. Apart from mesmerising the audience with his magic tricks; world acclaimed magician Ishamuddin
Khan threw light on the -denotified, nomadic, pauper like state- of the madaris in their own homeland as
compared to the name, fame andrespecttheygainabroad. The Valedictory session chaired by Dr. Diamond
Oberoi had brilliant ideas shared through a presentation made by Prof. Vijaya Ramaswamy, where she
beautifully explored the relation between migrations and oral traditions, while also foregrounding her
personal experiences with the Mennonite community of Canada. While Dr. Anujaidev presented her note
on the Conference in the Inaugural Session, Dr. Sangeeta Mittal and Dr. Charu Arya expressed gratitude
on behalf ofthe Department to everyone who contributed towards making the Conference a grand success
in Vote of Thanks.

The two-day Conference on "Reading Migrations: Fractured History, Forged Narratives" turned out to be
a remarkable success bringing together such manifold voices, variegated genres and rich experiences under
one umbrella.

A
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BUSINESS ECONOMICS

The Department of Business Economics has been continually fostering a culture of all-inclusive
development and learning through regular industry interfece, corporate simulations and specialised
workshops. The academic year 2016-17 proved to be another feather in the cap with industry interaction,
brand management workshop, annual department event and laurels brought by our students in inter-
college events.

An industry interaction was conducted on 13'^ February, 2017 by Mr. Giraj M. Sharma, the Founder
Director of Behind the Moon. Mr. Sharma is a renowned name in the start-up industry having 18 years
of experience in guiding start-ups and organisations seeking venture capital funding. An avid columnist in
business newspapers, Mr. Sharma's prime area of interest is consumer behaviour and brand consultancy.
With intriguing insights into the Indian consumer mindset, Mr Sharma enlightened students on the topic
Challenges faced by Start-ups . The session was especially relevant for those aspiring to launch their own

start-ups and was well attended by students ofvarious coursesofthe college.

The 4"'edhion of our department's annual ENTREU2EST '17, was held in fiill colours and enthusiasm on
27 & 28 February, 2017. Being an open platform for students of colleges from all over Delhi, the motive
of the events under Entreuzest is to stimulate young minds to showcase their analytical skills in simulated
situations of pressure. The Art of Optimisation" involved trading for maximizing utility points under
different situations by giving teams various sets of bundles and currencies. In"Lodge and Load" students
role played as hoteliers maximizing their hotel profits under given budgetary and services constraints.
The Boiler Room involved the real life enactment of Prisoner's Dilemma when an investment scandal is
discovered by SEBI authorities. The Bluprint" event consisted ofa preliminary case-study round followed
by a B-Plan competition. The B-plan competition heralded teams from other colleges including DTU
with some teams already having had crores of venture capital funding. A renowned authority in judging
start up B-Plan competitions, Mr. Vinod Pande, Director PMS Consulting was one amongst the judges.
Having to Storm, Norm and ultimately Perform, our participants were judged on a plethora of groimds
b find the final winner. Quizzes and auction fillers-=*;<iH^'Potter and the Game of- F.R.LE.N.D.S" and
|Nutmegged - were organised for participants waiting for the main events.

,  ■



An eighthourBrandManagementWorkshop was organisedforfinalyear students speciahsmgmmarket g^
Mr VinayJoshi, General Manager Marketing at Nourlshco (a joint venture ofTata and Pepsico) conducted
it citing his own experiences when handling the brand management briefs of Lenskart, Tata Gluco Plus,
and Himalyan water. The workshop was replete with exercises on crafting communication briefs, planning
media strategies as weU as understanding how pricing and distribution affect a brand's equity.
Our department's students have brought laurels to the college by winning in inter college events. Students
won the first prizes in the Girl's basket ball and tennis competitions at Runbhoomi event orpnised by
College ofVocational Studies. Students also participated and won runner up positions in 'Roister' organised
by Aryabhatt College.

The students have grown phenomenally by channelising their energies across a wide spectrum of areas
ranging from academics to organising events and interacting with distinguished managers from the
industry. This development of interpersonal and leadership sldlls led to the overall refinement of their
personality. Results can be clearly seen by their selection in the premium business schools of India like IIM,
IIFT, Symbiosis, etc for post graduate studies.

a
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COMMERCE

The Academic Year 2016-17 has been an eventful year for the department of Commerce.

The year kick-started with a Workshop Session on E-Filing of Returns was conducted on 29/9/16. It was
hosted by Professor S.B RATHORE, Associate Professor Shyam Lai College having eiuriched experience
of 39 years in the field of tax. From the basis of taxation to requisites and finally covering the topic of
'How is E-Filing done', the workshop ended on a very informative note. Around 80-100 students ofB.Com
(Hons) 2nd year witnessed the seminar and were able to improve their knowledge in various aspects. MCS
organised its first PAN Card Camp in the month of October 2016. Students from various departments of
the college came in huge numbers. Seeing such overwhelming response, the camp was re-organised on 1'^
October 2016 and again a fairly good strength of students appeared for applying for PAN Card.

Over a hundred students from the Commerce department of Maharaja Agrasen College, University of
Delhi took time off their classes on 20*^ October, 2016 to take part in a groundbreaking event on Goods
and Services Tax featuring CA Neeraj Arora. CA Neeraj Arora, besides being a reputed member of ICAI,
is the co-founder of CA connect India and a well known teacher. He stressed a great deal on introducing
the topic to the students including its background and political and legal aspects, as well as clearing all
the doubts that students came up with. Thus making it a two way session which proved to be extremely
informative and ensured long term benefits for the students.

Along with the aforesaid sessions, many other interactive sessions were organised by various coaching
institutes operating in Delhi - NCR to offer exciting scholarships to motivate the meritorious students.
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CRICMAC FRIENDLY a cricket tournament was organised in Maharaja Agrasen College for the first
time in the history of department of Commerce. It was organised twice in an academic year in the months
of October and January.

The department was also proud to hostyear's first placement drive in college in collaboration with Genpact-
a well known name in the industry. Around 50 students appeared for various levels of test whereby seven
commerce students were given an offer letter.

The Annual Commerce Department fest, Crusade 2kl7, was organised by the MAC Commerce Society
on 1st and 2nd March, 2017. Ihe inaugural ceremony was marked by the speaker session with one ofthe
prominent industrialists in India Mr. Sanjay Dalmia: It was indeed an honour for the students Maharaja
Agrasen CoUege to have been addressed by his words of wisdom and enlightemng the students in the fields
of business, economy, entrepreneurship and management. The presence of our esteemed rmcipa] Dr.
Sunil Sondhi, was the greatest motivating factor. With twelve great events organised m the ̂ o-day show,
over 500 students showedup for participation from all over the coUeges of University ot ueini,
It was the hard work of over 100 volunteers which ensured the success of Crusade 2kl 7.
The MCS Core committee comprising of Dr. Rajat K. Sant, Teacher-In-Charge, Ms. Samndhi Mttal and
Mr. Suvid Sharma, Head Coordinators, Mr. Abhishek Arora, Ms Sakshi, Ms Megha Arora, Mr. Akshit
Gupta, Mr. Sonu Yadav And Ms. Vandana Sagar, Coordinators worked hard behind the curtains without
whose effort the event's success would not have been possible.

I  I

Leaping in the threshold of experiential learning inlthe form of trips and excursions the department
organized a 4 day semi-educational trip to Shimla and Kufri. Students visited Indian Institute ofAdvanced
Studies, a monumental building embedded in the IndiaXhistory. They were also rewarded for their hard
work during the year through the relaxing days and night in the sceijic vaUeys of Shimla and Kufiri.
Despite their academic pressures, our students also outshined in certain co-curricular arenas. Ritika
Sachdeva bagged the first position in Badminton and Basketball in the College Sports Meet 2017.

Sticking to the dictum that ifyour mind can conceive it, your heart can believe it then you can achieve it
the department of Commerce continues to reign not only in terms ofhaving the biggest chunk of students
in the college but also holistically. Commerce students aim at working hard and putting their breath and
being for reaching many more mile stones and permanently engraving their undeniable mark in the history
books of Maharaja Agrasen College.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

The department of Computer Science planned many academic activities for the students during the
academic session 2016-17.

Symposium: INNOVATIVE MINDS

As the name suggests Innovative Minds was an event where unbelievable minds worked to bring up the
change in technology in this urbanized area. Since we are heading towards the world of smart gadgets and
smart features, we need to think differently to make the life easier as much as possible. Every possible idea
must be started keeping in mind its demand and real life implementation in our society i.e. how it will
benefit and bring a change to the existing system.

An event was organised by department of Computer Science with 100% participation of the students
of B.Tech. The event was held on 10th November 2016. Industry Experts and Academicians, Professor
D.K. Lobiyal and Dr. Karan Singh fromJNU graced the event with their presence. The teacher co-ordinators
were Dr. Priya Gupta and Mr. Sunil Kumar. This event emphasised on technical discussions and presentation
of original ideas on topics relating the field of Artificial Intelligence' based 'Information Security'. All the
students were divided into twenty-four groups consisting of 3-4 students in each group. The students
presented their own innovative idea in the form of'Poster Presentation. All the twenty-four posters were
printed on the flex and were displayed on the day of event. Our Experts were the judge of this event. They
listened to each group's presentation and helped students to strategize and approach their innovative ideas.
Their presence motivated the students and helped them with all their queries. Best projects were awarded
for their idea, presentation skills and their understanding of the work they presented.

There was a huge diversity in unique ideas of every group in the same field. Such competitions increase the
level of confidence and develop the thinking each individual present. A healthy competition always makes
a difference to the brains of students leading us to innovative ideas.



This was a competition ofbrains with unique ideas working in unique manner. A competition of success, a
competition towards the step to change the world, a competition to feel the heat and finally a competition
of INNOVATIVE MINDS.

In OctoberT6, around thirty students of B.Tech. (CS), accompanied by two faculty members went on a
trek trip to Kasol, Himachal Pradesh from Delhi. The trek was filled with fun, adventure and learning.
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ELECTRONICS

The department of Electronics has been constantly engaged in nurturing a creative and collaborative
learning environment. With a mandate to ensure that the students get opportunities to discuss and
deliberate,to explore and experience, to sing, act, play, record and recount to create a vibrant milieu, the
department organized many activities in the academic session 2016-17.

•  Another year, another new session....department of Electronics organized an orientation program
'Aagman' and welcomed the new students in their journey towards empowerment, skill development,
achievement, sharing and caring. The program helps to identify and analyse the gaps between the skill
set of the students and those required to attain the specific learning outcomes ofB.Sc. (H) Electronics
course.

«  The faculty and students were engaged in hands-on research through the following projects funded by
University of Delhi:

1. Innovation Project (MAC 308) titled 'Content Syndication and Catalogues for Undergraduate Science
Courses'

2. Innovation Project (MAC 309) titled 'Problem Based Learning within Simulation Environment'

3. Star Innovation Project titled 'To Design and Develop Low-cost, Self-learning Heterogeneous Swarm
Robotic Ecosystem'

This opportunity not only helped the students to develop critical thinking skills along with oral and
written communication skills but also ensued better admission opportunities at the PG level and better
placement prospects.
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The students organized an intra-class cricket match series in September especially for the sports
enthusiasts of the department. The team of B.Sc.(H) Electronics second year was declared the winner
of the series and was awarded handsome prize.

The department tour to Dalhousie, Himachal Pradesh in the month ofMarch 2017 with more than 60
students provided an enriching and refreshing experience to the students and faculty of the department.
A hands-on skill enhancement workshop on 'PCB Fabrication was organized in association with
Centre for Electronics Design & Technology NSIT on 2nd April 2017. The workshop attracted an
enormous response from students from many colleges ofUniversity of Delhi.

2- days hands-on training workshop on 'Virtual Instrumentation in LAB VIEW' was organized on
14-15 April 2017 to enable the students of B.Tech. Electronics and B.Sc. (H) Electronics of Maharaja
Agrasen College and other colleges of University of Delhi to explore the Lab VIEW environment,
dataflow programming, and common Lab VIEIV architectures in a hands-on format.

The 'Tech-Titans' society of department of Electronics, organized Elektro-zeal 2kl7, the annual inter
college event on 7'^ and April 2017 to facilitate the all-round development of the students, like
communication skills, creative talents, social and interpersonal skills. Various programs like Circuit
Mania, Quizzotica, Poster making, Ignited Ivlinds, Picture Sapients, m-Warriors and Scavenger Hunt,
etc. were organized during the festival. The events attracted an enormous response from students
from many colleges of Delhi University, I.P. University and UP. Tech University who participated in
the various events. As many as 22 teams from various colleges like Hansraj college, PGDAV, Rajguru
college of Applied Sciences, Zakir Hussain participated in the India quiz 'Quizzotica'. The Circuit Mania
Competition for science students was a huge success with participation of many contestants from
different colleges. The topic of the Ignited Minds competition was 'Raising the happiness quotient
of India'. The students presented their research papers on the topic providing novel solutions to the
problem from the domains such as GDP per capita. Life Expectancy, Perceptions of Corruption,
Social Support and freedom. The mobile gaming event 'm-warriors' aimed at providing an ultimate
gaming experience to the participants and was a great success. Elektro-zeal 2kl7 ended with the most
awaited game, the thrilling Scavenger Hunt which served as a real energy booster and mind refresher
for everyone.

'Startup Conclave' was organized where the founders of different startups were invited to share their
success stories with the students and provide an insight to the startup culture and entrepreneurship.
Ihis event provided a source of motivation and inspiration for the students in tune with 'Make in
India' theme. Ms Tripti Somani, CEO,KGS advisors was the keynote speaker at the event. The speakers
included Mr. Prateek Sachan, Co-founder, Chakr, Revolution through pollution; Mr. Prem Sagar, CBO,
Banao-Amaker's playground and Mr. Saurabh Gupta, Founder, Ticnpic.com, Metawing Technologies.
Many interesting startups were also showcased during the event.

.
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ENGLISH

Keeping up with its nature of being an inquisitive and an enthusiastic department, the Department
of English, under the teacher-in-chargeship of Dr Sangeeta Mittal, has had a year full of activities
aimed towards making students connect not just with the literary world but also the larger world
beyond their immediate and classroom ambit.
The new session began with all the three batches coming together to celebrate TEACHERS' DAY.
The light-hearted games involving both students and teachers and cutting of the ceremonial cake
acted as great ice-breakers and showcase of talent. The first year students of English (Hons.) were
then taken to NSD to watch two plays; 'Aresteia' by Aeschylus and 'Mrichchakatika' by Sudraka.
This visit to THEATRE ACTIVITY was organised by Debosmita Paul and Subodh Kumar.

This event was succeeded by the INDUCTION of the ACTIVE Society, the literary association of
the department. Student office-bearers were appointed through democratic process.
The much awaited ANNUAL LECTURE SERIES this year featured Dr. Anjana Neira Dev, Associate
Professor of English at Gargi College (University of Delhi) speaking on 'Writing with a Purpose'
on October 27, 2016. Dr Dev designed her presentation around the objective of redefining what
the two activities mean, comprise and require. The Annual Lecture was organized by Prem Kumari
Srivastava and Gitanjali Chawla.

The students of Maharaja Agrasen College were in for a treat on 23rd of August 2106, when the
Department of English invited Mr Amdy and Ms Amrita Jooneja of Afra Tafri travel company to
brief them on a jungle adventure in the hills of Sattal. The success of this event was proven when
the Department went on to organised an ADVENTURE CAMP at SATTAL from September 29 to
October 3, 2016. The talk and the trip were organised by Charu Arya and Debosmita Paul.
To revive and inculcate the golden virtue of book reading, English Department instituted the
'Twenty-Four Books Challenge' which provides an open platform to students as well as teachers. The
readers are requested to read 24 books of their choice during one year. The feature has a dedicated
social media space for lively interactions. The feature is managed by Shilpa Gupta and twelve
students and four Teachers enrolled for it as of now.
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TTT^DiTArF WALK to the sites of 1857 uprising in Delhi as a run up to theThe succeeding event, a HEW --aanized by the department on February 19, 2017. Since the
third Interdisciplinary Conference g „£ human migrations. Mutiny of 1857 that led to major
Conference focused on the n,e Walk was
demographic changes in Delhi, was cno ^ ^organized by DebosmitaPaulan " ° ^ English department, Maharaja Agrasen College,
The annual literary and cultural test competitions like Slama-o-rama, treasure hunt,
LITERATI was held on February 27 ana > ^ ^ capture, cam-e-lien were
spell-O-tron, extempore took place o titions, the dance performances al^g with solo
held on the second day. Apart from tne^^^ ceremony was appreciated by all. The show was
and duet performances for the mdrani Dasgupta and Guntasha Tulsi.
managed by Shradha Kabra, CONFERENCE on "Reading Migrations: Fractured
Hie 3rd NATIONAL WTERDISCIPUNA
Histories, Forged Narratives ^rtivlsts. practitioners and performers like Professor
by Prof Harish Trivedi. E"""™'''J f,,, or Simi Malhotra, Tenzin Tsundue. Professor Sukrita
Kalpana Sahni, Professor Saugata q gingh, Prof. Rana Nayar, Dr. Tapan Basu, Ms.
Paul Kumar, Professor T.N. Dhan ^ Qberoi were also present in the conference. The
Jaya Iyer, Magician Ishamudin, ^ vijaya Ramaswamy. The Conference turned out to be a
Valedictory address was given by r committee comprising Anupama Jaidev, Sangeeta Mittal,
remarkable success. The pr. Charu Arya very ably supported by the rest of the
Prem K. Srivastava, Gitanjali engagements in future years.
Department, resolved to carry CULTURAL STUDIES, Department of English,
CENTER FOR PERFORMING A sessions were about theater and its significance in better
conducted 10 sessions for students. ^jevelopment. These sessions were held on Monday and
educational performance and session trainer and coordinator of the Center.
Tuesday afternoons. Vinod Verma is frequently conducting SCREENINGS OF FILMS
Apart from these events, the depw "Qedipus Rex". "Twelfth Night", "12 Years a Slave", "The

m Session were screened fo feature 'MEET THE AUTHORS' in association with Sahitya
Ue Department orga^ "Indian Writing in English: New Genres, New Practices".

together to pr^uce an enthralling experience for the audience. The concept note for the event was
developed by Dr Guntasha Tulsi and session chair and event organizer was Or Prem K. Srivastava.
The Department of English hopes to continue with its endeavours in the coming years and provide
holistic training and support to its students to help them evolve and succeed in life.

W.fMflhrMV
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3Tq^ ̂  ^Tlilc^r TOYT ̂  Sn^KRlell ̂  "TTTOff ̂  ^
11 w afk ^ ̂  ̂3TTrt ̂ST ̂  5T^ terfW ̂  ̂  ̂ ̂  wr

16ff^ ̂  ̂tr cf^ ^ 1^ "^nSfc^ Tjw "tiK-^fd^ cbi4ft?Hl' ̂  'hmh ̂  ̂
4t ^ cirrf^ 11 ^^'Hif^idi ^ ̂-war prf^ TT^ wr 4t

Ricf^Ria ftcft 11 '4 cRB ^ ^ hbnmt 3nr^

^ >Hlf^fri|ch WfT 'Hc|4cHI ^ W ̂T "WI tif^ 4t.T?.(;rf^)
fM, H (3T£^5t), 3r4^, 4t.T?. (Tff^) fM, ftdk (^jwiar), ^ 4t.^. (;fte)
IM, (^4^), YFTter, #.TT. (;rf^) fM, 5(9^ {^-^rrf^) cr^n ̂  t^qr^t,
4t.q. (qf^) fi4t, qsTTT ^f4, (c^t^mst) ̂  M%t ter i

qRq^' ̂  ?T?qFf£TR ^ 14 ̂  21 f^R 2016 m 'ft4t WTT W.
TTBcT cbi4fbH 3ii4if^d f%q qq I ]R!K f|44t 1^ qfMfW/g^ wit
qfMtoi' q4 wIm ^ ^ terW ̂ 4t

fM I qq fl4t ?m ̂ qw ̂  qq4M siRtto ̂  I qmq
qr^^lMwflRT ^ Bf^w q^ torW ̂  4Bq?T ̂  f^Rq q^ qq> q?Tto q^
f4iqi I ^luiei—"4^ c^ cpi40q Tf iftqqiR qq qvfcfqqq qrqr 4Bef4t "4 3Tq4 4t?ft 3fR

Weft ̂  ̂Ttoff q4 4qg^ qR Rqr I 3Tf^ ̂  w ̂ 3nq%T qr. Ra^hiqR qr^M ̂
4tcft ̂  Rqqq 1^ qftrf I BBlteRq c4 RqqR q^Rq qj^ q^ WqR 4 21 teR

2016 q4 qq%T f^BnWf q4 qqpfqq qq ̂ Rq^R-q# qqrqqR tor w i
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gl-i^lRcb T3^ ̂  RfTFT Rp# wft^ ̂  HM 11 IdgavH^^l ^ ^ ^ailc^K 7J7T
71^ '^4'^d'iT ̂  f I cT^ "TRtrfFT ^FTTI 3ff^ 'illf^rTl' "tR 06—07 SlSd,
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JOURNALISM

The department of Journalism has been actively involved in overall development ofthe students. The field
ofMedia cannot be explored afiirmatively without Social, Cultural & Industrial Interface. The department
has organized various activities like expert lectures, community interface, workshops, visits etc. to meet
the objectives of practical exposure. Keeping up with its nature of hands-on learning, students have
successfully bagged internships in various organizations like Sahara, ABP News, Center for Media Studies,
Doordarshan, All India Radio, Cravants Media Pvt. Ltd., BAG network, TATA Communication Centre
etc.

In association with ABC News the department organized learning and interacting session for the students
where a program was created, whose content was planned and designed by the students of the department
itself and broadcasted for the audience by the channel. Same kind of activity was conducted by the
department and students have created a web platform in Vistamac, where photographers, filmmakers and

department can share their creativity on a common platform.

The department organized several symposiums, conferences, workshop, and annual departmental fest
in which professionals from the industries were invited to interact with the students. This year annual
departmental fest "Yatharth" was organized on 28'*' & 29'^ ofMarch. Ms. Pratima Mishra of ABP News, who
is an alumnus of the department, graced the occasion. Mr. Ashwani Kumar of E-24 was present to judge
the film fiesta organized during the fest. Md. Syed Aamir Hussain (News Nation) delivered valedictory
address and distributed awards in the function.

To give an exposure of functioning of the Industry, students of the department were sent to visit
Doordarshan, India TV| NDTVi Ahsaas, an devotional channel etc.

The interaction with media professionals not only enhances their communication skills, but also creates a
repo with them. This year the department organized several such interactions. An expert lecture on Mobile
Journalism' was organized in this series, wherein Sabyasachi Dasgupta (Times of India) was the resource
person. In this lecture students were enlightened about MOJO, i.e. Mobile Journalism.

.
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A workshop on TV news Script writing was conducted by Mr. Rashid Hashmi, Output Editor, India
News. This was a hands on learning exercise where students were taught the skills of good script writing
for contemporary TV. Apart from this, a workshop on documentary script writing was also organized
by the department. Dr Amitaabh Srivastava, Dean, Galgotia University was the resource person for the
workshop.

An Symposium on 'Sports Journalism and its Challenges' was also organized by the department in which
Sanjay Banerjee, renowned commentator and Consulting Editor, Sports, Sahara Samay news channel was
the keynote speaker.

To keep in mind the Startup India programme of the prime minister, and fascination of the youngsters
towards these initiatives department of Journalism in association with Facebook and Youth ki Awaaz
organized a workshop to provide an exposure ofUses & Utilization of SNS to scale up the business in the
name of #My Startup Story.

The department also started an Advanced Diploma course under community college scheme, funded
and supported by UGC. This course is a skill oriented programme under media and entertainment sector
skill council as per dreams of Skilling India. Students were given practical exposure of variou natures by
different industry interface activities like participation in many TV Programmes (Doordarshan, NDTV,
News Nation, LokSabha TV etc.), industry visits, community research etc.

A community research on Follow up of Legal guideline of Anti-Smoking in various parts of Delhi was
conducted in Association withJohn Hopkins University, USA.

¥



POLITICAL SCIENCE

The department of Political Science began its new academic session 2016-2017 by welcoming the newly
admitted students. The whole academic year was very eventful and productive. Chanakya, the student
society of Political Science department organized a two-day fest of academic activities on 29'''-30'''
September 2016. Prof. Ujjwal Singh, Department of Political Science, Delhi University delivered a lecture
on "Dr. B. R. Ambedkar's and Contemporary India" on the inaugural day of the fest. Dr. Uttam Sinha,
Fellow, Institute of Defense Studies and Analyses (IDSA) delivered another though provoking lecture on
"India-Pakistan: The Indus Water Treaty" on the second day.

Various events on several important and relevant themes were conducted during these two days like
Rangoli on the theme of "Make in India", essay writing on "Indian Electoral System: Case Study of UP
Elections", self-composed poetry on "Maa aur Kisaan", mock elections, extempore etc.

The department also organized an educational trip to Jaisalmer in the month of February, 2017. The
students stayed in camps on the outskirts of the city of Jaisalmer and were made aware of the Rajasthani
culture through its folk music. They visited theJaisalmer fort and got to know about the history and politics
of the place.

The department initiated a discussion forum Vimarsh with primary objective to inculcate and train the
students in important national and international issues. This platform provides opportunities to the
students every fortnightly to prepare and present their ideas on some contemporary topics. The discussion
followed after the presentation.

The Chanakya Society of Political Science department has organized an inter-coUege Quiz Competion,
'Quizoholic' on Polity, Current Affairs and General Awareness on 6'''April, 2017. More than hundred
participants participated in the competitions, which was followed by the prize distribution.

I
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ECONOMICS

The department of Economics of Maharaja Agrasen College has always been a front runner in academic
exercises. This department has been instrumental in the organisation of the annual conferences on
"Biodiversity and Climate Change" for the last five years. Teachers ofthe department have been presenting
papers in various conferences and seminars at the national level. Students and teachers of Economics
have successfully completed Innovation Project "Understanding Emerging Agrarian Crises in India;
Inputs for National Policy on Sustainable Agriculture" (MAC 306) funded by University of Delhi in the
current academic session. Another project naming "Developing a Connect between Spiritual Ecology and
Sustainability in the University Curriculum through Empirical Study", was completed in the last academic
year. Carrying forward its old tradition of participting in various activities at college level, department
played an instrumental role in organising elections for B.A. (P) students society. The department was
also instrumental in organisation of the festival of B.A.(P) which was well attended by students ofvarious



mathematics

'%tXSrs»r„.fof Lhe^eL. sLnce have been actively involved in cthet co-cutnculan
^^tivities of the college contributing to the corporate life of the college.

ci
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B.A. PROGRAMME

The students of B.A. Programme are provided with a space, outside their curricula, allowing them to
express and to experiment. In the academic session 2016-17, the Department was involved in various
academic and cultural activities under the supervision of teachers.

The Lakshya Society organized trips to Pratapgarh Farms, Mehrauli Park and other adventure-cum-
educational trips. A visit to the National Museum was also organised where the students were informed
about the beginnings of civilisation.

The Departmental annual festival AAGAAZ' was organised in the month of February with great enthusiasm
and grandeur. Events like Mono Acting, Best out of Waste, Essay Writing, Debate, Quiz, Newspaper Dress
Making, Mock Parliament, Logo Designing and paper presentations were organized and they received
zestful participation from students from all departments of the college.

The department has organised the National Biodiversity conference in collaboration with the History
Department where the students, teaching faculty and non-teaching staff were sensitised towards our
approach towards the environment.

The students also work in synchronisation with the theatre society, street society and cultural societies.
The students also actively participated in the events like the annual college festival Yuvaan and many more.

The department aspires to work with more enthusiasm and help in the holistic development of its students.
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HISTORY

The department of History has been abuzz with curricular and cc-curricular activities round the year.
To begin with, the department spruced up its museum 'Milepost' for the impending visit of the NAAC
team visit. These included presentation of 1857 through Philately, Urdu Poets, Bhakti Saints, Indus Valley
Civilization, Miniature Paintings and the origin and evolution of the Earth. In order to promote a sense
of historicity among the students, the department of History has been organizing various activities for its
students and is enthusiastically supported by the faculty. In this pursuit, the department organized a visit
to the National Museum in the month ofAugust in which over 120 students of B A Programme (History
and other courses) participated.

The department has been pioneering the cause of environmental awareness by successfully organizing
National Conference on Biodiversity and Climate Change for the past five years. This year too, the
department, in association with departments of Economics and English organized this annual show titled
'5* National Conference on Biodiversity and Climate Change: Conserving Heritage - Natural Resources
and Cultural Wealth' on February 16-17, 2017.

The Chief Guest for the Conference was Prof. B R Mani, Director General, National Museum and Hon'ble
Vice Chancellor, National Museum Institute. The Valedictory Address was delivered by two eminent
scholars in their fields; M N Ashish Ganju, Conservation Architect and Prof. S R Bhatt, Chairperson,
Indian Council of Philosophical Research.

The department also organized Heritage Walk to Mehrauli Archaeological Park on March 15, 2017 for
the students of History as well as those studying GE papers offered by the department. The Walk w^
conducted by Ms. Aradhana Sinha from INTACH who illuminated the students with architectural details
of the Sultanate as well as Colonial period.

The department is in process of starting an INTACH Chapter in the College to promote heritage
conservation among the college community. For this student volunteers would be enroUed and framed by
INTACH and who in turn would act as ambassadors of heritage conservation.

J
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE

The department of Physics under the leadership of Dr. Parthasarthi, Teacher-incharge; Physical Science
organised an educational trip to Inter-University Accelerator Centre (lUAC), near JNU Campus on the
occasion of Science Day. Selected colleges from all over Delhi were invited to attend a day long event at the
sprawling lUAC Campus. The proceedings began with a presentation on Photonics by the legendary Prof.
Ajoy Ghatak, formerly Professor, Physics, IIT, Delhi. Presentation by Prof. N. Madhavan on the research
being carried out in Nuclear Physics and Technology currently available at lUAC followed. A quiz was
organised with questions based on the presentations that were given with the winners being awarded with
text books authored by Prof. Ghatak. After a small break the students were taken on a tour of the various
facilities present. The tour began with the visit to the control centre followed by visit to the pelletron
accelerator and various other cutting edge technologies that are inter-linked and are used for various
medical and research based applications. The visit concluded with lunch and a documentary session on
the atomic nucleus.

The Physical Science department organized an excursion trip to Mcleodgan) (H.P). The trip was led by
Dr. Parthasarthi and Dr. Poonam and included 34 members in total. The trip was scheduled for three
days and three nights. The team started from the college on the evening of 13"^ October 16 by bus and
reached Dharamshala the next day and stayed at a resort named 'Meghavan' at Mcleodganj. The next
morning the team visited nearby Bhagsunag Waterfall. The scenery was so beautiful there. A DJ night was
organized for the trip members at the resort. The next day the team started on a 13km long and steep trek
to Truind. The climate was very chilly up there. When trekker students reached the Truind top the time
was approximately 7pm. So they had no option but to return back very carefull^n the moon ight. Divided
into four groups, carrying torch along they reached the resort by 10.30 pm. e
started from Mcleodgunj and reached Delhi in the morning of 17"'' October. em y is exciting
trip will remain etched for a long time.

An Educational excursion was organized to visit Delhi Jal Board,The visit was organized for science students wherein students of B. c. tIip visit wa
participated under the supervision.of Dr. Vandna Som^^t* Poonam Singh. v s^^as organised to
n)iake the students avrare of the water treatment pn^sand ̂ironmenta issu . _ oi'atory
apd enUghtening experiene^in which the students o^ap Jto get themselves fem li^ to the practical
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knowledge ofthe different stages of water purification which broadly included Pre-chlorination treatment,
Post chlorination treatment, Coagulation/Flocculation, Storage and supply to city. Visiting the water
treatment plant was a very informative and knowledgeable experience. The interaction with the Delhi Jal
Board officials also enlightened the students about the debasing condition of water bodies like Yamuna
river in specific.

The department ofBiologyparticipatedvery actively in the 5'^ National Conference on "Biodiversity and
Climate Change: Natural Resources and Cultural Health" on 16"'' and 17'*' February 2017. Many eminent
speakers from various fields delivered lectures on natural as well as cultural heritage. The learning objectives
of this conference were to discuss the issues of climate change and understand its impact on heritage. The
issues that were discussed included; meaning and importance of natural heritage and its deterioration due
to climate change. Students were also given knowledge about the role of science in the development of a
sustainable world and the challenges of putting the scientific findings into practice. After the presentations
were made by the speakers, students asked them various questions. All the speakers appreciated the quality
of questions and the commitment shown by them to protect the environment.

The department also organised visits by students to various places in Delhi and surrounding areas to
conduct field surveys on different types of pollution arising in Delhi, such as water pollution and air
pollution. In the process they studied air pollution caused by vehicles plying on the roads, landfills and
construction works. The students could also locate some of the local pollution hot spots in Delhi where air
pollution level used to be maximum and reaching beyond critical level.

The Physical Science department organized its annual science fest 'SCINTILLA-2017' in April. The event
saw invited lectures by subject experts and presentation on various topics by students. Quiz and debates
were also organized which saw enthusiastic participation. Science 'Fun games' were an additional attraction.
Such event helped the teaching fraternity and students to come together and foster a relationship that go
beyond the classroom and enable them in personality development by exposing them to newer ideas.
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^rft# RRn gfftRT ft r^ r?r an i bcht r?r fftcFrr Rft nft# r# ft nft ft ftftnn # r# an \ ft
RRt-gnftf, ft fftR R# nrft nftfft, aRRiRRaft afr? nfft^naft ft gRRn ^ aft? Riar # fftRm ?bt ft^
ft#? R# ftft^ gn ft I ft ?nR ^3cr ft wi anft Rft fftnR ftft nrnftr ft nft i n? ftft gn ft^ ft#? Rft
R?^ RR aTR I ftft nBft Rft ft ftff Rft fftftt gft ftRTR ft I gft gfftRT wft RRft Rft aft? 1ft?# RRT B?
RTRft ft |3R ft I gnft RR?cT R# ftt Rift RR# gfrft ft?Bft ft ^ftR eft aft? Rt RR RRT ft RR ^RT?
11 ftft ft?3T fft ftft anHRTR ft# cfRIR RR#ftRf-?3R?f ft ftR fftRT ?Bft Rft RR# ^ ?^ 11 R? fttRR ft
^ t fft R## fftRT t afr? Rft t RRft ft# Rft RRB I
g^ft fftcpft R?ddl ft 3T# g?Rft ft ft # fftRT, gft RR# t 1ft ft ftcR R?RR5 ftft Rift ft R# R#
?T? RR ftft I ftft ft?R fft g# rT rrt^ ft#t aft, RB Rig an 1 ft, RR ft Rrg aft? RB RTg am ft ft^ aft?
g#RT ft RRTR RTRt ft ft#? ftt R?? 11 RR cfftRR, fftRft IT? RTR ftt R# ftR ft Rft
sft I m fftRft ft Rft, Iftft ft RRlf^.Rft ft#ft RR ?TRft STTRIR aR fftRft RR ftt ?## aft I g#
gft # Ri?RT 1ft?mRT t ft? R? f^tRT f fft RR # R??ft RTRT BRRT ft ?TR^Rr 11 gft RR# t fft
g^^ft Rg RR RR> ft RkTR fft?# BBTRT ftRT, g+Rlxi Rg R?# aHRT ftRT I ft ft RR?R fte#

gi^ft RP? ft.RT# RRTR ft# f, Rgn ^§?ft? f
g^ til ^

ft R? ?ft ft I ft ft#T ?|# ft? #;r>?rt ?!#..

RkRRT rtr ft
1  J

RT? ft Rft ?TRRri # Rft Rft RTR RI ?TR#T| gR # RRRT? ftft ?Rf

1' - R^RR ^RT?,
^r.R. (sffRft) Rwrfftcrr



W ̂ ^ ̂  ̂ t, M fr eFT^ t FFT^ W I

3M ̂ 3T^ ̂  ̂ ̂  # t- 3R1^ 3fk ̂ ffm,
3ft^ cT^t 3i^ ̂  ^ ancft f, #? WFT ^ -^f ̂  ̂

"j'^.c^-,^^ t ^ ̂ 1 ̂  t, f^^«;iR'4l ̂  3TFTT 3fh?
fylA^TtM ̂  eiW ̂  ^ 11 vTH^ ̂  ̂  Ivp^^rf^

31|Rs|^0K ^ %f 11 RbO'^ -M^XTl % STT^ Tf ̂  cF7 Bt?TT t
?Tf t ̂  cfiT Pl4d'1 ^ 1 cfW ̂  dcpivjii

?fr sfR W t ? '^ 4tcT t '41' y1Hl4 ̂  3?T^ '3n^ 1^ dVi 'F^ 3fT^" |

^  '*1^ fvi^ '^ f^vRef^ 'VjR 9pTT^ t 3fk '?F 1%^ WR
■'t'flM '^ 3TR^ '4 RT^ f 3R4 41?R ^ ̂  ^ ̂  feet

iR 4t ^1 ■g^scRfR ^fnfR?n"54 '44t t H^il^^iii
3RRT 'g^ 4 3i4leiN'i' ^ v4\ch 'cr sff^ wj'I afR irit stc^rfrt
IT^ ^ ate ci^ ^ ?1cn 11 W to t
ato ^ 3^ 'Tto 'tot ^ '4' ^ ̂  '^ tor 11
ftoft ^R ^ ̂  t, to tor ^ toR to to t tot ftoft
^ cRT% fvRPR 'T^ ^tcT '4 1to%T t ^tto ^ '^H^ei'l tolT
toc^ '^R ^5^ ttot cR ^4rg t tto^ ^ c^ ■«i^
qcf)icia <!to 11 funtote ^ 3TT^ MR ^ "^iFT t '^ 'toR ^ 'Itor^
to ^ 3fk #R M ?i^ Rtot ti wm M wm t to
'tof totote ^ 14rt wt 4r fto t wriwi? 'ti mrrm i

ato yil<4i0(d ^ toi ^ 'tto to ^ ^ "^^arto —'to
'R^ FTRRff '4 to ^ ̂  MTto TOT to, cR? to 'to ato
toi WR ^ ato crm to afR ws c^ 4t^ 4t a^R I 'qtopf 4 ^ c{r wm
t fto^ tor 4 ato 4r «i^ tor t i tor t '4t ^snwr, to toto ^ ir?
4t g^w^^idi |3TT to « WIT STT aito to ato

— toTT^ ^TTcT^
toto MfclWI-^RfRl ^
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■^TRcT ^ qgdamicTi, ^arf^ST, dWdlf^cb jr^ c^ ^fjcf xRq^mn ^-Rc|mT
Wf|?T t 3fk 3Fr^ ^ ^ VfRWr^T ^ frtcH 3TraR ^

^ '^r ^ tl 3fmT^ TR ^fTT^ f^RFT 3RTf^ c^ ^
13TT 11 tl^(a "^fTFTpJT W^ 3fk J^^Rjdl ^ qR^ ^ tlHN ^ "^TFTHT HPTq ^ >!|i^[g|d,

"qq ^Ttfcrfit^ ^ c^ %r ^ cfR^fr 11 "r ̂ Kdl^qi r ̂  crft mr^
^ ̂  ^ ttrrt wf% ^ t wcr ^ sntiixiRidi f^Rfr ^ q^ ttt

tn ^ ^ 3Tq^ ^?TR|if^ q^ Rr4^ cfR^ t ^mRch ^ ^
l^raro cTRT ^ qft "^r^ ti ^^#rq ft ̂  ̂  1^ 3TT?mqefhFT sricRqw ^ t w ft

'ft t^TqR fcfq^ qq 1xfFT "q^ ^qR W qi ^ f ? qqr ^HN ^ Ric^lcl q^t "FTfT ^TT ^ t ̂
qqqRT iiiqqiqiq % ^ qRR<a qRqJF t qq^ qq fcfqiRT cRT ?FP qff # '^cbcll t ̂ rq w q%
^ ^ 3rt^ oof^ cjj[ f^qRT q ^ qrrq i ftt^ 'ftcR qi# ^ ^ qrr
cfr ^ w, qs^ FT FT^ ^'^Rid ^ ^ qq % FTift ^iff^^RT ^ RRqjqft ^ ̂ frt

qR^ ^ ?

3TTqT cpicicii'J^s ^ qRT STjqWP t| qnqq Ff^ FT FH MT? q^ ^TT ^
fcTqR-fcfTRf cfR% qq sn?qqertqRT ^ 1^ q5^ I ^ qqq ariqqq^ f cflt^ FT FTjq

^ hR^4 ^^tqq "jola qR^ ^ q? q Fnft ^ rtf ^ ̂f qdi qF q^
WTTF Xfs 'cgsqiST q^ qicf 'J,vjik*i ^ 11 qi^ FTT^ RTt q>cfsq t, FT 3Tq^ ^ q^

1^rq% 1%qT ?q cfq? qR F q# 11 FTTF sqpT ^ 3Ttq ^Tiq FTT^ ^ tctRFT qR? ^ ^ % qq
qR ariFFF qR^ qq qvl^ f 3f|q TFJ^ qf^vH F# qrqq^ elqR qTFl7 qq Rjjq q?r "JJF? cTF^ ^
q^ qi? ^ q# 11 ^ qjq^ qrtqqfafr ^ ft Rrq^ ^ ni^ld ft ̂ thh c^ q?^ ^ qf^
3Tq^ l^fTFTqrft qq urqrqt^ qrq^ ftt qrqrqq Rrqf? F^q ft Firft qTq^% qq qmrvf ^ sTTErrq'jq ^
^ ̂ qqsftqqr qT^^ f^RT^r qTtq # q^dwRiFiF •gqf^ ^ jL^q q ̂

wq gqqq Fq^ qf^q ^ qqf^wt qqqqrnqr q^ qsrrq i
"FT qq? qR ^■., qq? ^ trh qqr qr^, fvprr^ 'p ̂  qrfq^rf^ qq^rr ^ 3R|if■ qq Ici^rq q ^,. ^

■'^'■'■ qaTTq q^ FTTqiF^ qRT^ ^ 3jtq Eft^-£ft^ qiqq "ft ftf ctrt qrqcflq qfqfl^ ^ qr^FiW q^
^dq qrc^ ,

— apjcTRT r^tmcTl
( qfcTOT )—qdt<4 qf^

•■ '<'*",-.''iiPi-" .if"'



I vl ^ ̂CK^c ̂  5WHM ̂  ̂ 40 #iff ̂  W!T 2 80 ^ I ^
f " stNp^ 3pft^ afpp ^ ̂ an^rf^ t I x?#^ ̂

WcTTciT t T7?cff afk ^ ̂ 7 13 3n^ c^ 76 "^tXffFfT
t I 13 W % X{^ ^ 65 «r^ <Pf ^'^Hld t 1

#?ra ^ #? iT^k ^ ?T^ mm ̂ W{^ ̂  3ttx; t i ̂  2004 ̂  f^c^i
^ xjgj xpT ^ m 3TRn tr ̂  "^n^ ar^TTi^ m ^
^PTT SfT, ̂  12 W ̂TR 3iR sPRH ^ ^ ̂ sm^fT ̂  3TeFT
^ ̂  ̂ WT I 3Tf?rxpTM XpT 3PTfR ^ ̂  XRXTit 31XRR ^ ̂

^  aiT^ ^ XJlTciT t I ̂  Tf Wrf^ cpt ^ ̂ ^ ̂ '
^ A 3M?^ ^ ̂  fM^ cR^ T^ ̂  ̂ ?fecn?^ ̂  ̂  t 1

XiRf^ M WTift cn^ ̂  ̂IRf X{^ ̂  2012 2014
i47xjf^^x|^t I

5RT W ̂ Xjfft Xfil Tlf tw t9T 4x^ ^ 3FnS t 1 cR>^ ̂  ^
feeiiH) ̂  sRTRf c^ ?i^ ̂fr ^ f I ^;f^. strcTT?^ ̂ ^fcRR.

t 1 ̂  cfSt^ ^ cfj^ c[?r w x}?f
sft I ■ffli'i^'N ^ cir^

71^ ^RRT ^ ̂  t gfk ^ ̂
^ ^ t feffei iMfMi
X5T c^ TRkr M t 1
fcRRH d FTT^Wt/'^^T^ ^ ^

711 ^5^ fdt FtT^d^ ^ ̂
^ df wRRd ^ t I ddi ^ ̂  d
3TR ^ {Tt^T^ cpT ^Rcp7 ?df,
d^''!FR^, '^d^ 'WRt 3jk WJf c^

vJlMIWdl x^eFTT XiR^ t

-

^.xj. (Hfaodl),

i^il



w*r t"

wrrrft #...

W ^ ̂ if ̂  %
<pK«Ji Siivjicfjei 3n^ ̂  "^RTcn^ %

^ ̂ t...

^ w "^r ̂  "tf hi^6|m!

Rb>Hcb! -^TRT WU^ ?

oTWf vTFRocIi f^eii«ff cnseim

f..

■^ !!, ^ eiMi^ ^ "^t^A^cr>'<,
rfr c}5^ ^^-<^cj7cj^><, ;' I

3r^cf> "^FTT «JR 'T^ vd'lc^ 'i
f^ cPTT, ^ffTST ^ cn^qi^ t
FT f...

iTvfhTT

w ̂  ̂  ̂r

-fit-:

3ff^ ^ ,cf>??TT t:%' ^ WT ^

cfcPf cp ^fr?^ ^tTFT ^
^ ̂  STT wrlm I

■efr !!, sfr FT^ fr tTcp, ^ -q^ ^
fcRT Rl'ilel TTyTcfT "^t 3FF?r 3PT^ J<^l'1
f^-cTfieWT 6|^i4 ^ 1^-

vJTt f^— Fcjedi^
FT ^ ^ RT^ ^ ^ ̂TTtWT ,
tjcp ^ ̂  ̂  ^gcPT^ t
FT "gT f

^ 3Tt1^ ^ cf^ ^ eTT^
^ % F Riclll ^cflFTT I

^  f cpTf^ "i^ gpcp RTT^
cTT^ vTcTT Rldl^Jl 3t^ I

^ FTpff ^Rt^TT iRrtT % FTRTT
Ri^ ^ ^ F?!" W

FTT^ t..
^ ̂  3PI ^ t..
^ "5^ t...
^ FTT^t W5cTTf t

3Tf^FT^ 3TPf^
ff^cRT SrPFf, f^dl^ ^

— arr^^ hC<h
-q^, 41<tHH (aff.)

?

' T •

•*.* .U I
.1 1 .A
•J' w wV



3Tq^ WTT ̂  ̂  ̂ ̂  ̂ ̂  ̂ ̂
Cf^ ̂  9TT eft ̂  wft ^ ̂  ̂  ^
^ ̂  ■ft STT it tt^! ^ ^ ̂
^ ̂  en I ^ 1t^ ^ 3111^ ^ ̂ el^-ergcJT
t tt tt enti ^ctiT eni t ^ 3f#T en... #
anfe 3fk ^ wt Tiin ^ ^ ?T^
t  ann iterr tt 3it^ t ̂  ̂
n>^ ^ era 4- ^ ̂ ^ ̂  ̂
wpn ^nra fl t tsi-wt w w cfr an ^
3ft? ?cit eftnt ^ ^ra, ■^w..! em ^
an I ^ nepiRtt emP sntt ^ a??- ^
nt 3iFfM 3fR ^ ̂  ^ ̂  ^
nnrnP ani 1 ^ ̂
nt^# aft wrt Fieft ^ ff ^repf l^tr
en ! smr tt wcnaft ^tar t

■^n nuW eft etff t nr.,.!
q#^ emt ^ t #ff t ^ ̂
ntc^ t I t w ^ ̂  an
^! ner^ff tf ^ t... sit^
fli^! 3tnH tt ??HT ifr eft er^ m
an! 3n^ cfn stntw rat ra

I  fiar-t? wcHcm
^ fit 1^ t nttt ^ er^t emt 7
^1 smRcf) afff^em t eifti tt ftR t
^mfft eft ?nrt ^ aft? ft?T ra? ^ wt.
^ er?r| c^ afsra t fRt ra tt f?,
3^ t "^^l— ycWI eFTrt ^ t '3IMI-3IIU1I,

t-^5^
i .M . "4 \ 1.

an, ct>^ "^pf is^ ^ nTT 13Tntt ^
?pft nnrt ra 3ft^ Ftar-t^ i
^ 3TM etcp nfr aft, nnffe arnn tt ̂
^ t amtt yftet ftltteT # aft 1 q? er?T ^ttf
q^ an, qfr tt ^ qn ftw an, nq t qfet ^
•dcjidl cf)t fchai6i qqr emi t ttsiqfl, aiqiqcp
tt tt ep?T ^ q^ ra ^ qft m
f^afr, nrnmtqt^srttraqtratafritT? stwqcp

qnraq^q^, 3fr^?tit#nt qfer cnqqft^
Bten nn ^ ani f[7T qft snenftraq an, tt tt qqnjfte^
^ qn ^ an raiq tt ̂  eft BiftieT q5q q?t sft
^ eft ?gqe^ raft ^. ^qq^q^i 3tf?if ^ qm

1^7 ajRT 6t?t ^ t smtqcp tq
qqit erqr 3ik qw

^ q? ntqr ^ afr? tt ^
q? f^ ^ qft erqt
qq^ epfr i 3fr^ t ^ ̂
q?q^Ten ^ qqt i
sTS-q^tt tfq t

qf i\ aftfr qtef qra-
qqft tpl>scjT< q^ vjii^fi'ft

qrqr q^tt i qrqr entt
I qf qmi emit qr!' qt qt^ ^

aft q^ -git ^ anqqiT
qfq q^ aft. qt ttt ^ ̂

3fR 3fqra ^ ̂  ^ ff ^
qjq sn q^, qen tt qtt qettj

'■ ' ' ■ ■* ■ •■ - i 'W?



If^

^ qi? # ?!# ^

Rc^el ij|0 HKi sq I vi'i-icfl
^iRnqd ^r t ^

qf^ rfr ̂  qf^i -^r
^ ̂ ^ w ̂

qldi ^ dddtdq)

?T9T v?iW I ^

^ aJt, ^rft ifT 1^0^el ^ef aff I F? ^ cR?
^ cf>7 ̂  ̂ 3jk f^FERTf. EfR aft I cfift
^ FT? E|ft sttcTM 3TT T^ aft cFTpft ft i
^ FW ft STRTM 3fT T^ aft Flft ftt ^ aft | ftFcT
^ f^! 53*iM ftt ̂  3RRRTT- Wi W^ ftRTlf, ftt ̂
q^Fft ?TTW ft afP? ̂  ?T ieRFTI FT ̂ ift cTW Efft aHFM

ft 3TT T^ aft I FFcfft FFM - 3Te^ ̂  STcpiR" 3Te^!
# ̂1 ERfti% aflT Hlftjici ̂  ft ft ilTRTft ̂

ftn m sTTi #! ftrr "frt ft, ftr ftftnr ftt ft? ?t
fftF ftt ̂  ft fftTFft ft fft^ arr, ftft ?T ftftft eft ̂  ftiT arr i
w ftt ft gft T^nr ft gwTTft fTj ftm t ftrr ft̂ r ? aft?
^FtTTFftr loa'^^arr, ftft Ft ̂  tiht ft Fft ̂0tft an!
ft ftft- ftcfFT ft FTF 3TTuT fftrmFT 11 TO ft ft̂ - f |

FTft FF ft ̂  ftFTT FTft Fft ft Fft! aftft ftr FIF! ft Fft Fft! FF ̂TT! ft F?T? FT W Tft
3FR ef^ ̂ TFT t FT Fft I ^ 1 ft 4 fft^ ft, FTTftt fftFTTT fftft Tirft-TFlft ftft FTF TIF FF, FT^
ftft TIFTT Fft wl'SI aftT F?T? FT eft Ff^FF ft ̂  F?T FTeTT ftft ft | ft ^TFT FW ft ftft FTFTI 3TF ft
F?ft ?T fftF FT? FfftT ft̂ T F| afiT Ff^ ft 3FFT TOR 3TFFT TR ̂ TOR afRftft? FTFT, FFT Fft
W FT F^ ft ftft fft? I
tftR ?F ftft F?rS FT FF FF ftr ?FTft FT ft I^eegel ft<F FTTT an! FTiftt TftftTFF ft ft Ift FFR FiftT
eft ^ull FfftFTF 1 ft FF ftft WF? ft FFT, aftr ftft TO? ft FFFTFFT ftcfR ?TaT ftl-^r I FTFT ftft FFTFTaFTF9> ft
fftfttft FFFF ft fftror aiT I ^fftTO, IftR, ̂ TTTf, 3TTFTT ft TPT FT^-FT^ | ft eTT?R f^TFft ftft aft FTTft
ftFT fftqftF F|F ft FvT^I FT ft F^F 4 TOt ft FuT^ ft TO? ft ftft T^ aTT affT FTTft aft^FeF
ft ̂  fftft Fft fftn" I ?Tft fftFft ft ft? ft ?F TTF ftft -^ftft ?T fftr Fft ftft Fft F^r ftlT ftft-ftft Fft
ftft FF, Rjiftft ft ftrr ft ?F TTF arrft f? ff, ft ^ ft q? fft- ft an ?f ftft ft FRft
lleil ?FTTT aTTFft, ft aft TJFTFTI ftlft—FfftfF ftft aTRfT ft ?Tfr TOT? ft ft i FF^ F^ ft ft FTT ?F ft
?FTPf, 3TF ft ftft ft FTFTft FT ft FFFTFFT ftft ft ft ftftTF ft Fft aft ft FfftTO ft ft ftft ft Fft |
^ ft Fft aft, TOjT ft Fft, FTT ft ftftftroft FT ̂  TOTft TOF ajj, ft ftft—ft^TO ftft TOT? an, FFtfft
ftrlftftft ̂ ITTF ft FFT aTTft^arr, TTFftftaTTfft ftft ftt FFftfFT aft TO ft aTTFTFT ft FFRF
ft FTFFT FFF Fft ft| ft FTOF ft! ftF ft Fft ft FF ̂  ?Tft1ftp T)F ft FT FTFfftcp "TOT ft TOftr ft|
ftft FFft ft aTTFf ft ft fF ftFTft t ft ̂  ft̂  TO ft fftTOTT a? :-

FTOF Fft Ri^lell, aTTFTT ft ftT TTO

fftft t ?F FeH t, tftftrft ?FTTT

Tft TO ft aiRF %TOF ?FTTT 1

arPTF TTFT

ft.F- irhlTF-%eftF



Wr apT-W ̂  ̂

^ ̂ fr W ̂JTM t ^ !
^ Mt ̂  ̂ afr? ̂  ̂  ̂  '^■

F? W ^ t ̂  15 ^ ^
iR Er4 mM ^ ̂  t'

^ wrr t ̂  ̂  ^ meff^
aflY ^ 4 ^ ^ ̂

iri^ ^ 'RcF? ^ ̂SHT ^TfFft t
^ sf^ ^ cR?,
^ tef« ̂  I ̂  # 3TRmT ^!
^ £1^ •qrefW % ^ t'

F? ^c3 M ^ ci^ ^ ̂  M t
F? ^ eR% ^ giF^ ^2T ^5^,
^ ̂  "ff wt ̂  t!
^ ̂TTFcTT t «mT t ̂
^ W^ ^ ̂  Tt^PfiT "I ! ,.
^ ?|fM ^ ̂  t ̂
fttRift^^f^cf|^3fR3n^ cfTt ^cR^t !
^ wm
F? ^ WM ̂  ^ t'

.j-

ir^ ^?kft 4

cP?T YTF ^ ̂
svWm^ ^ Fft-Fft ^fTF^-^FTF^-^

^  'fJt f^(?1 ^t{uMR 6f^ ^
%

cprpT

^l-^k^T «vjIIhRi
¥aPT ^

^ ̂  ̂  vRFT t ̂ IToipRT 6T^ cg^ '^'erv^
^ ̂  Wtf ^f^r ^ ̂  eRFTR %

■^TCFTt Hel^ % ^
^rff ^ cgw 'TRffh^-'^ ^

M  ̂ cTTFR? 6^^ -g



^  smfr t,
eWt

^  yM: ^

3fR 1^ ̂ t,

M  qmmx"!

^ ̂  c|ldlc|x[i>i

^  f^R3? TFfr tl

M  ̂ ̂̂STcR yW

WcTFPTT 3fk ycl^ ̂

y? yrpTT yR^r yr? 1^ t

3fR yi^ ̂ f,

y^-"^ ̂  yidldN ̂  11 «•' ^ _,

ymr yRW

^ 3Ty^ RM

yy^-^y^ ''ff y^ yt t

^ ̂j-y^idi ̂  yi^ ̂ t,
y^, y#, iff
yy^-"^^ yff yen yt f

^ M ̂5^yym ̂
yfflcT^ytt

. ̂. yr^ If 3iy^ ̂  % ?cp ctri yyr
'yi^ ̂  ̂  ̂  sfR lyiyf yyr^

^ ̂  ̂ 211, ^ I, 3k'
^  syy Tf^ yi? ^ vif^yi/t yyr ^ 4.
' ̂  yyf f^ it ̂  yw]^

tt iffy yy ifm y%'*i
t yyyr yiBrfr f tt y^dryr M yryfrit

tt ̂  c^ddy^j: 5^ i#=b w yyr
y-.tyfyfyTT

^fhTT ¥yT^

yr?—uibqiq«t>, grf^T^

Rmhi.



^ ̂  t

"Jl? ^RT "^tW t

^ 'M-yfciHci vjiciai t

^ ̂ 3?W ̂ elcTT t

3T^ 1^ ^ WT^ ̂

ar^^Rlc^tt

^ eiW '^ilel^ qxiqM

H6icii?4l ̂  sn ̂ sff
^  ̂ ̂ t^fRcn t
^ ftr ̂  vJTFjfr

m\4m t c^

t TRT Wit t
SiH'lt eft 'W f^qidl 11

5i^5!T c^%
afk 51^ t

^  ̂ M ̂
^  3m wmr 1

Mm WpT STT# t

sWt eft W f^qidl t

^ 3T^cTM ulc^ol t

■Jf? t ̂  ftcTT
fW^-^ mRT Rcbdcfl I
3jk 3m ^ ^ Wctr

Wtt
3?^ cfr W iqqid) t I

(3n?nEf)

^ ?re^

^ mt Wfcft ^ c!T^
3R^, 3T^. iTRt # ^ ̂ ;

t (^ ̂ )
(m W| mM);

sT^vfcff ^ wWr ^
3TW ^ ^

^ f^rgmtcR "ej^ cj^t
3n" ^ "5? ^

3fR mr mg?-
viH>$cii, ww. Wm

cWt wt «nf^ 3TmT t-
mren^. emg^

cflMtp ^'TTR

^.TJ. (3TT^) ?f^eRT ^cftm ^

N



■^Agrnnilca ZOlf'

c\

^ <PPR HiRhwii, ^ few? ^ ̂ cRRT ^
t ̂  ten pl^r n?, ^ ^ 3TM ^
M cpiiiMni c^ ^eai-S yinra, ^ ^ 4k ^ ̂

(]; iR ^snw, Bn te ^ ̂  ̂  !

J

te nff t TRn iR, 3?Rn^ nncT-^ 4kf ^
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Light Brokers Before Breath
Killing Rainbow with Light

I feel safe in your womb
Mother

Mother, the safest
Ever, for ever
Oh! lam lit

A strange light has pierced my body
Mother

Mother ?

Is it Father?

Is it Grand Mother?
Is it bank loan?
Is it planning ?

Is it car for dowry ?
Is it bridegroom ?
Is it Grand Father?

Is it gold ?
Is it shastra ?

Is it diamond ?
Is it food ?

Is it enemy from for?
Is it a close friend ?
Is it honeymoon ?

Is it a style magazine ?
Is it a newspaper ?
it a relative in US ?
I^Is it TV soap ?

Miss Universe?

!s it a hut ?
a condom ?

kitchen ?

'es, You!
Afother,

'Plahelp! ,
Itoife is close.
Mother,
I can't
I can't

can't live

'Any more.
Good Bye, Doctor, You the Broker!

Doctor, who kills Rainbow with light!

(Dedicated to the memory of Om Pimj, die Performer
who was a challenge to scripts.)

-Vinod Verma

Associate Profissor (English)

nii«tr<jfion by Vinod Verma



PEOPLE

People come,
only to leave someday.
They occupy spaces
just to leave it vacant someday.

People flow,
like an unexpected breeze
embracing parts ofyou
you thought didn't exist,
and leave like a storm

pulling your heart out ofyour chest
and taking it away as it goes.
People get attached,
just to detach themselves someday.

ike mantras they arrive
ike prayers they depart,
ithout you knowing V

ifyou don't open your lips, j
,/5iLv .

even

People get to know you,
,J,pve the parts of you
^ou thought were too ordinary to acknowledge
Fand then slowly start the un-knowing
[until you turn into strangers
yho just know a lot about each other.

People make you smile,
laugh your gut off,
make you roll on the floor laughing
just to make you weep
on the same floor someday.
They make you cry out of laughter,
they make you cry out of sorrow,
but they do make you cry.

People are of all kinds,
some like salt

some like cheese.

Some stay there for you,
not being noticed
but enhancing every moment.
Some are just there on tlie top,
making things look tempting
even when it increases your blood pressure.

People make you learn things
you thought were "out ofyour league"
and make you leave things
you thought were the "essentials".

People make parts ofyou
which you choose
to give in their hands.

People break parts ofyou
which you choose

to give in their hands.

People love you,
they hate you.
They make you happy,
they make you sad.
But the thing they always do is.
leave,
either by circumstances or by death.

However, in the end,

they're just people.
That's how they are
and that's how you accept them.

- Saavi Srivastava

B.A. Hons. (Political Science), P'year
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SLOWING DOWN

You know,

in split seconds between split seconds
in moments between moments

everything slows down...

When everything slows down,
you pay attention to much more things
than you normally do.

Slowing down,
I see the dry leaves flying,
detaching themselves from the tree
the tree which can't nurture it anymore
flying away to a place unplanned
with no direction whatsoever.

I want to be like that leaf.

Slowing down,
I see concrete rocks,
lying on the road
sitting unaffected by nothing or no one,
neither waiting for anyone to come
nor waiting to go anywhere,
just there
lying in the space
lying in that moment.
I want to be like that rock.

Slowing down,
I see the birds,
some flying together
making beautiful patterns in the sky,
some travelling alone
to expanses

even they themselves can't fathom.
I want to be like those birds.

Slowing down,
I feel the breeze,
I see it moving
I smell its fragrance
taking a part of everything it comes across
to places that are unknown by the humanity,
travelling miles and miles
to touch the horizon

knowing that it never actually will
but just the act of moving towards it

brings solace to her.
I want to be like the wind.

Slowing dowm,
I see the sky,
so vast so endless

but seems so close,

just up there on it's owm
existing in its eternal independence,
with or without anything beneath it.
I want to be like that sky.

Slowing dowm,
I walk on the road,

observing the nature
and then observing humans,
the traffic,
the tension,

the haste.

Always in a hurry
to get to another place
without savouring the moment
we're already living.

Running in races not meant for us
crying for things that won't matter,
so desperate to reach the destination
that we forget to enjoy the journey,
only to realise later
that our destination was our journey
and the journey, our satisfection.

Slowing dowm,
I realise that sometimes

it's better to let go of expectations
and breathe in

for the sole purpose of
contentment,

sometimes freeing yourself
with the shackles of getting results
is the greatest bliss we can feel.

•Saavi Srivastava

B.A. Hons. (Political Science)
'year.
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DAWN

Another candle is lit from the dying flames of the first one, not often there is a power cut in this small
region, in the suburbs of Dhaka. When electricity comes back in the room, a tinge ofviolet light falls, first
on her face, then onto her body and slowly to every corner of the room. She looks more beautiful in the
faded light.
As the night falls, a look ofanxiety grew on her face, her wait for one particular customer, who never uttered
anything, never spoke to her was now three days long.

She doesn't remember much ofthe life before being enslaved in these dungeons or may be doesn't want to.
Her father had sold her when she was six. But she still wonders about her younger sister.

He came one night, after a month since he had last visited her and he spoke, for the first time,"I want to
marry you". Her pragmatism seemed to be leaving her. Forever? She asked him if the first words he ever
said to her were a lie, ifshe was to bear a greater pain than waiting for him for a month, ofhim never coming
back? But he held her firmly and reaffirmed, "I am going to take you away from here, forever. Come to the
third street at 04:30 in the evening, will you?"

All the prostitutes ofthe brothel were given the chance to celebrate 'Puja' every year, when they could dress
a su t e manner, they could eat well and even watch a movie. One ofthose days, in one ofthe movies, she

saw snow for the first time, she Uked it.

Whatever she was dreaming of, was now giving her a hand to grab, a chance to see the world, a world which
e more beautiful than this. Then why was she contemplating so much and why was she crying, much

more t an she had ever cried. When she woke up the next day she was determined, she would go to him,
ar a new life, bear daughters and never send them away from her.

t-Tio..., w^ting for her in his car, she cried again and before sitting inside took one last look at the place,^ was a part ofher which didn't want to leave, but why?

didn't^^*^*^ Nepal, leaving the country forever. She
declaredh^ ̂  happy. They passed the customs, she felt proud, when he
Tvir, u Y ^ plane for the first time she was scared, the night scared her evenmore, but she had him and his shoulders.

wil^rT^d r" of hours away, he took her to a small building and then to a beautiful room. He
passed th ^ back in a short while. Hours,  en perhaps days... he never came back, From the window she could see snow.

Sourav Shukla

B.A. (Prog.). S"' Year
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remembering those days

On a sunny day,

I was sitting on a chair
In my garden.
Remembering those days.

Those days were awesome
My cheeks were red like a blossom
Oh! Those days were really awesome.

Mumma use to wake me up, sharp at five
And I would jump up like a dive
Cleaning my teeth with my red brush
Getting ready for the school in a rush
Still yawning like a lion's roar
Sleeping in his cave and getting bore
Mumma pushing me, for the bath
And I, used to shiver
Like on a moving train

Wearing my uniform,
I use to feel like a soldier

And my face would become bright and bolder.
Happily going to the school
With all my books and tool.

Still I remember those days,
Those days were awesome

My cheeks were red like a blossom.
Oh Ivnsh! Those days could come back,
I could cure where I lack

I wish those days could come back.

Tanmay Ahluwalia
B.A. (Hons.) Journalism, 2"^ Year

A 'A

THE SKY AND THE ROAD

Look at that clean sugary morning sky! Look at that one young
cloud who is floating like a feather, as if saying."You are also free,
aren't you?"Now, that road. And my endless desires. The Road has
an end, but my wishes and endless. How small we appear with our
desires and how amazing we feel in the presence ofMother Nature I
A Sky has a story, unpredictable, but true.
A road has a story, old, but young.
Follow the sky, travel the road.

Tanmay Ahluwalia
B.A. (Hons.) Jourttalism, 2"''Year
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I WANT TO LIVE MY PRESENT DAY

Every day I make a mistake
Not even realize what I have lost.

In every sight I take a flight
Don't know if my future is bright.
I can see the glorious nature
But no one can see what will happen in future.

I want to live my present day
Even though tomorrow is another day. i ; ,

Kashish Gupta

BJi..(Hons.) English, 3"' Year

LIFE OF A GYPSY

'•\ i ; The caravan is my identity, the paths are my home
'  5 Giving joy is what 1 do, I am Roma

The world lies before me, but I am alone

I have no address where I belong.

I am searching for colours of happiness in the air
But no one will share those hues with me

People think I am a downright liar
Everyone's busy in their colourful fairs,

I am a wanderer, I live in now

Jyly future seems shrouded in mysterious fog
I see all people, they never notice me somehov^

Nor my eyes as they water in the smog. , i

Where am I headed? Here or there? -
I find my paths

Lit by God's own flares
1 am not alone--1 have my prayers.

I am part of your journey
Become my friend, there'll be peace and harmony
You can't ignore me forever in your measured pace
I am a passer by; I will meet you in every phase.

Akansha Shanna

BA.(Hons.) English, 2"^ Year
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SHORT VERSE

Much too much.

Do not hold them so tight
That their heart gets crippled by your weight oflust.
Do not guard them so much
That their heart gets quivered by your massive insecurity.
Do not expect from them so much
That their heart gets burdened by your wounded vanity.
Do not interrupt them so much _ f-,
That their heart gets void by your shrilled hungry actions.
But do care for them so much
That their heart gets a strong feel.
Do love them so much
That we make as much warmth in them
As they can make in us.

ilX

Liza Gupta
B.A. (Hons.) English, V'Year

COLLEGE LIFE

Stepping into a new life, where one faces oneself.

^^1^ '^orisider everything a race and chase after them all,,ile others find it difficult or even tie their shoe lace.

Many here care for you,
But you care for a select few.
Lots of leisure, lots of pressure
In tlie midst of which, some search for treasure.

).

Ihe greatest invention being the head-set without whicli none's head is fit:
^More sleep, less work, but still feeling tired every other minute. '
Sudden decisions, rare outputeven don't care before taking the next step. 3
More dance, more wishes, many exams and tests.

Suddenly, when you look back,
And the poster says "The End'.
The 35040 hours of these four years,
Are just like the three hours of a movie.
Slipping away like a snap of your fingers.
Leaving behind a memory that lingers.

Shweta Kumar

B.Com (Hons.), 2'"' Year
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VOICE OF MOTHER EARTH
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I wish I could be a beautiful tree

That gives its citizens fruits cost free

I wish I could be a beautiful flower

That gives a synthesizing shower

I wish I could have sweet fiTJits to bear —*

That all the human race would share..

I wish I make the world pollution free

But that depends on you, how manyyou plant trees
The overgrazing, urbanization has left people starving
This will lead one day to global warming

And that one day will arrive

Instead ofworking for good, citizens will criticize...

Only you are responsible for my condition
To make me green should be your mission
I am your mother Earth, who gave you birth
Learn to respect your land
But unfortunately, you disrespect me!
AU that sound pollution, all that dirty air you taste
And all my water you contaminated by your waste...

I'm fed up of fulfilling your needs
In order to get something, first you sow a seed
You've left most of my land barren

Think what will be the situation when you'll become a parent I

IT"
Bring my greenery back
And all the resources which I lack
I'm your mother earth, who gave you birth
protect ME!! SAVE ME!! RIY CHILD!

Rashmi

B.ScPhysical Science, I" Year



THE BAMBOO BICYCLE

Last year when Delhites were suffering from a week-long asphyxiation because of their extremely joyous
Diwali celebrations, multiple remedies were proposed to curb pollution level in the city. Like employing
air filters across the city, closing schools for a few days, barring the use of crackers in marriages for a while,
and even some plans to bring odd-even scheme back into the action. And somehow we all survived those
rigorous climatic conditions.

But this doesn t mean that we ve well passed those circumstances, the pollution level is stiU pretty perilous.
The Environment Pollution Control Authority (EPCA) recently came up with a possible solution which
can potentially bring the pollution level down to some extent and decided to begin its pilot testing process
by first implementing it in the heart of Delhi (Connaught Place). They've decided to restrict the inner
circle area of CP topedestrians for the next three months, and even the Supreme Court patted their back
affirming thisas a sound plan. So now people will have to park their vehicles in the outer circle and from
there, they can take rickshaws, lend a bicycle or walk.

Well, bicycles and rickshaws are possibly today seen as eco-friendly aka green-modes-of-transport, but are
they actually?

One ofthe main reason for considering bicycles as eco-friendly is because they don't run on any sort offuel
and excrete harmful gases. But most of the people don't give a thought to its manufacturing process. The
bicyc e and nckshaw frames are constructed using numerous chemistry compounds like steel, aluminum
alloys, t ermoplastics, carbon fiber, and the most prevailing one titanium which are extremely harmful to
us and some are even non-biodegradable.

But Vijay Sharma decided to solve this problem too and made a bicycle out of bamboo sticks. According to
Vijay, Bamboo has zero carbon footprint, lightweight and has very good tensile strength, which are critical

1
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factors for making bikes. It's also a great shock absorber and provides enough rigidity to the frame. Vijay
is 42 years old and son of a carpenter. Two years back he decided to give a new shape both to his father's
business as well as our conventional bicycles, and recently perfected the technique.

BasicaUy, the frame ofthe bicycle is made of bamboo and held together at the joints by hemp fiber (instead
of carbon fiber). The wheels, handlebars, brakes, and pedals are right now of metal but still it's a good way
to go because if we really are looking for some concrete solutions to the pollution problem then why not
try to count in each and every perspective.

But despite all the goodness, it
doesn't have a lot of takers. In his

recent interview, Vijay said: "People
in India have a perception that
bamboo is a cheap material but this
is a handcrafted bicycle and not a
factory-manufactured product". The
bambike (as Vijay likes to call it) has a
frame which costs anywhere between t*" \'i.
Rs.l5,000-2S,000 depending on
the customization. Seeing the lack ̂
of demand in India, he has stopped
making the bambike for a while and
now prefers to teach anyone who's
interested in the art of making their
own bicycles using bamboo.

But it's not like he's giving up on his innovation. Currently, he's planning to involve an engineering student
to help him make his vehicle more efficient and is confident that their first prototype will be ready in the
next two-three months which he believes will definitely give a boost to the sale ofhis bambikes.

And if you also wish to own a bambike you can contact Vijay Sharma by writing to him at vijaycira(®gmail.
com

Tushar Swami

B Tech Electronics, 4"' Year

Mr. Vijay Sharma
Source: http://wvAv.thehindubusinessline.com/muItimedia/dynamic/ 00505/bambike_505162f.jpg



IT'S A POEM

I stood there with all my pride
Gazing over the landscape of my birth, my territory, my cradle that I had.
I lept across the fields, above the water creeks
And that which was in reach of my stride.
I drank my life to the lees, knowing of me that I was a beautiful stag.

I grew sucking the udders ofwaters,
I witnessed the exploit of poachers,
I saw my kin die for someone's sport
But every time the men came, I breathed afresh,
For it was a conspiracy of nature, that I missed their strikes.

When I was a full grown stag.
With red coat, my pride, my horns, I wore as a ha^'/'
My golden eyes and waters from them gushing forfr'
My long slender legs, on which I fancy, I always^stro

Men came to my place, they burnt; they pluidered^S^^y ̂
And horrified me, complaining I ran as it weL a raie '
ICilling they came and with blood they wentT -
I could do nothing, but to see my chattel blunHered
As helpless there I stood.

The Sun went and came,
And time passed, making my spirits lame
The waters were now dried.
And no longer could I take strides.

The leaves fell, and alarmed me as if a tolling kneL
I grew old, my coat faded and I saw the forest fall^
My pride, my horns, were now weak
My hooves broken and my eyesight bleak.

The grass was now dry
And trees were devoid of their leaves
I had no food neither I had nest
It seemed as if it was my final test.

DEATH! your end, into my years
Lulled the winter breeze;
I drank my life to the lees
Knowing that,
I was JUST a beautiful stag.

Noira Khan

B.Sc. Mathematical Science, 3"^ Year



I CAN

I hate it when people keep gazing at me endlessly.
I hate it when all of a sudden 1 become the hot topic of a discussiom
I hate it when people try to understand me.
No I am not shy.

Neither am I an introvert.

Just like other people I also like to be in the limelight.
But why do you have to make me uncomfortable by showing symi^^
I mean I neither disturb you nor do I irritate you by shouting in your
Neither do I get irritated by your talks.
Imaybeunlikeyoubutlamoneofyou. wr

I may have some special ability but so do ybh have.
1 may not be able to live luxuries but I live the way I can.
I may not have the loudest scream but I talk the w.^
I may never be able to say all this because I amidumb.
I may never be able to listen to your take because I am deaf.
But I do have words.

I allow you to be yourself and expect the same.

^'1
Aastha Ahtija

B.A. (Hons.) Journalism, 3"' Year

YOU...

You're a Poem-

Woven in countless words,

Composed of eternal gestures,
Bearing obscure empathies,
Since time immemorial.

You're a Melody-

Full ofprowess brisk,
Offering pious benedictions.
Kindling the silent souls,
Since time immemorial.

•^7. •
ji

Yoij'feaCanvas-

Paihted bright of sunrays, ,,

Textured deep with divine thoughts,

Enlightening the moral world.

Since time immemorial.

Ashish Abhishek

B.A. (Hons.) English, 2'"' Year



AGHOR: THE PATRONS OF DEATH

.r
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Aghori, derived from the Sanskrit term Aghor' is an integration oftwo words: Ais a negation; Ghor denotes
the absence of obscurity. Camouflaged in taboos, Aghoris are a connotation for deep and intense devotion
and absence from worldly affinity. This Cult of the weird consists of ascetic sadhus devoted to Lord Shiva,
dwelling in or near the many crematory ghatsby the Ganges and feeding on corpses. Distinguished from the
other Hindu sadhus, they believe the Lord of'transformation and destruction' as the Supreme Being. They
embrace darkness and death as the normality towards their spiritual attainment. While they seek moksha
, eating and drinking in human skulls and covering their bodies with crematory ash become a part of their
unsocial existence. Divined by the divinity of their belief system, these are the migratory inhabitants of
Hindu shrines- sadhus in tattered garb moving places in search of the supreme.
Amaranth in Jammu and Kashmir to Annamalaiyar in Tamil Nadu, Somnath in Gujarat to Kamakhya
in (Guwahati) Assam, the aghori huts are a regular sight in these lands of the pious. Scattered all over
the country, tliey are a hub of acute mysticism and rigorous cabalism. One shouldn't be very surprised
to find such typical men in saffron/black seated near temples, chanting Shiva prayers and putting up a
surreal show. The vibrancy of this sect rejuvenatesduring the month of'Saavan' when they, like many other
devotees, make religious visit to the shrines from all over the country and beyond. Similar circumstances
landed me m a random interaction with a Corpse Eater.
In a scorching hour of the day, at the New Delhi Railway Station I happened to come across this religious
TOyager. Baba Shamananda hailed from Kamakhya in Assam, semi clad in a piece of saffron and a dirty
e  e a ag dangling by his side. Hair unkempt, body smeared in ash, he sat by the Ajmeri Gate-side

ri ge w ile the pedestrians passed a skeptic eye. Not being sure whether I should leave only with a candid
p otograph or strike a inquisitive conversation, I chose to abide by the later. Not that I was confident
about this extempore situation but I greeted him with a judgmental authoritativeness. He belonged from
Assam and could speak Bengali; I was relieved with a sense of nativity. I made my point of interest clear
but his reluctance to participate in any such uncalled for conversation was predominant. The initial arrays
of questions just fetched me information that he was destined
to first Kedarnath and then Amarnath respectively. Impudence
added to unwillingness, talking to Baba was not at all easy
going. Repetitive questionnaire and persistence dug out little
too much. Aghor or Oghor" as he called himself, was the point
when queries took an eagle-flight.
The designation that he wore has always been observed as
a feared sect. Aghoris are the flesh eater, weed smoker, skull
owner, worshipper ofthe dark and Baba Shamananda admitted

to all of it. Kamakhya, the Kali Ghat of Assam is known to
be an ever-active crematory ground where the fire pile never
falls cold. He belonged to the Kamakhya Ghat and practiced
vehement Shaivism. Gradually unveiling, Baba adds that he
had abandoned home some 27 years ago and never been to liis
village since. Devoted to the worship of lord Shiva, he admits
to disowning all worldly association. Relationships are unreal,
social existence is void, he claimed. He talked about the many
rituals that one is expected to undertake before joining the
world of the aghors - giving up civic style of dressing, humane
food habits, materialism and most importantly, finding oneself



a human skull. Aghors are said to not feel hungry and eat anything and everything. They accept nothing
te and feed on the dead, animal feces and urine and stale food. Baba boasted about the spiritual

Dolleslioron his body that forbids any kind of physical ailments or diseases. He also made a point that
their only ailment is possession of money. They neither beg nor hold on to any money. They survive on
the mercv of the nature and complain no poverty. Though potentially dramatized, he believes that every
time a corpse is burnt, the soul is escorted by them towards the Supreme Lord. They eat from the arm of
a dead body because, they assume, the arm is the regulator of strength. Anything left over from a burnt
corpse is also fed on because that assures immortality oflife. Though he had no answer to my query about
anv immortal he actually knew. He also chose to not respond about any surreal power he might have In the
due course of the conversation only one singular time he impassively mentioned (contradictorily) being
devoid of emotional attachments. He dimly aimed at a question that their sexual needs too are fulfilled by
the dead. Not being very subjective, he said that their sexual needs disappears eventually, falling incapable
to the force of devotion. , i u i - r

India is a place for dense and dark social practices. Black magic, Tantric Practices, Witch and Devil behefs
are succumbed all over the territory. Poverty, ilUteracy and orthodoxy amalgamate together to form taboos
for the counterpart society. For some, these are objectionable taboos while for the rest, these are rigorous
religiosity. The Aghoris, good or bad, are a horrendous sect to learn about. Divinity or not, their practices
are sure to terrify and disgust the developed part of the society in a way that they be discarded from the
social category as a whole. Where India takes flight towards the claim of a "Developed" nation, the country
sides are still abundant with dark secrets.
Baba Shamananda leaned back on the railing griping his bag close while I took my leave.

Nabojyoti Chakraborty

B.A. (Hons.) Journalism, 2"'' Year
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fragility V

I'm fragile enough;
And can be broken by a stone.

Your unbothered eyes,
Your dismissive heart,

Are now the ones I've known.

I let you smash me,
To the floor: is that bold?

I was lying there in pieces
And trembled trying to stand]

In that numbing cold.

I'm fragile enough, •

'm ^ easily, just by;a word.
•  Your speechless phrase, J

Your heedless heart, :
Till now are the on^ I've heard.

a  f
K
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I'M A LOST PART.

I'm a lost part
of the world, falling apart.

^  Indignantly, I've withered
and will eventually depart.

1

\

\
""--.I'm to claim

the vague-pride with shame.
Insinuatingly, Irealise
that I've lost my

«

-.-.f

Ihav^tofade,

«

/

for r^'feat is a lost Tr^
•^gloriously, I cry-

\

\  V K
\

y

/If

\ OFTEN, YOU 0ROSS MY MIND..!!
Indeed, I deny not,, \ f

Many a times you cross my mind, .j
Whenever beams tease the 5awn,^'
Your cuddling warmth, there 1^1

Never shall I wonder, \ /
How, when I get intota chain of dire'tho^^tsj*

And feel like draining all at 6nce, ^
I close my eyes and see'you smile... there

break all frozen knot's? J
\

^  I know I'm a shore,

/  All dry fetjcent, cynical and crude
The oneyou'vfe'deserted waybefor^-'
Yet your fond wave hits and intrude'

' V"'" /: ""
Why is it so? Why don't you goJ

The strings ofyour mijra'ge have me inji bind,
I begin to move the pathless wa^j^

Often, whenever you cross my mind:i^i

-- r

Subtly there's a pleasure I derive, |
From aching and screwing lone, i
And though this seems,inexpllcable, /

I stiU rejoice at the melody ofyour ton|.

/
/

i
I /

r  /
i  AshifH Abhishek I

2"" year. /



THE UNS

Inf room'^ ofpe'ople^-„
• Isatalone ,

In a garden fufl of roses, ;
■  ,'! ' IcaresseHfhe.thbrn." • ^ , -■■' "j

.. • .'Inan^hourfuU'ofspeeche's ' ■•' ■ .■
.Istayed^uiet-" *.

^  llunMrig-why_tp.always"sh'mebright . '■■»
DSrkest be thy night and deepest tpo ^

^  Similarly, I hide.a lot'.bfseacts unlike you '
I'. •'.•■ . Not that I dorftwant to sh'^e'; ' "

■ ■ •■-Triist menQne=of the times'! w^t to spare • ' ■

• i-', . » Justlike.theoceanandits'tidf
Iy^h-wewe->vDrds'mip.y'co'zycorn'er-

"'v;; '• ; Tq pleasemy^sadn^ssj-^so tc4scom'het|'^
-.J-3sk,why.0h5ve.a'noteaiTd-,£jmeldd"^'

■  J' "" td shoWyoumyparOMi
y.''. I"'-/': V '' j

•-■i'

I  Alitia Kazmi
(Hons.) English, 2"''Year
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Feet dj^'t tifei b.od/:di^'^e^^aivH<»'flie:$.ettingTTide^ . . •
•  • Softnek of t'hebdd:wa.s;^dh;e/Ktjrt'4^H^?^^ ' •
•/ And a satisfa^ipn when a..gazeTell upbn-a cddple of cir^^d heels

,  V ■ Keebiiit-mp'^ng is'always easier,than setting h^fmotion

' K^nar Shukla
BA 3"' Year



WHAT'S CREATIVE ABOUT CREATIVE WRITING?

Writing about how to write good is nothing new
to find but the skill of good writing is rather a
rarity. To achieve, express or last, you need to
write and not just write but write good. Writing
skills are an asset but remarkable is how wholly
different is to be able to write and to write skil
fully. The idea is, creativity is a force not dom
ineering in many, but can be made so only with
self-enforcement.

So what exactly makes writing creative? Imagi
nation, obviously!

But everyone imagines: What's new?

The newness stands on the ability to write it
down skilfully enough that you make sense to
your readers. You can only be a good creative
writer if you either write something
undeniably relevant or something
so irrefutable that readers do not
mind believing what you want
them to. Who doesn't agree
to Twinkle Khanna's hard
- fisted but valid feminist

illustrations direct from
reality or won't mind
falling for Rowling's
dreamy world of
witchcraft and wiz
ardry.

The list of award-winning writers has no end
but what significant they have done is made
their dreamy reality open for the whole world
to know and feel it. And the magic they creat
ed with the words made their fantasy not just
theirs but - Everybody's!
It is the insight and vision that makes each writ
er unique. The perspectives and actions of the
characters they create carve out multiple ver
sions of the same story without each of them
being any wrong. Playing with the correct words
can eventually make a terrorist - messiahj and a
freedom fighter - a national mutineer. Why do
you think Jaswant Singh's 'Jinnah: India,Parti
tion, Independence' was banned in India soon
after its release? Why do you consider Shakuni

as the sole villain to Mahabharata when all he

did was instigate Duryodhana and not consider
Draupadi characterless for sleeping with 5 hus
bands?

A clever and creative wordplay can change
worlds. Going by the conventions, makes nar
ration a monotonous job. To gain acceptance
and readership, you need to talk valid and be
creative with the prospects at the same time. A

writer's style is unique and that is what which
makes space for them in the rather practical
literary world. Who would have thought back
then that Ma- habharata, a text, after

thou- t sand years would evoke
more than 30 versions

of it all from different

voices. A Palace of Illu
sions by Chitra Divakaruni

is one of the most-read version

of Draupadi from Mahabharata and
also a creative piece of work from the In

dian literary view.

During a press-conference,
Faulkner once confessed that

- " At a point, I thought the
most important thing was tal

ent. I now think myself that anyone
can teach and train himself in infinite patience,
which is to try and try until it comes right."

Wise are his words and immortal is his creativ

ity. Being creative is not something one can in
duce into self but comes inadvertently. To be
the 'Reader's Writer', being creative works but
not illogical. Nonsense literature isn't promoted
any longer even though cherished. Unless read
ers don't affiliate with what you want to create, it
becomes pointless. Though it doesn't invalidate
your creativity of course; everyone is unique,
but what is the point of the uniqueness if it can
not be inferential, right? Go. Think. Now.

Mona

B.A. (Hons.) English, 2"'' Year



JUST A HUNCH

"Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results"
- Albert Einstein

Iheman satstaring out theviewport-Aroboticmonotonedronedoninthebackground. In his contemplative
state, the man caught only brief segments of the pedantic monologue that was belted out at him from
seemingly nowhere and everywhere at the same time - . original surface scans indicate high quantities of
elements in suitable quantities for industrial growth... unsustainable utilisation evidenced... no indications
of planetary level migratory attempts... sirmlar to 498 of the past 638 tests... Behind the technical report,
the man could see, in his mind s eye, another failed attempt - another burned out civilization...

It had aU started so well - mankind, version one, was bom about 50 million years ago, on a binary star
system in what was now the Orion arm of the Milky Way galaxy. And that was all that remained of it - a
description. Humanity had evolved to be an almost Utopian society on the fourth planet ofthe second star.
War was something that evolution had seemingly thought wise to eliminate, as mankind had learned to live
as a collective, pooling their knowledge and intellectual resources to further their understanding of their
universe, and indeed, oftheiroriginitself. For this was a question that had stoked the fires oftheir curiosity,
burning its insidious roots into the collective consciousness of a billion intelligent beings - where did we
come from?

What does a Utopian society, lacking any divisive classification systems, have faith in? For faith is not
something that the original body of humankind lost. It existed, and persisted, and propagated unshaken.
It wasn't, however, faith in an anthropomorphic higher power that moved them - it was the inviolacy of
knowledge.

Thus began the third act of the cosmic drama; for though knowledge is inviolate, obsession transcends
every single concern of a rational mind. As more and more time passed with lesser and lesser results for
benign experimentations, humanity's efforts grew rasher and rasher... and rasher. And this spelled their
doom - the planet was rendered inhospitable, humanity sterile...
*****

As the computer terminal wound up its report, the man came out ofhis trance-like state of reminiscence. It
always came back to him, aU of it, especially at times like these. It wasn't the responsibility of being judge,
jury and executioner for a whole species - for that was what he did; he had given up the right to scepticism
and indecision a long time ago. No, it was the sense of inevitability that had snuck in, somewhere near the
300th failed attempt,

Their planet rendered as barren as themselves, their Utopian existence ripped to shreds, humanity - what
remained ofit, anyway • once again regrouped, and sought a solution. It came to them soon - there may not
be any viable natural progenitors, but enough viable DNA was on hand to seed humanity on a new planet.
It wou dn t be the same, they reasoned, but it would be enough.

The initial results were heartening - humanity 2.0 seemed to have even more of a head start on their
pre ecessors. It was amazing to their 'creators' and they congratulated themselves on a brilliant and
successful experiment.

The celebrations turned out to be premature - by a long shot.

to^av'™'^^' ofpeaceful coexistence was not genetically hereditary. The new humans seemed0 ave a '^^hijal propensity for violence - it was their panacean rectifier. This time, humanity lasted for less
t an an eig t of the first time around, before they embarked on a quest of mutual self-destruction.



That was the first time that humankind consciously annihilated a part of itself....

It wouldht be the last.

The first humans were experiencing emotions that had occurred but rarely in their minds before that
moment. A strong undercurrent ofself-loathing ran under the upper turbulence ofshock. Killing had never
been a part of their mental make-up, and yet they had been party to utterly destroying a sentient race.
However, one single point outvied all the guilt, shock and self-disgust - to let their rabid experiments loose
on the galaxy would have been a much bigger sin.

An insistent beeping broke him out of his reverie. He checked the terminal - it was his supervisor, calling
to check in upon the report status. He hesitated a moment, and then pressed receive.

His supervisors image came upon the screen, with her office in the background. "Sit-rep, Sol station.
What's your current status?"

He knew that the question was aimed at the planet, and yet he could not help but hope a little that the
monotonic queryhad been a personal one. "Not promising, ma'am. There does not yet exist a true planetary
government, a t ough there have been attempts towards it. Resource levels are critical, and yet there
lave een no e orts towards establishing any off-planet settlements. Population is nearing the planet's
sustainable limit, with site-specific pollutant levels high."
So the usual. Well, we could try a probationary period, but frankly enough, I don't see the point anymore.
Though his face remained impassive, the man cringed inside. It seemed even the ones still working to try

ecreate umamty s lost Utopia were losing hope. Most had given up already. After all, 35 million years
was a ong time to be alive, even with their perfected cellular rejuvenation technology. After that amount of
time, nothing felt worth the mental agony of seeing so much death, so much destruction...

Some had chosen euthanasia; some were in cryogenic chambers, waiting for one last glimpse ofthe paradise
they had lost. Some were out in the universe, looking for signs of life; some others had snapped, and were
living in isolation amongst the remains of their failed 'experiments'. And the last group, well, they still held
on to the hope that their experiments would one day succeed.

Now, seeing as I m not on-site and it is yours. Do you wish to terminate experiment 639?"

Ifthishadbeen 35 million years back, this clinical statement wouldhavebeen condemned forits dehumanistic
tone. Knowledge-obsessed had never meant desensitized. As time had passed, however, it had become a
necessity for many to bury their emotions, deep enough that it would not hinder their 'progress'.

To the man sitting in front of the viewscreen, however, it was clear that the woman in front of him was not
an emotionless monster - indeed, she had once been a highly compassionate creature. What she was now,
only went to emphasize what these attempts had cost them.

The man once again glanced out the viewport. The planet looked so serene from up here; the blue-green
and brown of the 'Earth, as the inhabitants had named it, looking almost akin to his lost home. Of all the
past attempts, this one had come closest- nearly 5 million years of evolution, growth and progress. It was
only later - when they had attained sentience - that they became what they were today.

For once, the man had felt hope stir in his heart; this could easily have been the one. The gap had not even
seemed that wide at times - periods of harmony interspersed the ravages, lessening the hurt and healing
the wounds.

He blinked, as his last thought registered fully. Even with the turmoil, the strife, the wars...they had
somehow survived, persevering through the pain, weathering the storms...



Maybe... maybe there was still hope left...

He turned back to screen, his mind made up, convictions resolute.

"Ma'am, I respect your professional opinion greatly, but... I would like to ask for an extension.

The woman stilled for a moment, before a mildly curious look appeared on her face.

"That should not be a problem, Sol station. Just to sate my curiousity, however, why this time?", she asked
in an inquisitive tone.

"Because, ma'am, after 35 million years of doing this work, I have had my humanity reaffirmed.

"I'm afraid I don't quite understand."

The man gave a small smile.

"I have a... gut feeling about this. Call it sixth sense ifyou will."

"Sixth sense... ?" she replied, as a tinge of incredulity coloured her voice.

The man merely smiled.

The woman blinked.

Once.

Twice.

"Well then," she continued, in a slightly flustered tone. Carry on, Sol station.

"Will do. Ma'am"

"HQi signing off", she said, and then turned off the viewscreen.

The woman sat at her desk, pondering the events that had just transpired. The Sol-station rep's words had
stirred something inside her - something which she believed had died a long time ago.

She wasn't sure what exactly this feeling was... but it made her think about why she didn't remember the
Sol station rep's name...

At the Sol station, the man once again sat in a contemplative silence at his usual post, staring out the
viewport at the planet looming below.

His decision earlier may have seemed impulsive to HQt but it was something that he believed in... and it
felt good, after all this time, to have something to believe in, something to live for again...
*****

Deep down below, on the Earth's surface, the six hundred and thirty-ninth attempt at humanity lumbered
on with the course of their lives, not knowing how close they had come to non-existence - never knowing
that they were living out their lives and dreams under the aegis of a guardian angel they would never see...

Ishatt Wadhwa

B.A. (Hons.) English, 3"' Year
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HISTORY

As humanity stands on the brink
Ofthe maddening abyss that is chaos,

It is a time to contemplate
Upon the stones at the bottom
Of every river basin - the stones

Which have seen seasons change,
Centuries go by, empires rise and fall;

Of the gates that see thousands
Milling through their folds each day, ^

Each with their own unique tiile to tell.
How do we know what's true of the past,

When we do not even know what the present
fe all about; when our knowledge of ourselves

Is but a mere drop in the ocean?
For history.is not a trustable source of fects;- '

As accounts are written by winners and losers
Alike, but with their own little twstis ' "

To the already twist-ridden fabric of time,
And whose version survives the ravages oftiin^
Is but a matter of chance; so history is just what

. Is retained in cpmmon knowledge, just.
not fully hold iCh4c

To the harsh light oftruth.
What then, is the reality ofthe world?

Who will we be remembered as by those
To come ahead? Did those who created history

Ever contemplate on the impact
That even the tiniest of their actions

Would have on the future yet to come?
For the future is never set in stone,

^  And the smallest of changes can affect
Our world in ways unimaginable;

Or is foresight so rare a talent.
That only a chosen few can see
And interpret the signs hidden

In the fabric of the universe? Or is hindsight,-
So much easier in comparison,

That the human race chooses as a whole
' To leave reading those signs to the chosen few?

Or is it perhaps that the 'noble art' of Astrology
Just so much hokum, for leading the mind less

J ' Sheep to the slaughterhouse? What it truly is.
One can never know, for in the matter of the future,

Experiencing is believing.

.•wi .•.«L^

fix

Ishan Wadhwa

B. A. (Hons.) English, 3"' Year

THE WILD

The dark beckons to me, as I walk
Through the gloomy glens, lit up
By fireflies, a bit dim, but seeming

Just like faerie lights, for they shine
With an otherworldly glow amidst
The dark and lonely night, as wary

Critters roam astray, watching
The trees for easy prey, as I skirt

The boundaries of all that is man's

I

Fickle domain, but away from the
•Bustling jungle ofman's estate.

There seems no touch of its

Decaying breath upon the beauteous
And yet pristine reaches of this

Arm of the natural world, for this
Is the very middle of that which is

No man's land - a place called The Wild.

Tiu)<

Ishan Wadhwa
A. (ifyfis.) English, 3^^ Year
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TOY TRAIN, MY TRAIN

It was half a decade ago,

When my trains whistles were heard,

They tell you things as you grow.

And things suddenly become absurd;;

;  I

My train roamed without a track,

Without any halt orjunction, ̂

Without any fear that it might break, \

And hence may c^se to function.

The steam of it rose upto sky.

Like a bird with broad broad wings,

My toy train with wheels would flyl

And came back with carriage full of wings,

J5F , -

My train seemed dwarf, not that fine.

In front of ail those mammoth vehicles.

But it belonged to me, it was mine,

And I loved it more than my bicycle,

\T\n f I
Now my train lies there, it's battery dead.

Then empty carriage,' now overly fed. /

Althoughimany things that were, ai-e gone; r/ri •A * "

Biitdt is for my train, that I mourn. j

Abhinav Anattd

B.A. (Hons.) English, 3"' Year

WHY SHOULD WE TRAVEL OFTEN

S,jO;|AA I E.IWlH 1 E.l R i E,

AOOtnArtAMtM:

oc#<Mr

Tumble

Life is tough and we are stuck, at one place. The routine doesn't let us think beyond our workstation and
the local chai. We hardly pause and look at the sceneries on the calendar placed at the work table. Do they
not inspire or tickle your traveller soul? It does, definitely to me. I wish to travel around the globe and these
small things make me dig deeper into my traveller soul and therefore, I let myselflose in the arms ofmother
earth.



20I7

It's a small world. But not really! Every country and continent has something unique and amazing to flaunt.
The tradition and culture are varied and pleasing to explore. People are different and they have different
tongues. It is an amazing world. There is diversity in fashion, lifestyle, food, beliefs, religion and endless
things. Does it not sound fun and refreshing? Travel is the solution to every problem, I believe. Let the
exotic air of different places nurture your thoughts and add to your wisdom.

Kamal Srivastava

B.A. (Hons.) English, 2'"' Tear
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A ROOM OF ONE'S OWN
Here she came like the gentle breeze,

Simply carrying the numbness along with freshness...
Her inside burning like hot coal,

Her outside being cool like an iceberg,
Disguised as a graceful silent lady...

CaU her gentlewoman among the gentlemen;
Speaking after the men spoke,

Eating after the men ate.

Laughing after the men laughed,
Drinking after the men drank,
The colour ofthe wine similar...

Similar to the colour of the Sclera,
After the deep trauma and sufferings...
The disappearing layer of freshness,

The Mind consoling the tears,

Not to fall down in mid conversation,
"There was nobody ofyour match"

The profound mixture of redness and paleness on cheeks,
_ Uttering the words oftorment on the face,

le domination still prevails,
The man being men, ~ .

le woman being women, :

'ihe man befrg sup«©ri •
The woman being iiifenorj

He kept barking...

"She-cheyed wagging thepil- ,
The food, the wine,-the custard.
All served via patriarchal order,

htijT^pSluhiti^the disrespect came first...,rd then the roun^^^i^i^ ciirse..,^
Ihe series of laughter ended wim .ease(>,, •

A voice knocked within

Why can't She have a room without him?

Anshu Singh

B.A. (Prog), 3"' Year
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48 HOURS LATER

It happened on the 10th of December, 2009.

48 hours later, as I sat in the Conference Hall of my school, painted in white all around, white- the
colour of peace, happiness or sorrow; depending upon your cultural origins. I clicked 'Play' on my
smartphone. The baritone of Jagjit Singh drowned every other sound in the room as I surrendered
the fort of indifference to the army of emotions.

'Army of emotions, because I have often found myself experiencing a spectrum of emotions at
the same time- anger coupled with frustration and contempt, or sorrow blended with guilt- as
was the case now while the arrows of the song's words pierced my insides. "Chitthina koi sandesh,
jaanewohkonsadesh, jahan tum chalegaye" [No letter, no messages- What part of the world have
you disappeared to?]

Funny how ■emotion derived from the Latin root word 'mof meaning 'move' forced me to sit in
utter paralysis as I experienced it overwhelm the very core of my being. Tears rolled down my eyes,

ut I tvas quic to wipe them, for even when I was at my weakest, I didn't want anyone to know I
was vulnerable. This is something you learn gradually when you're usually the guy who gets picked
on by bullies because they sense your weakness. So, I closed my eyes and went back to the fated
day- 10th of December.

Suddenly reality exposed itself in vestiges, it became clearer that this hadn't been a nightmare.
Because when I revisited the event, I could actually visualize my face, and the myriad expressions.
Had it been a dream, a big black blotch is what I would have seen in the place where my face usually
is. But there h was, a skull of a face. With two hollow caves for eyes, eyes that jumped from one
neighbor to the other, ne.ghhors I had never really seen before, as they gathered around my house.
"Kya fir kahi koi bastiujdi, log kyunjashnmananeaaye" [Why are people on the streets celebrating,
has some settlement been destroyed]- while I was ruminating upon the faces of the neighbors, the
track had changed.
I sat back and reflected upon these words. Were the neighbors really out there to offer support to
us, or were they drawn to it because a certain action had broken the monotony of their lives.
Their piercing eyes made me uncomfortable. It was a questioning gaze that met me. Though it
made me uncomfortable, and I could feel sweat beads trickling down my face, beads which were as
real as God is. However, I also knew that I was safe because I was enough to do what needed to be
done.

Right after arriving home, and figuring out what had probably happened, I had pushed open the
gates, moved aside to my sister's bedroom. Ignoring her dead body hanging from the ceiling fan,
I went straight to the cupboard and ruffled through the stuff until I found what I was looking for.
The Moto E was safe in my pocket, all messages and traces deleted, as I called my father to inform
him of Shivanshi's suicide.

Deepak Kumar Singh
B.A. (Hons.) English, 3"'"' Year



THE PINK PORCUPINE

Bath salts. Such an innocuous household item, but in the right (or wrong, depending on who
you ask) hands, an interesting cute for boredom.

Scientists will tell you that boredom sparks creativity, but to the less-enlightened souls such as
me and my friends, all it does is self-propagate discord So we justified our usage of a «
- legal, recreational (in the loosest sense of the word) methodology for the ut.l.aat.on the
above mentioned item most commonly found in the 'bath section of Bed, Bath and Beyond ,
if you've had the pleasure of going on a whirl around this mecca of personal hyg.ene, you
a lucky man my friend.

Coincidentally, it was also the place we acquired the salts. Me and three of my science
major college friends, with not much left of our names once the economic regression hit the
innovation departments of most firms in the market. The only people who can now afford
cutting-edge technology are the filthy rich - it's like the dream scenario from a comic book,
except our world is not post-apocalyptic, yet.

And boy did the bath salts work at reducing the nightmarish reality we inhabited to a distant
pinpoint of concern at the back of our consciousness. I speak collectively here partly under
the assumption of a shared consciousness through the experience; but mostly because of what
each of us drew in our dream journals (another fad, I know) describing what the ms.des of
our mouth felt like once the haae had lifted, the prickliness, the faded bgbysh gums, and the
constant pins and needles of a parched mouth. It was inevitable, it seemed, that the thought
processes should coincide.

The tile really says it all, doesn't it? Even the colours matched up. It was like we were in one of
those old sci-fi movies where the main premise rested on ESP and wish fulfilment, except for
the reality of the painstakingly crafted sketches. Indeed, hearing it from somebody else, we d
probably have dismissed it as the ramblings of another drug-addled hallucinating junkie who'd
give in to the mind-bending effects. Even ours would have faded into the mist of forgetfulness,
had it not kept reappearing when least expected. A ray of sunshine would become a rosy spike.
A rat scurrying away in the night would gain a pinkish hue. A bar of slippery soap would gain
a snout in mid-air. The works.

It has been 53 years, 9 months, 6 days and 11 odd hours as I write this, and yet, the wretched
rodent and I have yet to make peace.

Ishan Wadhwfl

B.A.(Hotts.) English, 3''"' Year
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BROICE

I look at you, you smile down at me
Your eyes shouting, you don't know how much I love you

Don't go, you say
But you know, I won't stop
For it Is time, I choose myself

You cared? You say
I never felt, maybe

Express! it's essential
For you'll never know, painful it is
To look down and wait all daylong.

Maybe I couldn't be, what I should have
But express, did you?

The pride in your eyes, I wanted to be
The stone in your path, I became

A burden too heavy
A shame to carry..

I promise, I didn't intend to
But express, did you?

You left me, when there was no one else
To move ahead of the past!

Past! Yes, that is where I am today!

Doubting eveiy bit, I lay
Was I so big a mistake? Pain took me

It took me deeper;
Every second I see you laughing around.

Maybe, not because you left me,
But because you promised, you won't!

1 gather myselfup, trembling at every step
And then you shatter me again!
That was a mistake, you call it.

Hatred never set, but the cord broke.
The person you loved died.
For the love still existed.

But the person changed.

TREADING

UNTRODDEN PATHS

Singing songs which nobody sings
Don't promise me forever,

Just prove me wrong,
Don't leave me stuck,

In your sad song...

My words are priceless,
Not trivial to sing

I am singing this song
Which nobody sings...
I was doing my best,
To keep her forever,

Destiny change its way.
Met her with someone better...

AH dreams shattered,
Just in a blink,

I am singing this song
Which nobody sings...

Reasons behind.

Which led to tragedies.
You made moment,

I made memories...

SajalJain
(Prog.), I"''Year

Mona

BAu (Hons)English!"^ Year
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SHADES OF SILENCE

; roomChoices, life always provides choices. And he was confronted by the same at that very moment. The
dark he could not see anything. He did not want to, darkness was soothing him like the warmth of love

and hope could never do. He was enjoying this sensation. Did he really have a choice? No, the question
was, whether he wanted a choice...
Vikram was not like any other boy ofhis age. This twenty-year-old boy had all the traits of a regular college
student, but deep inside him was a past, which he always hid vdth his beaming yet wry smile. He was a man
of few words, tall and slender, and having a loving family. But what Vikram was, that could never prosper
in a normal environment. He did not have many friends, the few that he did were just for namesake. The
loving nature ofhis family never felt genuine or real to him. It was the small things that changed him. Being
the second child among three siblings, he normally felt left out. Not being too good in things that society
perceives of being important, like studies and sports, made life all the more difficult for him. He was never
the centre of attention ofhis family, or their love, but scolding was a part of his daily routine. They wanted
him to change, not to be a slacker, not to be different. Yet, all he wanted to be was different.
It is said that stories should have a happy ending, ifnot that thenatleast it should provide a moral message.
Vikram's story is not a happy ending. As far as providing a moral sermon goes, that is for you to decide.
What Vikram was would not appeal to many people. He was emotionless, and popular media made him
meet others like him. He praised Antony Hopkins' portrayal of Hannibal Lector, he saw himself in Dexter
Morgan, the protagonist of the darkly dreaming 'Dexter' series. And then that incident happened.
Walking home from the bus stop on a Thursday night, the empty streets felt more familiar to Vikram. The
eerie atmosphere seemingly made him feel better than he ever was in the company of others. But suddenly,
he felt a disturbance in his perfect world. Yes, he was not alone anymore. He could sense someone following
him. It was not just someone, there were two. He fastened his pace, not with a sense of danger approaching
him, but with a sense of curiosity and excitement. The followers were still on his trail, keeping up with him,
but there was only one ofthem following him now. He thought to himself, "What could he possibly want?"
The answer though soon became clear to him. They were robbers. What other reason could they have for
following him? Soon his chain of thought was broken by the second man blocking his way. "Hey smooth
pie, give us all the valuables you have and quietly continue your journey to your home", said the second
man with a dark grin. "Do it quickly ifyou do not wish to get hurt!" whispered the first man from behind.
What happened next was unexpected. Vikram was not scared. He started laughing, he was enjoying this.
This gave him a sense of pleasure he had never felt. Before the robbers could figure out the situation,
Vikram snatched the knife from the man in front of him and he stabbed the other robber with it. He did
not give a moment to the first robber to think, as the knife was now thrust inside his belly. Vikram stabbed
him multiple times, and fled the scene as if his life depended on it.
Forty eight hours later, he found himself in his room, covered in darkness, enjoying that darkness. He did
not tell anyone about the events of that night, the rain coat he had in his bag helped him to the hide the
blood stains. No one had noticed anything. It was bizarre, but he knew he had nothing to worry about.
Two days had passed. It was his choice to conceal that incident, inside that beaming smile of his. He did
not feel guilty. On the contrary, he loved doing what he did. He was a killer; the local news had reported
this incident of two dead vagabonds. He had managed to stay out of the hands of law. Well how he did
this, IS a story for another time. We live in a dark world. There are people in this world who are different,
but they don t come across as birds in an ocean. They blend in, because they have to. Vikram is one such
person. Finding a moral message from this tale would be difficult, because Vikram's story is of such a genre.
Thisisjustaslor,aboMan,a„wilhadarkside.

Jibin K. Mathew
B.A.(Hons.) English, 3"' Year
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IN THE DEPTHS OF GLORY, INNOCENCE SANK

Business woman of the year", it sounds great but very obviously it requires a lot. How will you define your
journey? Asked the interviewer.
Ah! That s pretty tough but I'll try. Firstly, as they say that behind every successful man there is a woman
who never lost faith in her, I never had any such man in my life. I was always surrounded by people who
called me Failure and at some or other point of life I proved them right.
So it is basically a journey from being a failure to being a successful woman. May be you can say that but
the fact is that I never wanted to be one successful woman or get this award. Life always seemed pretty easy
to me and my family made it a cake walk. It is just that you require one such moment in your life which
changes you as a person. It will either make you or break you. One such incident happened with me and
surely it made me.
Naina paused for a while and by holding her tears she continued her story. I lost my femily in an accident.
My relatives adopted me but continuously showed me that I am just a burden on them. I was forced to
work, I was beaten on a regular basis. I still have those burnt marks on my body. I still have nightmares. I
still encounter that torture in my dreams. I still live with those people. I still..., Naina breaks down.
After a while Naina begins.
I wanted to be free of their hold. I wanted to live an independent life. I wanted to feed them with as much
money as they want and that is what made me to do all this and achieve this title. It was a very heart
touching story and I wish you all the success.
Don't wish me success, wish for my innocence because "In the depths of glory innocence sank"

Astha Ahuja
B.A. (Hons) Journalism 3rd Year

SINGING A SONG THAT NOBODY SANG

This time, perhaps the first, I am singing
For those who can't utter a word.

The song, unsung, all knew better.
Darkly veiled women, unclaimed rights
Are perplexed and bewildered.
Who could she say, don't marry other
Who could she say, thrice disowning kills the soul.

Let us think over it..l

Oh! All my wise man
The world of genius is not for long
A space of happiness.
I'm singing, that which nobody sang,
Though all of them are much better known.

The song is known but is unsung.
In every dark attire of soul.
I'm talking about those wretched women,
Who can't even claim the song.

Sunil Kumar Gupta
B.Sc. Mathematical Science, 2"*' Year
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end game

Today I was wondering about my endgame
Where the end is a full stop
And game is our life.

Standing on the bus stop, on that busding road,
I observed those chicks chirping
Wondering, will their game end if they fall off
The nest and break their wing?

Seeing that blind man walk past through me,
I wondered, did his game end when he lost his vision?
Was darkness the last chapter ofhis story?

Getting onto the bus, I saw a girl with melancholic eyes
And an acid stricken face,
I wondered, is she past her endgame?
Was it the end of the world when she lost her identity?

Drowned in my thoughts, the conductor surprised me
Not because I had no money to buy a ticket
But because the conductor was pregnant (7 months
nearly)
Another thought raced through my mind.
Was she approaching towards her endgame?
What made her work in such a condition?

Time passed, thoughts raced, woods shouted in
silence,

And I got down at my stop.
Walking towards my destination, my home,
I noticed Mr. Gupta, sitting there on that bench,
With tears in his eyes, staring at some book he held.
Was he in his endgame after his son abandoned him?
Was he moving in a direction where he was about
To lose everything or has he already lost it?

Walking past through him,
I reached the door of my home,
Thinking, is this my endgame?

Then this reaUzation struck me like lightning,
That there is no endgame,
You just reach the door, but that's not it
Because there's a new world altogether besides it.

That the bird might take its wing, but it is going to heal.
Get healed, and then sore to heights that none could.

That the blind man may have lost his vision.
But not his imagination, because one can never lose
Something one has not taken from anyone.

That the acid stricken girl may have lost,
A part of her facial identity.
But she and her conscience are inseparable,
A conscience that grows every day,
And is bigger than ever before.

That the lady might have to workwhile she is pregnant,
But those eyes resonated with nothing but courage
and love,

The courage to fight the circumstances and stand up
for who she is,

And love for the child that is yet to be born.

That old man did have tears in his eyes,
He did sit alone on that bench.
But what was there between the pages of his book?
Mrs. Gupta's beautiful picture.
That allured him like fire does to a moth.
Those tears were not sad,
They were born out of love and nostalgia,
Physically he might be alone,
But in his mind, he had a universe within.

At that moment, 1 realized
That your game does not end until you want it to.
That no matter how much pressure is on you.
You'll turn out to be a diamond.
That no matter how hard it is to unlock the door.
You're going to find the key ifyou really want to.

From now, I believe that the only endgame which
exists.

Is the one in which our life exists,
And the end is a just a semi colon.
And never a full stop.

(May be death is, but it might not be either)

5aavt Shrivastava

B.A.(Hons.) Political Science, r' Year



FAR CRY

\

Stumbling often never/astray
Turning my b^^ck on the sun,
Was a gamble that m^ heart had to take.!^

Sailing on tdrquoisetwater wasn'tj.-in'eant to
be my way ' j

-  /
■  -t7With my brothers-in-kTm|,/f sealed n^^aSj

The mqmen^ of reckon^g is upon-us as ve
wait *, 1

For our .eneniies to,fake the bait, in sweaty
trenches.; \ f

I never embraced>fhe make believe, for those
. who heed red, Tam insaiie
'  ̂Had to forgo the way I weaved on Mary Jane-

.A /
An apartment, a ftixury car and hou^^old
bliss

\I guess afthy greens were not a safe bet

As I read my name on the bulle^'shell
Die a hippy man knowing

•Th'at ray country sleeps Well i.

DAltE

sound...

f j^shriek...

ipw rough

jthe rdainot taken
so'very tough

V

Tush^ Verma

j looks wo^m eaten,
song no on^.^wouId sin^'

•  - forbidden ]words

that never-ring

which would you take

What can you risk

is your heart brave

what will you save

whatever you most crave

or the fear of mind

th"at-is itching to cave.

N
1

I

/

/PHtak^Narula
B.A. (Hons.) JournaUsm%2"'fi,Year
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WOMB OF WONDER

I think it's time to end it,
I've been through so much,
But now there's no hope left,
Not a human to touch- ^

Life seems a long imprisohment,
A conviction with no hope ofbail,
The house I live doesn't feel like home,
I'm a slave of an invisible jail.

Mom and Dad, please let me go
It's suffocating, will you set me free?
There're sour tears, salty oceans.
Gallons ofmisery, you can'tsee.

Once the voice from within whispered,
'Hey there, you know you don't want to do this
Fretfully, 1 asked," Who's that, who's speaking?"
"ffhis is the hope still left inside you.
Just listen to it and your heart beating".

Don't have 1 strength to keep living,
Nor can I claimiaid of choice.
"I know you're &ed but still want to live.
So better go deff forall, listen to my voice".

How do I continue living,
When I lack the pursuit of smile?
" Just hold on don't lose me.
Keep calm even if life seems fragile".

"Life is difficult, tragedies happen.
Something hold on to us, something we miss
But to be content in an own self.
Is the greatest bliss".

"I know all I say may seem Utopia,
Still have faith in me and hold my hand,
Don't you leave it since life is a precious gift.
Many things are there to live for which you don't
understand".

Ihank you hope for not letting me down,
Your words strike as the lightening does,
They 51 always resonate in my crown
Today I realise, I
Sometimes a iittle rain

But rest ofthe times a powerful thunder.

I RAN

Seeing the world run, 1 ran.
Far from my breath of solitude;
Into the inadness that the world had wormed

*

Likeavendor,

Dealing with the battering bazaar
Pushed by the crowd, ^
Rushed to move afer

I found peace, I found life;
In the prison that kept me lockec
Far from the visage ofthis world,

Where time for me, never moved or stopped.

For the world had called upon me,
And I was called to run

To a race that never started
And a war that was never won.

Like a vendor

Dealing with the battering bazaar,
Selling his burden at a cost
Until he became a speck in the rus
And his own face was, but lost,
or the battering bazaar
Stretched to aeons,

Stretched to youth and death.
And the vendor
Just a speck was he
For the joys of the world;

He was kept.
The world ate him,

The bazaar got his hold
And in the arms of all this madness
He became all that he sold

.</ Sflflvi Shrivastava
B,A.(Hons.) Pofiticfll Science, 1" Year

Shikhar Rai

B.A. (Hons.) English, 2"'' Ye<ir
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WILL YOU LET ME IN?

After years of rush and solitude

Will you let me in?

If I ever come back to you
In search of your pristine love

To doze in your arms

If I fail to knock

Will you come and seize me?

And let me relive the twenty year old memory
Of a cry and an allay

Maa, will you be available to me?

Because one day I'll come to you

To leam the difference

between the three-letter-word,

Sex and the three-word-sentence, I love you

Will you ever write to me?

Explaining the ever-alive connection oflight and
night

For their sacrifice reminds me of^u 1
You speak-tometlirough'trndone clothes and

wi inkled sheets l

Only the terror has now begri;changed into re-
- morse

Will you accept me, Maa?

With the baggage of a terrible mistake

Will you take me for the love?

Or leave me for the hurt?

Will you handover your legacy to me?

All but the spark ofyour eyes

For even on the last day of my life

I'll come to you in want of it

If I ever get tired of running

Will you help me pause?

And teach me not to stop

I yearn for an answer that

If I ever wish to look back

Will you let me in?

Just like the unborn daughter I once was

Will you let me in?

To rest in your womb

Will you shelter me?

For that place, I've realised is the safest for me

Palak Narula

•B.A. (Hons.) Journalism, 2"'' Year
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IMAGINING A DIFFERENT WORLD

People are bom with two eyes which consists 70% of sensation by human beings but we have not limited
our sense to only these two eyes rather going beyond through of imaginations and we can think of beautiful
thinks without having beautiful things near us, the entire development in culture, customs, culture, science,
education all are the results of our imagination.
Hence I want to see the world more prosper by imagining an ideal society where no one will have hatred
against each other, greed, corruption killing of innocent people have no place in that society, where one can
have proper opportunity and equal status and dignity to utilise his full potential and happy hfe, perhaps this
will be a God Kingdom.
"I hope my imagination will come true by the grace of Almighty".

Rahul Pal

B.A. (Hons.), Political Science, 3"'year

OF GLORY AND SUCCESS

Once upon a time, there was a king, ruling the kingdom vast spread. As his glory grew, empire unredeemed,
responsibilities piled, his innocence drifted away and apart. The days ofwalking around without a thing to
thinkupon was a feeling nostalgia for him. Just like is a modern day family man, a bundle of things to think
about, to pick children up from school, to pay the pending EMI, the latest car his colleagues were thinking
to buy.

In the hustle ofmorning forward, being the best or the largest emperor in case ofking, they had to walk on
a path of sacrifices, personal wishes /dream. In all that the most crucial thing they lost was innocence,the
childlike - carefree mood with nothing to worry about or gorge upon. Glory in past or as of now, is
compared or used in place of success. Each one, especially nowadays one must take some time off their
busy schedule to relive their joy, their childhood their innocence, their happiness.

Priya Khandelwaal

B.Cotn (Hons), S"* Year



THE PRICE OE GLORY
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Glory was one thing I always craved.

Winning battles and ruling the world.

Destroying everything coming in my way.
Proving worthy of ruling the golden bird.
Then a day came.

When I fought the biggest war.

Killing was only past which was left unharmed.

Now I ought to acquire that past.

^ fought, fought and fought.

Till the biggest glory was in my arms.
Then I realized what had I done.

Killing thousands of people.

And rain of tears to fall upon,
That time I realized

In the depth ofglory
Innocence sank d>"i
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Saurahh GupM "
'0otn( Hons), 2"^ Year;

A HIDDEN STAR
IvTi.V

A star is hidden for so long!
Behind the cloudsj

It might shine someday,
And that day might come,

* If the universal light helps it come out. 'p}

' -.1 ♦'1,• ' *

The star is trying to regenerate its light
And is trying to find its source of light,
But the light seems too far away from it.

E*; ■ Might someday though the circumstances chaiig^
And so does its position.

Someday it may find itself near the universal light,
And would rise and shine ever so bright.

Let us not lose hope and wait for the tim^
That time will come,

If not today, then tomorrow
That tomorrow will come.

_  Let us not lose hope, „ .
As someday the star will shine so bri^tj^

Shivani Gupta ^ '"n
B.A. (Hons.) En^lfsfi, 3"'year



NEVER GIVE UP!

We human beings are facing many problems these days. Many of them devastating and there is tendency to
simply turn on news and read about the problems without reflecting on how we can make a difference in our
lives. The reality is that there are solutions to every problem we must look outside to our small window of
solutions.

The ups and downs make our life more meaningful and strong; indeed they are part and parcel ofour life. Life
is a great teacher. I personally believe every day is a day of learning. Disappointments,failures and problems
will trouble us, but if there is sunset,let us not forget there is sunrise too. I would like to share with you all
what my mother told me once that children offisher folk always make a house with sand on the seashore and
suddenly a big wave always wash away their sand house but they don't get disappointed. They start building
another house and they hope that the wave may not reach their house this time. This anecdote by my mother
brought a ray oflight in my life. Learnt one new thing;
Never give up!
Only the one who has travelled "on uneven roads

^ Will be able to realize the worth'of even roads.

Eve blends ropes like dew. Mysterious

Kites snare. Pebbles wrapped around in

'Relighted solitude; decorum. Clots n lots hindered
Rips off ribs lane bends when river blends

Limbs glitter away in a gluten tamed in hats

Subtleness prevailed along.

Tips and drops oflove.

Laps without crumbling craziness long

Enoughforme.,

It aches it hurts, jeopardizing the heart

" Tips ofrains can't calm away talents

Alone along away...

Wraps untie pain needy again ignored

Feels something awaits away.
Fades the sleep away in the midst ofgenders

* " ' Tender,

Taunts n abuses yelled yellow tingles

Improvements reforms be, being.

Sweetness smil^ around lips knitted within pain.

' * ' r

(p) i"Year
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Pain stricken apparatus; tearlessness,

,  I'm still in cradle...

Still there molten.

Journey stripped along within shut doors lonely.'

States apart long long away country of mine: stayl
Away

Picturesque frames of flocks culture n nature..

Pressure hardly dropped offhead to live .

Alive ahead still hope takes me through n

Prayers taking by stand along

Pressure depression and love lame mist

Fades along falls inside out.
Buds hung me hell can't get a hand out wants

Little escape...

Alone, fear, death roars. Promises I have kept

Along alone through this tarnishing lane.

Prince Thomas

B.A. (Hons.) Political Science, 2""" Year
■•Si
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THE FORGOTTEN FUNDAMENTAL DUTY

In this era of McCarthyism, everyone is trying to exhibit their patriotism. There is a greater
insistence on Fundamental Duties. Duties such as respect to National Flag and National
Anthem have been excessively stressed upon; even by use of violence (which itself is contrary
to a Fundamental Duty). But amidst all these, there is a duty which no one is talking about i.e.
Article SlA(h) of the Constitution of India, "To develop the scientific temper, humanism and
the spirit or inquiry and reform.

Forget about talking, a vast majority of people might have never heard of it. Scientific temper
descr.bes an which involves logic,, discussion, argument and analysis. Shri JawahaLl
Nehru in h.s book The blJndlalt-had.i^ritten " tWhat is needed] is the scientific
ap^oach^ the adventur J^y^t cnticjltempef lof^cieM The refhsal to accept anything
Without t^rng and t^^rxi^city Io,y;hange iprevipiiS co&rsions in the fece rf new
evi^nce, Ihe reh^ce.^^by^ed fac^ndinpt on prelcpncei^iheory the hard discipline
of tlm mind- all this ftme^p^mot iiperely fpr the applicwioh & science but for lifh Lelf
and the solution of its manV.pro.bliemSi ; , , •• , / -

Scientific temper is a rel|^lyjnorej|nodiictlve duty able to develop scientific
temper in our younger gen|pitiony,the„ they ̂yould becdme.mpre innovative in their approach.
They would be intrmsrcal^, rpofryated to .create .something few for the society. For that we
need to lay more emphasis'qn the Curiosity Quotient'as yek

One can understand that it i« quite cumbersome to ,
1. 1 u Tu w f .u- i-i lo search tor everything that goes aroundthe globe. The solution for this problem is PrioritiyaticU' . 7 ®

c  1 • ^ j • T , ^^""'^^^Ation. We can prioritize certain issues
that are of national importance and with which we are air6.rf]T7 .i • i ,,  T a.' .. T .-1 • f r- are Qirectly or indirectly involved. Forexample - Let s take the recent issue of Gurmehar Kaur, the girl who went viral in the social
media. Her picture showin.p'a.placard went Viral. Even famods personalities trolled her image
without further investigation. Everyone way so busy in trolling her that a majority of people
didn t realized that the image which was ;heing trplled was jpsta part of her video which had
changed the whole contei^t of-her m.es^gq.'j^'at partii^lAr imtirr.! , u • < l • t i.

® ^ , . V? S was being cherry picked.Even a further vast majonW of peqEl|4^n t^hew t^af the.mdeo was 10 month old before it
went viral. If we consider both
many issues that may change your mmdseftggaramg the whole issue. That is what scientific
temper and spirit of enquiry and reform all about.

One doesn't needs to be scientist at ISRO to perform this duty. You just need to be determined
curious, interrogative, patient and most importantly rational in your approach By the time
you are reading this line, you might have come across certain terms which may be jargon for
you. If you have bothered to search for them, then you are very likely to perform this duty in
future as well. In a time when yellow journalism is at its peak, social media is dominated by
trolls, media is full of Propaganda; developing and promoting scientific temper is the best way
in which you can show your nationalism and patriotism. Of course, this involves some effort
but it being a duty towards your nation, that effort would be reasonable

Ayush Choudhary
B.A. (P), l"Year
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THE THIRD EYE: DESTRUCTION AND DISSOLUTION

The meaning ofthe phrase 6 the third eye of imagination maybe different from the different people and so
thephrase the third eye ofimagination means a lot, But forme. The meaning ofthe third eye ofimagination
is destruction. The reason why I am saying that the meaning of the third eye of imagination is destruction
because by imagination we create and invent something that can make our life easy to live and happiest and
most ofthe time we become habitual ofl and fully depended onl. Today we have seen that the inventions of
Nuclear weapons, chemical weapons, and biological weapons are the result ofimagination. These weapons
were made for the protection of the people of a particular country itself from the threat of the another
country. It was the imagination which make people capable to make weapons of the mass destruction
which has created a life-long threat and fear for lives of the people themselves. Today many countries of the
world have made these weapons and pose a threat to the lives the billions of the people weather they belong
any country. By inventing these weapons they have also created so many threats to the environment and
flora and farina spices. It was the power of the imagination which made people or enabled them to make
millions of machines and equipment which helps them in their day to day life but also creates a lot ofthreat
to the environment and the human beings by the power ofimagination and science and technology people
make I possible that their invention will become the main cause of their ultimate destruction and end.

Imagination is good till its outcome I for the useful for the human beings and does not make them fully
depended on the machines and gadgets. Today by the help of imagination and science we are creating
thousands of things which give us comfort and pleasure, but the result shows that these things make our
loves complicated instead easy e.g. today we see that mobile phone have made people far from their real
relationship such as today children don't talk to parents too much and most of the time spending busy on
their mobiles, while reaming at home. Then we can say that by the power ofimagination and science people
invent many things but later on these things, weaken the relationship between and among the people. And
when imagination create these kind of gaps between the people these inventions and products converts
into the third eye ofimagination which is destruction.

Peoples have made many things such A.C, weapons, machines which later on creates so many threats to
the physical environment and become a main cause of the destruction. It was the imagination which made

enabled a man to invent AK-47 gun, which later on started to kill millions of people all over the world.
Today we see that most of the army personal pf the world used this AK-47 gun to kill their enemy or the
soldiers of the enemy country during the war and terrorist also uses the same gun.

Finally I would like to say that the outcome of imagination may be helpful and for the comfort of the
human beings but when imagination used to self-interest and for the invention of the weapons of the mass
destruction then this becomes the destruction the third eye of imagination,

Thus the third imagination is destruction, it's also proud form a story that when god lord Shiva will open
his third eye then the entire world will be destructed and everything will end.

Dhirendra Kumar

B.A. (Hons.) Political Science, S"* Year
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LIFE IS FINE

• 4

I left the road,
'*' I went down to the river,.
^ . I tried to think but I couldn't

V^' So I jumped in and sank.

I came up twice and cried!
ilfthatwaterhadn'tbeenso cold

I might have sank and died.

'I came up once and howled'!

But it was cold in the water! It was cold!

I took the elevator,
Sixteen floors above the ground

I thought about my Ufe
And thought I would jump down

But it was high up there! It was high!

Though you may hear me howl,
And you may see me cry-

But, sweet baby,
You will never see me die!

For now I know that -

Life is Fine! Life was fine! Life will be Fine!

Tanishka Sharma

B.A. (Prog), 2nd Year

BE AWARE

Look around yourself,
Listen to the sounds from your surroundings
carefully
Thfere you find various things
Some are useful, some are nothing.

It changes something in you.
Sometimes it encounters the chintzy thought in you
It affects what you do.
Most of the time, chintzy wins and noble is beaten
But somewhere in you it becomes a promise solemn.

You then come to a new chapter of learning.
Acquired through the skills of observation.
You are able to improve yourself
And that gives you utmost satisfaction.
Now you begin to live anew,
It may not change your outer world.
But slowly, surely a little spark within
Will bring alive a flame unfurled.

Mi

You get an edge from this.
You want to move out from the mist.

Give a little attention to small things:
"a step", "a new experience" or "sun".
Keenly watch the world unfold around you.

Anju Kumari
JS.A. (Hons.) En^lt, 2"^ year



OFTEN, YOU CROSS MY MIND n

Indeed, I deny not,

Many a times you cross my mind.
Whenever beams tease the dawn,
Your cuddling warmth, there I find.
Never shall I wonder,
How, when I get into a chain of dire thoughts
And feel like draining all at once,
I close my eyes and see you smile... there break all
frozen knots? |
Subtly, there's a pleasure I derive.
From aching and screaming lone.
And though this seems inexplicable,
I still discern and rejoice at the melody ofyour tone.

rI know I'm a shore,

All dry, reticent, cynical and crude
The one you've deserted way before,
Yet your fond wave hits and intrude.
Why is it so? Why don't you go? ^
The strings of your mirage have me in a bind, jT
I begin to move the pathless way.
Often, whenever you cross my mind..!!

Gauri Mishra

BA (Hons.) English, 2"^ Year

YOUR HEART COMMANDS

Is treading an untrodden path simple?
At a point in life, everyone is confronted with a choice between compliance and defiance. Sadly, the choice
is more complicated than it looks.Compliance on one hand comes wearing the fa?ade ofpeace and hints the preservation of relationships to be
a much simpler task. It provides a fixed and safe routine with the occasional thrill of a vacation. Looking like
a perfect deal, it come in disguise, harmless to yhe one availing it. "If anything fails, don't blame me because
I am doing this on your account" says one who us fooled into turning his blind eye to his crippled dreams.
Defiance, does it come at a cost?
Ofcourse it may come at the cost of the relationships you hold dear, social acceptance, you future or your
precious sanity. Looks Uke you will be dealt the crappiest deal! Thrown on an untrodden path that is full of
thorns. Forced to sing a song that nobody sings. Then why must you bother singing? Why must you bleed at
the prick of every thorn? |
Because you heart commands it! Because nothing in your life has felt so right and befitting.
You will die someday. You will definitely will. It doesn't matter if you fail or succeed. What
^ort. The best foot you put forward for your own dreams,

e untrodden path may not be simple, but it is your path.

: matters is the
V
; the

Saavi Shrivastava

B.A.(Hons.) Political Science IstYear
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THE QUEST EOR GLORY

Longing for the greener pastures is an ingenious tract of human beings. What we have is never enough.
Especially, when one tastes the delicious starter ofsuccess and glory, it becomes excruciatingly difficult not
to have the entire meal. But as our ancestors say, even the elixir of life becomes poison, when consumed
more than needed. That is exactly with the case of addiction to success. We keep wanting for more and
more. But when it starts spilling over from our lives' goblet, it gradually sinks our purpose in life.
The insatiable desire ofglory makes a man very different from the one he used to be. When we are with our
loved ones we are at our comfort zones, but if, by chance we happen to shed that warm shell and get out to
the glamorous world of success, we lose the feeling to return home. Repercussions ofglory become endless
if we start looking at our previous life prior to this splendour.
A normal person with some talent, when gets recognized and rewarded for the same, develops a sense
of self-pride in himself/herself, this is commonly visible in our day-to-day lives. When we are repeatedly
praised and acknowledges for something we naturally possess, a vile bug of pride starts biting deep into
our minds. When we realize that We have subordinates and our opinions and decisions are kept high up in
the hierarchy, we become a body full of over-confidence. Similarly, when people start giving us immense
respect for the place we hold, we become arrogant to our inferiors or the less-experienced ones. When we
start developing a sense of indomitability by deducing "what we can do, others can't", we reach the supreme
height ofvanity. Even it becomes a point where we ourselves recognize only our conceited self and not the
person we used to be once. Our insolence touches the peak and we start treating even our friends and dear
ones with disrespect. We start behaving in the most unexpected ways. A feeling develops that what we have
done, none of our loved ones had done, what we possess, none of our friends does. And that becomes the
ultimatum. We lose our integrity, our relations and our innocence.
Success will come, but not before taking away the real essence of our lives. We do become great people but

. we will not have anyone to share the feeling with. Our changed attitudes build huge wedges between our
relationships with people. Somehow, those wedges become too hard to destroy. And as a result, we lose
the precious gifts life offered us, all because of our own mistakes. Success and glory are bonuses in life; take
them as that and not as a 'necessity'. We all want recognition, but that can't be the only thing in life we want.
Unless we respect what we have, we can never respect whatever we ever get.

Alina Kazmi

B.A. (Hons.) English, 2"^ Year

JOURNEY
.

I've been traveling for so long.
So lost and stumbled upon
I see two paths in front of me
And no central path without choosing a
If I was perfect then this would be easy,
the roads are difficult, treacherous tides
dlL either I could drown.

iddharth Deshmukh



brainstorming through music

Do you like music?

Do you Hke to move along with
the rhythm, tap at every beat,
does your heart goes boom

"Music is a moral law. It gives
soul to the universe, ivings to the
mind, flight to the imagination,
and charm and gaiety to life and
to everything"

- Platoboom with the music and you
scream out loudly the few lyncsyou remember? It's a common

: for all those mus.c lovers out there.experience:

2) Brain is hard-wired to connect

music with long-term memory.

Specific brain regions linked to
autobiographical and episodic

memories and emotions are

activated by hearing familiar

music. Listening to music has

been shown to significantly

,.rhfan we listen to the music we
That's what happens 3) ̂  meta-analysis of 400 studies validatedlove. But did you know there is more to It.

many health benefits of listening to music

S ' ntists have a way of unraveling things and including lowering of the stress hormone, cortisol.
thr h the years of research are discovering Listening to music triggers the brain's nucleus
mething unimaginable about music. Even plato, accumbens, responsible for releasing the feel-good

th great Greek philosopher had predicted it long neurochemical dopamine, which is an integral part
^  pleasure-reward and motivational systems

^  and plays a critical role in learning. Higher dopamine
So what can music • levels improve concentration, boost mood, and

"IT CAN actually MAKE YOU SMARTER" enhance memory.
1) Music has the power to improve specific higher While we are thinking ofjust listening to music, well
brain functions and really can make you smarter. In playing music is on completely different level.

•  I has shown that listening to music

eadine and literacy skills, reasoning, and a musical instrument regularly engagesenhances r g hemispheres of your brain at an electrical,
mathematical abilities chemical and architectural level which optimizes

brain power.
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Playing music is a full-body workout for the brain.

As a musician plays an instrument, motor systems in the brain control both gross and fine movements
needed to produce sound. The sound is processed by auditory circuitry, which in turn can adjust signaling
by the motor control centers. In addition, sensory information from the fingers, hands and arms is sent
to the brain for processing. If the musician is reading music, visual information is sent to the brain for
processing and interpreting commands for the motor centers. And of course, the brain processes emotional
responses to the music as well!

Various studies show that learning to play a musical instrument not only increases grey matter volume in
various brain regions, but can also strengthen the long-range connections between them. Other research
shows that musical trainingenhances verbal memory, spatial reasoning, and literacy skills, such that
professional musicians usually outperform non-musicians on these abilities.

Musicians also have higher levels of executive functionthey create can a category of inter-Unked tasks and
are efficient inplanning, strategizing, and give a lot of attention to detail. Musicians also exhibit enhanced
memory frmctionscreating, storing, and retrieving memories more quickly and efficiently.

Music gets the good genes moving - specificaUy those that help with mood, memory, learning and basic
brain frmction. But it also slows down the bad genes that cause brain degeneration, meaning that Hstening
to music is like having a shield on your brain.

Aishwarya Nair
B.Sc Phyical Science, 1" Year



RESEARCH & INNOVATION PROJECTS

To initiate and encourage a culture of research and innovation in the college at undergraduate level,
Maharaja Agrasen College, conducts different projects under Star Innovation Project Scheme.

This year, the college is running seven projects under STAR Innovation Projects scheme (for a
period of three years). These projects are student-centric research activities under the guidance of
teachers from different departments.

I

\l^

S.NO. Title ofIhe Project Investig;ator ■

1 Culture and Communicationin Global Organizations Dr. Sunil Sondhi, Principal

2 Cyber Security Help System Dr. Meena Mehta, Assistant Professor,

Department of Computer Science

3 Develop a Strategy for the In-house Performance
Appraisal and Management of the Employees in the
University ofDelhi

Dr. T.N Ojha, Assistant Professor, Department
ofHindi

4 Developing E-Learning Materials for Information
Management of Higher Education

Sudhir K. Rinten, Assistant Professor,

Department of Journalism

5 Strategic Management of Higher Education
Institutions: A Case Study ofUniversity ofDelhi

Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari, Associate Professor,
Department of Political Science

6 Workspace Optimization for Communication and
Irmovation

Dr. Niraj Kumar, Assistant Professor,
Department of Political Science

7 To Design and Develop Low Cost, Self-learning
Heterogeneous Swarm Robotic Ecosystem

Dr. Praveen Kant Pandey, Department of
Electronics

i j
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CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION IN

A GLOBAL WORLD

Dr. Sunil Sondhi

Theoverall objectiveofthisprojectistoexaminetheimpactofglobalization on Cultureand Communication.
By exploring issues relative to this goal through the lens ofa quantitative survey students can broaden their
understanding of the role of communication in the modem world and be in a better position to initiate
positive social changes in the future. The specific purpose of this project is to explain the effect Cultural
Intelligence has on a persons' communication skills. The result of the project will answer to what extent a
person's CQ.affects his/her ability to conununicate efficiently with persons from different cultural
backgrounds. The research question in the project will be: How does a person's Cultural Intelligence affect
their communication with persons from other cultures?

The project wiU answer to what extent a person's CQ.affects his/her ability to communicate efficiently with
persons from different cultural backgrounds within the society.

This project wiU try to explain if there in reality is a connection between CQ.and persons' communication
skills. This will be achieved by a deductive approach where a persons' level of CQ_and communication
skills will be evaluated and analyzed. The Communication Satisfaction model, developed by Downs
and Hazen and the Four-Factor CQ_model/questionnaire developed by Early andAng, will be
the foundation of the project research. Both theories: Communication Satisfaction and CQ. are
established and have successfully been used in other research.

With a quantitative survey we will be able to reach a larger number of respondents, since in a quantitative
study there is a focus on a general conclusion, meaning that the significant results could be tested on another
research and give the same result. The proposed survey will consist of three main parts. In the first part,
the respondents will be required to fill in answers regarding demographics. In the second part questions,
the respondents will be asked to answer questions regarding their understanding ofcultural intelligence. In
the third part, the respondents will be asked questions regarding their understanding of Communication.

By conducting a quantitative studywe will hopefully be able to draw a generalisation ifthere is a connection
between CQ,and communication. For that reason, a qualitative study is not relevant in the project because
it will only explain a few respondent's answers, thus it is impossible to provide a general result. To sum up,
the use of a quantitative study is more suiting than the use of a qualitative study, based on the projects' aim
to achieve a general conclusion. Further on, the collected data will be analyzed in a correlation test.

Detailed Work Plan

The project has been divided into six main phases. First, the foundation of the project
explaining background, problem, purpose, research question, theoretical limitations as well as outline is
being developed. In the second phase, the research philosophy and research approach of the
project will be clearly developed. Also, in this part, the choice of theory and methodology will be stated.
In the third phase extensive literature review will be made, and a theoretical model linking the theories
with the problem to be investigated. In the fourth phase the research design, research strategy, time
horizon, data collection, sample collection, conceptualization, reliability, validity, generalisability
will be developed. In the fifth phase descriptive statistics, the independent variable-CQt the dependent
variable-Communication, test ofhypotheses and final analysis will be developed. In the final phase research
summary, critical review, practical implications and future research will be made explicit.



CYBER SECURITY HELP SYSTEM

Dr. Meena Mehta

Teclinology has eased and simplified the waywe communicate with friends, the job we do. It is transforming
the way we behave. New technological developments are constantly infiltrating our lives in positive as
well as not-so-positive ways. In this project we propose to develop a system on Cyber Security awareness
through "Cyber Security Help System".

Cyber Security training and education is the most important aspect of preventing cyber-attacks on both
types of people. We educate them to the perils of cyber world and enable them to understand when an
attack may occur and how to avoid such attacks. A security awareness program should be continuous and
dynamic, so one module of this system is dynamic content management.
Objectives of the research are; Requirements analysis, Software and hardware requirement, Design
(Database design. Template design (GUI), Validations to be performed in each form and Graphics Design)

Hence, they were compartmentalized in varies phases of 6 months tenure. Objectives for 1^' phase
were Requirements analysis, Software and hardware requirement, Design (Database design. Template
design(GUI), Validations to be performed in each form and Graphics Design).

Methodology followed for phase-1

In this project we will basically use Waterfall models the oldest and most straightforward of the structured
SDLC methodologies — finish one phase, then move on to the next. Each stage relies on information from
the previous stage and has its own project plan. Waterfall is easy to understand and simple to manage. But
with a slight modification and incorporation oflhe Iterative model in between in later phases.

Outcome

Working of Individual modules independently.

Work done

1. Feasibility study

2. Requirement analysis

3. Data Collection

4. Database designing tools study

5. Hardware and sofhvare requirement study

6. Data Flow diagram

7. Presentation on Cyber Security
8. Preliminary graphic design

9. Web designing tools study
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Develop a Strategy for the In-house Performance
Appraisal and Management of the Employees in the

University of Delhi

Dr. T.N. Ojha

A University is a social institution. It is formed by the people and it functions for thepeople with an intention
to develop human mind and soul. As an organization, University needs three inseparable instruments to
work namely, Students, Teachers and Administration (Popularly known as 'Non-Teaching'). In common
parlance, Teaching-Learning activity is broadly based in the classrooms between Teacher and students,
and it is often observed, that the student-administrator interaction is limited to fees, examinations, degree
only. There is a need to enhance this understanding amongst the student fraternity about the Non-teaching
employees contribution to the University as strong support system. Hence, this project is an attempt to
understand the working efficiency of the Performance appraisal systems deployed in the Delhi University
for Non-Teaching employees

Objectives for phase-1

•  Understanding the underlying principles of APAR, Finding the Potential Benefits of the prevailing
APAR system. Finding the Potential Complications of the prevailing APAR system. Finding the
Potential Improvements in the prevailing APAR system. Finding the Potential Oppositions to
Performance Appraisal, Differentiating between Performance Appraisal in Public and Private
Sectors, Understanding the advantages of Performance Appraisal from University Point Of View,
Understanding the disadvantages of Performance Appraisal from University Point ofView

•  Gathering and evaluating the merits and demerits of performance appraisal on university basis and
assisting in the editing the final document.

.  Analysing the limitations ofperformance appraisal in public and private sectors.Analysing the by-laws
of the University of Delhi and researching on the by-laws and present APAR system and assisting in
the editing of the final document.

.  Differentiation between ̂e,performance apptais.4 syst^s in the public and private sectors.
Analysing the benefits and complications related to performance appraisal"'s^dafds,in the present
scenario.

Methodology followed

The first stage was based on s|condary data source - onUne published literate. Iril«41y> issues relating
to performance appraisal for'the employees will be identified for conducting in-4eptB interviews with

_ related employees, the top level management, and related professionals and experts in this field of study.

a

Results achieved: >

Tlie research gave the team a s
lijti tliis field of study, APAR S
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Developing E-Learning Materials for Information
Management of Higher Education

Sudhir K. Rinten

I  . I

Information literacy empowers people in all walks of life to seek, evaluate use and create mformation
effectively to achieve their personal, social, occupational and educational goals. Information-litera e
people are able to access information about their health, their environment, their education and work,
joid to make critical decisions about their lives and profession. There is a huge growth in user patterns
& Information Management in era of online media & its consumption behavior. It is really important for
any Higher Education Institution to store, access and revisit information of requisite in accordance with
various platforms and need arises.

Higher Education Institution requires information related to the students Uke, Name of the student,
Parents/guardian name. Location - local and permanent address, date of birth, education details etc.
Information are regarding Hbrary contains, availability of books, resources, books purchase procedure,
no. of copies available of particular books, etc. Information regarding admin. Section includes students
attendance, marks, course-wise distribution record, etc.

Their retrieval on time is a big chaUenge for the lower information literate professionals. This learning
material will not only categorize information but also provide the solutions for storage, accesses and
retrieval ofthe information. This wiU add on caUber and expedite the process of information management.

This e-learning material will be manual for information management.

Objectives for phase-1

Mapping ofInformation: Admin section, library and verification.

Results achieved:

Mapping is done; validation of the information is under process; development ofthe project is satisfactory,
Mapping ofInformation needed in classroom is complete; an e- learning platform (offline) is created along
with a discussion forum; http;//thevistamac.blogspot.in/is created to mark the information literacy and
consumption behavior of the students.



Strategic Management of Higher Education Institu
tions; A Case Study of University of Delhi

Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari

BCnowledge plays an important role in economic competition; among nations as well as corporations.
Strong research and a well-educated work force is an important driver of economic growth of a nation.
Ihe most striking example in India is probably the software industry that was established in the city of
Bangalore known as India's Silicon Valley.

Countries or regions without competitive higher education can easily become subjects to brain drain when
talented individuals leave to get their education elsewhere and never return. Conversely, strong educational
institutions can work as attractors of top talents from all over the world. Hence, a world class university
IS a very valuable asset for the country, region and nation where it is located. Despite, or maybe rather
because of the technological advances made, countries Uke India still face great chaUenges and problems
to solve. Preventing rampant poverty or dealing with its effects calls for the development of new energy
sources, more efficient transportation systems, improved water purification and agricultural technology- to
mention a few examples.

This implies the need to create successful universities. To accomplish this, some kind ofstrategy is required.
For now, let's assume that it is something along the lines of: doing world-class research and providing high-
quality education. To create a strategy it is necessary to understand what the components of success are.
Are there any core competencies or strategic resources involved in higher educaUon? If so, which are they
and how can they be acquired? Given that top universities tend to be quite old, how do the processes work
that build success over time? To what extent have certain universities become successful because of their
own actions, and how much depends on reactions to the environment and factors beyond control?

Objectives for phase-1

a) What are the factors that make a University successful?

b) How can Higher Education Institutions be managed successfully?

c) How did University of Delhi become successful in becoming and retaining its positions as the best
university in the country?

d) What are the challenges that are facing University of Delhi in managing its Higher Education
institutions?

Results achieved:

a) Major texts and reports were identified.

b) Attempts to confirm existing theory by review ofliterature was done.

c) Students involved in the project were distributed work for review of literature.

The students have been able to confirm the existing literature on the working of Higher Education
institutions. The working of University ofDelhi was examined minutely. Major actors and factors that have
been helpful in making this University successful were also identified.
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Workspace Optimization for
Communication and Innovation

■ I , '

Dr. Niraj Kumar

Workspace optimisation refers to the aUgnment of the work environment to reduce costs enable peak
performance or both, and the innovative workspaces are dae cost effecbve flemble and sustamab e work
envtonment that support organisational change and collaboradve work styles. A well destgned, optintised
TtSspace is an important factor in increasing productivity, staff recrmtment and buffdrng up a culture
7LI performance After alot of research it has been figured out that m optrmal physical envrronment
Pan serve as a foundation for an effective workforce. It is clearly proved that the workers who allow theni
PP help decide when, where, and how they work are more likely to be satisfied with their jobs, performed
betterf and viewed their company as more innovative then competitors that did not offer such choree.
Curre'nt research shows, and leading business agree that the workplace significantly influences employee
TaBsfaction, health, hiring, retention and productivity. It is thus observed that an increasing number of
ornanisations worldwide from the tech sector, creative economy, public services, educational institutions
etc are investing to enhance the performance in creativity and innovation, in the workplace design.
Hence the range of strategies aimed at innovating and optimising the workplace is varied and wide; fromembodying creativevalues in thedesignofworkplaces, though supportinginnovation by generatinggreater

opportunity for communication and collaboration, to building dedicated spaces for creative thinking.
Objectives for phase-l

1) Understanding optimal utiUsation of workplace in educational institutions.
2) Understanding removal of monotonous work routine.
3) Understanding how workplace innovation enhances work productivity.
4) Understanding Team bonding and Sense of Ownership in various institutions.
Results achieved:
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To Design and Develop Low Cost, Self-learning
Heterogeneous Swarm Robotic Ecosystem

Dr. Praveen Kant Pandey

Robotics is the branch ofengineering that deals with the design, construction, operation and application of
robots. It includes systems for their control, sensory feedback and information processing. Swarm robotics
is a new approach to the coordination of multi-robot systems. It is based on collective behavior emerging
from the interactions between the robots and interactions of robots with the environment.

The main objectives of the project are-

•  To design and develop a low-cost robot envisioned to work individually as well as in swarms
•  To test different devices and algorithms in simulated environment

To build swarm of robots capable of solving real-life problems including foUcwing tasks:
Ranging and mapping a terrain

Gathering information through sensors

Communicating with environment and peers

Foraging the terrain to carry out a given task

Objectives for phase-1

1. Literature review ofwork done in the field of robotics with emphasis on:

Study of simple robots that can work in swarms

Features and abilities of swarm robots

Algorithms developed for carrying out basic and complex tasks

Propose a design for MacBot which shall include:

Finalize the salient features ofMacBot.

Identifying the platform to be used to design MacBot.

Based on these two requirements, identifying the sensors and actuators needed for the design
Procurement of development tools, kits, sensors, actuators etc.

Testing and Programming individual peripherals (sensors and actuators) of the robots.

Using more than I peripheral in tandem to complete secondary tasks

Results achieved:

1. The literature review has been completed.

2. Design for the first prototype has been finalized. In the first design it is decided to use commercially
available Arduino based board for the MacBot-I. This will reduce the fabrication time and will enable
the students to concentrate on designing the applications for controlling the hot.

3. Most of the basic components required have been procured

4. Students are testing and programming individual peripherals.

2.

3.

4.

5.



EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITY COMMITTEE

It wasajampackedyearfortheECA Committee. Under theableguidanceofDr.AbhaSharma,It challenged

its limits by holding more than a dozen successfal events in the duration of an academic year.

■Arpan'- Cultural Display ofMaharajaAgrasenCoUege'sSocieties for the NAAC Committee:
Every coUege buUds its name on the hard work and talents of its students. The various societies of the
CoUege put up a cultural display of their prowess in front of the NAAC Committee on August 4, 2016,
by presenting their best foot forward in the arena of dancing, playing instruments, singing, and theatre.
Gushing at all that they had to offer, the team went back happy and content, lauding the students for their
efforts.

Onam Celebration:

Ihe CoUege m association with Delhi Malayali Association organised Onam festival on October 2,2016 in
Auditorium from 7 PM to 11 PM. Students of the coUege from Nataraj: the Dance Society and Septune;
The Music Society participated with fiill vigour and enthralled the audience with their performances. A
medley of songs under the title "Sargam" and a ftision of three prominent classical dance forms of India
namely Kathak, Bharatnatyam and Mohiniattam representing the rich cultural diversity that the nation
possesses, were the main attractions of the event. To mark the festival of boats- Onam, Kuttanadan
PunjiyiUe the tradiUpnal boat song ofKerela gavi and finale.evening

i
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Oath Taking and Freshers Welcome:

Collaborating with the Student Union a Ramp Walk and DJ Party was organized on October 21, 2016
to make the new batch of students feel welcome. The students, dressed in their best walked the ramp and
danced their hearts out. The day also witnessed the maiden event of the newly formed student union. The

office bearers took oath and took the responsibility on their shoulders to uphold the integrity ofthe college
in letter and spirit.

Rashtriya Ekta Saptah:

In accordance with the directives ofMHRD, Govt. of India, the week, 31 October-6 November, 2016 were

observed as the Rastriya Ekta Saptah. A play on pacifism by Samyantar, The Stage Play Society: Gulabi and

a dance performance on Unity in Diversity by Nataraj were well received by the college students. Theme
based competitive events like solo/duet dance and slogan writing were conducted. Dr. Sanjeev Tiwari gave
a lecture on the relevance of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel in today s world. The students and faculty members
jtook the integrity pledge on the occasion.
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National Education Day: November 11,2016 was celebrated as National Education Day to commemorate
the birth anniversary of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad. An essay writing and poster making competition, on
the theme of importance of education was organized.

Beti Bachao Beti Padao:

The College was fortunate to host the 'Best Utsav Samaroh' on the 24th January, 2017. The occasion was
graced by the Hon'ble Deputy C.M. of Delhi, Sh. Manish Sisodia who lit the holy lamp and in his address
encouraged for equal opportunities to girls both in thinking and in being. He recited instances of how
mentalities need to be targeted from an early age so as to bring ge^^sensitization for the greater good

lort adt^^^y the EWIfect ^^strate ,(E^t) and th|-di^itarips, h^s. AsTOtion. There was

I

eme based and

rious schools

ioktant stakeholder of lie family and in turn the country, followed by a dance-drama act by
#^)anc^J!,^aety thlt showcased the journey of a girl from the day she is born, the daily struggles i
idil thht^helhas^to go through. The afternoon was adorned with performan^ like Rajasthani,

cu'^^Theatre by many a schools and foundations. All of them wen
^eUpreate young impressionable minds. ■ ^ ^
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iemands of the College lacking in a Marketing society. The societyy^lavin^pd ani
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YUVAAN 2017

The three day extravaganza, The Annual Cultural Festival of the College, YuvaanT? was flagged off on the
23rd of March, 2017 and culminated on the 25th of March. A celebration of the exuberance and talents
of the youth, the college was lit in colours of varied talents. The Student Union and the ECA Committee
worked hand in hand with constant support of the Convenor Dr. Abha Sharma and the Advisor to the
Union Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari to bring out one of the best festivals the college has had.

Adorned beautifully in festivities by Srijan, the Art and Craft Society of the CoUege, the first day started
off with welcoming the l^rincipal Dr. Sui^ Sondhi who lit the holy lamp seeking the blessings of Goddess
Saraswati for the successful culmination of the program. Sumedha Uppal, on behalf of the student union
and the cultural council explained the significance of the word 'Yuvaan' as an epitome of youthful pride
and declared the fest open. The heralding theme music by Septune reverberated through the walls of the
auditorium. The first day was dedicated to the fine art of theatre. With both Drishyantar, The Stage Theatre
Festival and Aaina, Tlie Street Play Festival going on side by side, the college saw extremely brilliant
performances from Colleges of Universities across Delhi NCR. Eloquence reigned with competitions
like Turncoat Debate conducted by Chakraview, The Debating Society. Rangoli, Nail Art, Mehndi, Poster,
News Paper Dress Making etc instigated the artistic souls.

The second day was a tribute to Music. The college danced to the tunes of the iconic Maestro Ustad Kamal

SabrijiplayinghisSarsmgi. Competitions ch^lengingthemusicprowessofmanyattractedactive participation
with more than 200 participants
showcasing their talents in the varied
genres hosted by Septune. Western
Dance competition, conducted by
Nataraj, The dance society, left many
a jaws wide open with the absolutely
flawless performances. Markos, The
Marketing Society of the colleger
conducted their maiden event and

collected a lot of nods and applauds
for the same. Treasure Hunt, Quiz,
Sudoku, Creative Writing were also
major crowd pullers.

The third day was amongst the most
awaited ones with another Maestro,
Punjabi Pop SingerJasbirJassi taking
the stage and making the crowd cheigr

on the top of their voices. Ranging from soulful Sufi to peppy Punjabi dance numbers, it was all there.
Songs like "Dil Le gayi Kudi Gujarat Di" and "Laung the Lashkara" were the cherry on top. Before this the
auditorium was a buzz with dancing competitions one aftgr the other, tanging from classical to Bollywood
to folk; the audience rooted for more! The Battle of Bands competfSpn created the perfect setting for
people to rock and sway.

i'li ■
Hie celebration of talents, as multifaceted as it could get, YuvaanT? brought smiles to many a faces. In total
3500 people, on all three days, witnessed as history was created. It proved yet again that culture infused
with modernity can do wonders. That is what Maharaja Agrasen College has always stood for!
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NORTH-EAST SOCIETY

The North East Society of Maharaja
Agrasen College had a fniitful year. A
series of activities throughout the year
kept the spirit of oneness alive.

EkBbarat ShresthBharat Programme:

In association with the EGA Committee,

the society organized a series of events
including a Quiz on the North East
States, Bihu Dance workshop was
organized from 6th March 2017 to
22nd March 2017. A display of Cultural
Attires and Pictures has been put up
to see and cherish in the Auditorium

Lobby ofthe College from 23rd March 2017 to 10th April 2017. Preparation oftraditional delicacies from
the states of Assam and Sikkim were also put on display to relish.

.
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0p3er the guidance of Dr. A Jiran Meitei and Dr.Kmgaule Newme,
"gfth-East Society o£M^araja Agrasen College organized three days

.^.^^■J^rthyEast Cultural Festival" along with annual college fest 'YUVAAN'
March to 251'' March, 2017. The motto of the fest was to'  '"^j^mot^h^c^t^e and tradition of North-East India. On the first day,

-"^(^^ardgg^^^ultur^^show arid introduced the spectators with the
ioij^attifes of North-Eastem states and displayed the pictures of

miferent mbes and festivals. On second day, society performed, Bihu,
^ tfie folk dance ofAssam. The dance performance was the main attraction
''^of th^ vdtQW^ent. It was applauded by the audience. On third day, the

^ciety wore fiall traditional attires ofthe North-East India
^ id displayed ^inside the college campus. The whole event was a great

_^ureessili i
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SPORTS ACTIVITIES

The Sports Committee organised its most important event, the Aimual Sports Day, Spardha 2017 on 30"*
March2017. Various athletic events like lOOmRace, 200m Race, 4X100mRelayRace, Shot Put, Longjump,
Javelin were organised. Amen's Cricket Match between the Teaching and Non-Teaching staffmembers was
organised in the morning followed by the women's Cricket Match between the faculty members and the
students' cricket team. The close fought match became the main attraction of the day.

Apart from the Spardha, the Sports Committee also organised other activities throughout the year while
encouraging the college's budding sportsmen to make their mark at various events organised across colleges
in Delhi University as well as other universities in India. Inter-departmental and Intra-college basket ball
volleyball, kabaddi, chess, badminton and cricket matches were organised from 12'*' to H**" January by the
Sports Committee in collaboration with the Students Union.

The college football and basketball teams performed well at various inter-college tournaments. The
Basketball team secured second position at Shiv Nadar University tournament and third position in BHY
Open Tournament. Two Ball Badminton players Mr Shahrukh and Mr Ravi participated in All India
Inter-University tournament. Mr Umang Bhatt secured third place in KorfbaU in All India Inter University
Championship. Three Ball Badminton players represented Delhi State in senior national championship In
athletics, Mr Jitender secured the second position in lOOm, long jump events at LSR Open Tournament
The Basketball, Kabaddi and Cricket teams also performed well this year.

1
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INTERNAL COMPLAINTS COMMITTEE

The Internal Complaints Committee 2016-17 comprising of Dr Gitanjali Chawla, Ms Puneeta Aggarw-

al, Dr T.N. Ojha, Ms Manju Sharma and Prof Apama Basu (special invitee) worked proactively towards

increasing gender sensitization and ensuring the dissemination of the Sexual Harassment of Women at

Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013. The committee followed due protocol in

resolving complaints received during the academic session 2016-17.

The committee conducted a 10 day self-defence workshop for girls in collaboration with the Special Unit

for Women and Children, Delhi Police from 1" to 15'*' February. The workshop was attended with en

thusiasm by 120 students who displayed self-defence tactics to the entire college in the final session on

15'*' February, 2017. Prof. J.S. Virdi, Hon'ble Chairman, Governing Body and Dr Sunil Sondhi, Principal

applauded their efforts and encouraged all girl students to participate in such ventures. Best participant

awards were given to Sara Shahwar, B.A.(H) English Ilnd year, Pooja Kumari, B.A (H) Hindi II"'' Year and

Swati Chaudhary, B.A (H) Journalism along with cash prizes. Certificates of participation were given to

participants who had more than sixty percent attendance at the workshop. "The committee is committed to

1



STUDENTS' UNION

.granika 2017

The year 2016-17 has witnessed a new beginning in Maharaja Agrasen College. It witnessed a new era of
student representation with its first democratically elected Student Union. In its maiden tenure the union
achieved a series of feats. The Patron, Dr. Sunil Sondhi along with the Advisor to the Union, Dr. Sanjeev
Kumar Tiwari have been a constant source of inspiration and support.

Student Union President Ashish Pathak, Vice President- Abhishek Choudhary, General Secretary
-Neelotpal Sangam, Joint Secretary- Sanjay Choudhary, Secretary for Women Development- Sumedha
Uppal, Secretary for Social Welfare- Digvijay Kumar have worked hard to set an able precedent for the
Unions to come. The Office bearer of the Union were administered the oath of their offices by Special
Commissioner of Delhi Police Sri Dependra Pathak on 21st October 2016.

From addressing basic problems such as allocation of venues to Societies, CCTV Cameras in the Parking
Area, constant check on the Canteen on the quality offood being served, Improvement in Sports facilities
Refreshments to players, Kabbadi Ring for the college team and Nets for the cricket team. Addressing
Women Issues SUKANYA Programme was initiated which includes providing the basic necessity for
the Girl Students, Improvement of the Girls Common Room, and organizing Self Defense Classes in
association with Delhi Police, requisition for Lady Caretaker and Coach etc. Addressing the Issues of the
SC, ST, OBC and PWD Students of the Colleg e was another important landmark achievement of the
Students Union. Building Confidence in the College Students through workshops like Theatre for Change
was another milestone. Not only this, the Union successfully delivered the promise of a Freshers Party, An
Inter-College Sports Meet and a Grand Annual Cultural Festival, YuvaanT? in association with the ECA
Committee for three days with Sarangi Maestro, Kamal Sabri as the main performer. The Star Night was
also organized with the famous Punjabi Pop Singer Jasbir Jassi's performance. Food Stalls and Game Stalls
were also put up.

The Student Union has worked hand in hand with the faculty, non-teaching staff and all other Committees
ofthe college to bring about a positive change witl^udent rep^entation. The office bearers have been,a^
epitome of candor and have been extremely acces
with utmost confidence. The first term ofthe Student

untable to the students who elected

has been fruitful to a large extent



NSS ACTIVITIES

The NSS-MAC ever since its inception in the year 2013 has been working towards the holistic development of
the students. Keeping in view the motto 'Not me but you' the volunteers imder NSS render community service
both inside and outside the college premises, thereby enhancing leadership, organisational and management
skills among the students. The programs by NSS at MAC in the past year can be summed up as follows:

Independence Day celebrations

MAC-NSS began the academic session 2016-17 with the celebrations
of Independence Day on 15-08-16 in the college premises. NSS started
its 'Reach and Teach' program with the launch of its self-designed smart
classroom on a rickshaw, the Edu-rath. About 15 school going girls from
Dallupura participated in the Independence Day celebrations. With an
aim to have an inclusive and accessible smart class room for the children
from the under-privileged of the society, they were oriented towards the
use of the modern day technology and computers in our mobile smart
class. The girls used the laptops installed in the Edu-rath for e-painting and typing purposes. They also played a
quiz on the "fastest finger first circuit' installed in the Edu-rath. A drawing competition and cultural program on
the theme of Independence day was also held for them. This interaction not only facilitated an exposure to the
children from under -privileged sections to modem day technology but also gave an opportunity to the NSS
volunteers to observe the wide gap that exists in the distribution of resources and opportunities in the society
and how it can be bridged with such small initiatives.

Registration and Orientation

NSS organised its Orientation on 14- 09-16 in the college auditorium wherein NSS faculty members Ms
Shilpa Gupta, Dr. Amit Pundir, Mr. Amit Kumar and Dr. Sushmita apprised the volunteers of the various
activities/projects that NSS had carried out in the past. Later, volunteers were distributed into groups anj
assigned various projects in accordance with their respective areas of interest. They were also encouraged
to come up with new ideas / projects towards community service that could be undertaken during tfie
current academic session.

Prayer and Protest March

Taking the cognizance of terror attack in Uri, the pedal power club of MAC NSS organised a prayer and
protest at India Gate on 23-09-16. Fifteen students under the supervision of Mr. Amit Kumar cycled t
India gate to pay their tribute to the ones who lost their Hves in the said attack. The said exercise also got °
wide media coverage and was reported in the Hindi dailies, DainikJaagaran and Nayi Duniya. ^
Swachh Bharat Mission

Swachh Bharat, Swasth Bharat!! A small step from the end of ev
Indian citizen is a big step towards fulfilling the purpose of
Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi's "Clean India" campaign. NS^
MAC undertook a cleanliness drive in accordance to the nation"
wide cleanliness campaign starting from the month of Septemb
The pedal power club of MAC NSS organised a cleanliness
awareness campaign at New Ashok Nagar on 24-09-16. Fifteen
students under the supervision of Dr. Amit Pundir cycled to
New Ashok Nagar to create awareness regarding cleanliness
among the residents there.
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NSS-pedalpower dub takes a great pride in informing
aU that an almost three kilometre stretch of road
connecting the coUege to the New Ashok Nagar metro
station which was earlier impossible to walk upon
because of its filth and stink, is now dean and being
firequently used by college community.
On the occasion ofSwachh Bharat Diwas on 2-10-16, the
students of team NSS Maharaja Agrasen CoUege went to
Jama Masjid. About twenty students headed by Mr. Amit
Kumar cycled to the location and worked hand in hand
with Dettol- NDTV Swachh Banega India campaign. The

Pedal Power team of MAC-NSS was fortunate enough in getting a chance to interact with Mr. Ravish Kumar
Television Anchor, NDTV and discuss various issues regarding the Cleanliness drives. Later on the Pedal team
cyclists touched the ground of Rajghat with the mission of creating awareness and also cleaning the nearby
areas in order to spread the message of SWACHH BHARAT SWASTH BHARAT. The team has not only taken
initiative to just visit and dean the places but also have talked to the people about the problems faced by them at
such places. The MAC-NSS team aims at coming up with better solutions and to work with dedication for better
results in the upcoming months.

Run for Unity

The National Service Scheme of Maharaja Agrasen College organised a marathon which spread the
message of Unity in the society. The main motive was to ensure that people around the coUege are known
to the values which each and every individual should practise to make this place a better place to live in.
This event was a part of the RASHTRIYAEKTASAPTAH celebrated fi^om 3-11-2016 to 7-11-2016 in the
memory of Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel.

Interaction with the Chief Vigilance Officer, Interaction on Cashless Economy were major events
organized by NSS ofthe College.
National Science Day with focus on the theme ofuse ofscience and technology for dififerently-abled
persons

NSS-MAC celebrated the National Science Day with a special focus on the theme of the use of science
and technology for differently-abled persons on 28-02-17. Under the aegis ofNSS, the Equal Opportunity
Cell has been organising disability sensitizing workshops in the coUege premises every year. Taking this
initiative a step ahead, a disability sensitizing workshop in coUaboration with Saksham [NGO based in
Delhi working for multiple disabilities] was organised on 28-02-17 to celebrate the National Science Day.
The resource persons Mr. Satyajit Singh, Mr.
Anil Kumar and Mr. Ram Thakur interacted
with the college community and apprised
them of the various technological assistive
devices that persons with disability may use for
an efficient functioning and overcoming any
infrastructural constrain.

The workshop was preceded by an inter-college
competition for under-graduate students from
the field of Sciences working on projects in the
area of disability.



NAAC STEERING COMMITTEE

The MAC NAAC Steering Committee was initiated by the Principal Dr Sunil Sondhi with Dr Gitanjali
Chawla as convenor, Dr Maneesha as co-convenor and Dr Niraj Kumar, Dr T.N. Ojha, Dr Deepa Sharma,
Dr Vijeta Pundir, Dr Praveen KPandey and Mr Dipin Arora as members. Aditya Nair, student of B.COM,
Ilird year was coopted as a student coordinator. The committee was entrusted with the task of preparing
the Self-Study Report for submission to the National Assessment and Accreditation Council. The college
administration received the lEQA (Institutional Eligibility for Quality Assurance) on 9thjune, 2015. The
committeehad already commenced the preparation ofcollation ofdata needed for the SSR. Each committee
member including the Principal took on the onus of one section each of the SSR. The committee prepared
the SSR well within the deadline thanks to the cooperation of each and every member of the institute. The
committee would like to place on record its appreciation of not just the college administration (Admin
office, Accounts, and Library) but all faculty members who contributed in every possible way. The entire
college stood together and worked as a cohesive team to support the MAC NAAC Steering committee,
which was also much appreciated by the peer visit members.

Two mock visits were scheduled to ensure complete preparedness. The first was an internal one with

members of the IQAC and the second was conducted by Dr. M.M. Chaturvedi, who was extremely
generous with his time and suggestions.

The NAAC peer member visit was scheduled for 4th to dthAugust, 2015. The three-member team included
ProfAvinash C Pandey, Erstwhile ̂Tce-Chancellor, Bundelkhand University, Jhansi, Prof Kanika Sharma,
Head, Department of Bio-technology, M.L.S University, Udaipur and Dr Radhika S Nayak, Principal, S. S.
Dempo College of Commerce and Economics, Goa.

The peer team members interacted with every stakeholder of the college; the administration, the members
of the Governing Body, members of the IQAC, all faculty and non-teaching members. Not only did they
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meet the students but also «veral parents and alumni who took time out from their busy schedules to
be available in the college. They were very patient and generous with their time. They interacted with
feculty dunng department presentations and gave valuable and pertinent suggestions for improvement.
They visited every facility that the college offers and spent time looking into the processes foffowed by the
college administration. The students showcased their eMra-ctirricular skills and talent in a cultural melange
especially prepared for the peer team members.

The exit meeting was held on 6'"August, 2015 in which the chairperson, Prof Avinash C Pandey addressed
the faculty and non-teaching staff before handing over the report to the Principal. The report was very
fair and judicious in its assessment. Not only did it take into account the multifarious achievements ofthe
college but also gave proactive suggestions on how to turn our chaUenges into opportunities.

An assessment of this nature is essential for the institute as it gives us an objective perspective ofwhere we
are headed. The college was accredited Grade 'A' with 3.02 CPA. It is a matter ofpride for the institute but
also a reminder that there is a lot more to be done and this is just the beginning.

I
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TEACHING STAFF ASSOCIATION

This past year was of great significance for the Maharaja Agrasen College Teaching Staff" Association.
"We undertook constant consultations with administration over various issues of teaching staff. "We are
relentlessly trying to campaign for getting permanent appointments as soon as possible to put an end to
adhocism or uncertainty over the continuation of the services of the ad-hoc teachers with the college in
every new semester.

The commitment to providing better amenities and facilities in the staff room is also our priority. The Staff
Association aims to protect and progress the interests of members by bringing them together collectively
and democratically. In doing so, the Association seeks to:

•  Assist members in enforcing their rights at work, including the rights to: i) fair and equitable treatment
at work; ii) reasonable conditions and a balanced working life; and iii) a workplace which is healthy,
safe and environmentally sustainable.

•  Represent the views of members to the institution's administration.

•  Make representations on behalf of members to DUTA.

In 2016-17, the Staff Association carried out a number ofkey activities and campaigns, driven by input and
participation by members:

•  One-day picnic to Lohagarh: We organised a staff picnic to unwind and get rejuvenated. The staff
picnic was well organised with planned activities. The teachers interacted, and bonded with each other
in an informal setting.

•  Holi Milan: The staff members celebrated Holi with great enthusiasm and fervour followed by lunch

Finally, thanks to our active members who have helped in purchasing and procurement of gifts and
hospitality for various purposes. Continuously improving facilities and promoting fraternity among
members will continue to be a priority for the StaffAssociation in coming years.

We need to remember that we are the union collectively and achieve at our best when we all reach out and
support and encourage each other.

i



GIRLS' HOSTEL

Since Its inception m 2011, Vidyottmahas worked towards the eoal of r,r a- c
with an academic, activity-filled environment to the residents The hLt.7 ' 7" atmosphere
outstation students. Working with a commitment to provide holistic dev 7
committee ensures a fair balance between work and play. For the bette fi ° hostelers, hostel
meetings are organised where common problems and T®,
suggestions are implemented. WiFi facility, has been fully fhnctional n
celebrated, Diwali, Lohri, HoU reith great enthusiasm and Republic day rWft spIcXnthL"'"'^
Vidyottma provides the girls With a style ofliving which makes them disHnlir,^^ .a a a m ,them excel in academic as well as extra-curriculars. Activities are organized in MAC and T
time-to-time for a healthy mind and healthy body. Participating in activities or beinv b
themtostayinshape,teachesthemhowtoorganizetheirtime,boostsfriendshmbuild leadership skills also. The qualities they acquire from involvement in |
helps them to grow in their respective careers and living a healthy life. curriculum activities,
Vidyottma hostel also played host to various resource persons and particioants wbr, ^ ■ r
the Conferences and events organized by the various MAC departments. We are very happy to'^mel^o^n
that from this year Vidyottma will be accommodating few 'Summer Research FeUows' during summer

At Vidyottma, fewmore facilities havebeen added thisyear. New CCTV cameras are niarprloti-b^d inside the hostel to add to the safety of our hostelers. Hostel library is updated with additio^n^Wks^
Hostel s common room has been equipped with Air Conditioner. Also, other necessary requirements like
washing machines, geysers, curtains and few others have been taken care of.

Activities organised

Fresher's Welcome: Seniors welcomed the first year students and offered their support and encouragement
to make them comfortable in hostel. It was held in September at Vidyottma premises.

I MAHARAJA AGRASGN COELKOg.
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Fit-For-Life: As we believe, health is an investment for a productive life and to create an enabling
environment and healthy living for our students, Fit-for-life sessions were organized with the following
activities for hostelers-

'ZUMBA' classes were held to make our students aware ofhow fitness can be fun. Ihis Latin-inspired,
dance fitness activity was thoroughly enjoyed by hostelers.

Yoga & Meditation Session on the occasion ofWorld Health Day April, 2017)

Sports and Cultural Meet: Cultural festivals are not just for fun, it adds value to a student's learning
experience. To showcase creative aspect of our students various events like Rangoli, Painting, Poetry,
Singing, Dance and Best Out of Waste as well as various games were played in a positive spirit and were
greatly enjoyed by hostlers.

Upcoming Activities:

Visit to orphanage: We plane to visit 'Arya Anathalay'. It is planned for a day to engage kids with various
activities like painting, dancing, singing and some fun games. It will surely help the students to become a
better person and will also leave a positive impact on them.

Farewell: Juniors hostelers propose to organize a farewell to convey their heartfelt wishes and extend their
sincere gratitude to all the final year students for their support, encouragement and care by wishing them
a bright and successful future.



LIBRARY

Library of Maharaja Agrsen College, University of Delhi is housed with a good coUection of more than
37,000 books and 43000 National and International e-journals and other important e-resources related to
Science, Social science, Arts and Humanities. Ihe library is equipped with latest information & technologies
managed by the qualified & dedicated library staff, assisted with library Automation software, i.e. ALICE
FOR WINDOW.
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IGNOU

MAHARAJA AGRASEN COLLEGE CENTRE

The Indira Gandhi National Open University (iGNOU) was established in the year 1985 to impart
education by means of distance learning program. IGNOU currently serves approximately 3.5 million
students in India.

College is a study center for Post-Graduate and Under-Graduate Courses offered by
IGN OU. A special highlight of the IGNOU Program is the Induction Program which orients the students
enrolled in the distance learning curriculum. Classes are conducted during weekends for Bachelor of
Computer ApUcation(BCA), Bachelor of commerce (BDP), Bachelor of Science (B. Sc.), Master of
Commerce (M.Com), Management Program (MBA), Master ofArt in Hindi (MHD), Master of Arts in
Political Science (MPS), Master ofArts in History b(MAH), Master of Art in English (MEG), Master of
Science in Mathematics with Application in Computer Science (MSCMACS), Post Graduate Diploma
in Journalism and Mass Communication (PGJMC), Diploma in Teaching German (DTG), Certificate in
Language and others.

Under the guidance of its coordinator Dr. T.N. Ojha, his able team ofAssistant Coordinators Dr. Omkar
Singh, Dr. Chavi Bhatnagar, Mr. Ritesh Verma, Mr. Amit Kumar, Dr. Krishan Kumar and the administrative
staff comprising ofMr. Rajesh Kumar, Mr. Jaswant Singh, Mr. Naresh Kumar, Mr. Ashok Kumar, Mr. Ashok
Atri, Mr. Pramod Kumar Singh,, Mr. Harshvardhan, Mr. Kishan Kumar, Mr. Naveen Chandra Chamoli,
Mr. Vinod Kumar Tiwari, Mr. Manoj Kumar, Mr. Anil Kumar and Mr. Ajay Kumar the IGNOU center
continues to flourish.

The center aspires of integrate the community by providing quality education to a larger section of deprived
society.



Our Study Center strives to provide best services to Its students.

Achievements:

Only Centre In Delhi providing counseling to MSCMACS students.

Some of our students have joined prestigious services. Four of our management students have passed OA
exam and few students have joined Delhi University as Assistant Professor and some students have joined
Banking and School Teaching.

An Induction was organized on 24th September, 2016 and 5th March, 2017 for the students of first year.

Problems/Challenges:

A lot ofProblems are there but we at MAC try to solve the entire problemby following democratic process.

Suggestions:

We are quite satisfied with the kind of services provided by the Regional Centre and we are sure that we
will get the support and services in future as well.

^'■T.NOjha
^o-ordinator
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NON-COLLEGIATE WOMEN'S EDUCATION BOARD

MAHARAJA AGRASEN COLLEGE CENTRE

Imparting education to half of the population is the best service to the humanity and the nation. Non-
Collegiate Women's Education Board (NCWEB) was started by University of Delhi, in 1940s with an aim
to provide Higher Education to the women by enabling girl students to get a degree in relevant subjects.
Its also trying to inculcate in them the ability to think creatively and to possess good communication
skills. Women Empowerment is one of the most talked issue of present day India. We celebrated women
empowerment year in 2001. To empower women, India showcased 'Naari Shakti' during republic day
celebration. Programs like Beti Bachao Beti Padhao' would only be successful when institutes such as
NCWEB blossoms fully. We are proud to say that we have achieved a litUe of this mammoth task.

Only women students residing in the National Capital Territory ofDelhi can enroU themselves as students
of the Board. NCWEB is a unique system with lectures on weekends, leaving students with five working
days to follow their dream. In this neo-age of 100% cut-offs, class room crunch, gender discrimination,
NCWEB is a welcome initiative and a most satisfactory way to attain a degree from the prestigious Delhi
University.

The Non-Collegiate Women's Education Board teaching center at Maharaja Agrasen CoUege was started in
June 2011 which was earlier functioning at different educational institutions of East Delhi. The academic
session 2016-17 started with a unique feature when the new admissions have been decentralized. Various
new initiatives were also undertaken by the teaching center. Orientation program for students was held on
the first day of the academic session i.e. on ofAugust, 2016.

The teaching center organized fresher welcome and cultural programs on 23"^ October 2016. The newly
admitted students had participated in the Miss Fresher competition. The NCWEB, Maharaja Agrasen
College Centre in association with Delhi Festival of Arts & Culture had organized the famous Prasidha
Dance performance in the College on 13'** November 2017. More than a dozen artist from Banglore had
participated in the event. On 20th November 2017 under the aegis of Delhi Festival of Arts & Culture,
People Music Band of Taiwan performed by KUO Min-Chin and others in the CoUege.

pn 8"^January, 2017 anintra-college competition was organized in the NCWEB, MaharajaAgrasen College
.^entre. A number of events like poster Making, Mehandi, Rangoli, solo singing, group singing, solo dance,
jroup dance, debate, essay writing etc. were organized in which a number of students had participated.
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The center undertook

initiative to organize

talks by eminent persons
from different fields like;
a talk was conducted on

'Bureaucracy as a Carrier
Option' by Sri S. S. Pandey
to guide students about
their future endeavors on

12^^ February 2017.

The center organized
Annual Sports Day on 19'''

March 2017.100 meter sprint, 4X100 meterrelayrace,longJump,highjump, 400 meter race and tugofwar
were some of the events where students participated very enthusiastically. The Maharaja Agrasen College
Centre is working hard to provide the best opportunities to the students of NCWEB in order to harness
their untapped potential and prepare them to make their career and contribute in the process of nation
building. The ultimate goal of education is character building which this teaching center is emphasizing

upon. Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari

(Teacher-in-Charge)
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WOMEN DEVELOPMENT CELL

The Women Development Cell, Maharaja Agrasen College, University of Delhi commemorated the
movement of Women Rights and celebrated the social, economic, cultural and political achievements of
the Women of the World by observing March 8, 2017 as International Women's Day.

Under the able guidance of Dr. Anju Aggarwal and Dr. Abha Sharma, a theme based poster making
competition was held on the day. The Secretary for Women Development, Sumedha Uppal encouraged
students from all streams to come forward and express themselves by creating pieces of art.

The Competition had avid participation of both teachers and students. The Prize Winners were given Cash
Prizes and College was decorated with the posters made. Students were encouraged to lead by example and
that collective action in order to ensure gender parity in the country.

1



UGC SC/ST/OBC CELL

The UGC SC/ST/OBC Cell in our college organized a session on 6th March to provide students
information regarding coaching aid provided by various Ministries and institutes. This financial aid is
provided to the students who are keen to go for various entrance exams for post graduation or if they
wish to prepare for exams like the civil services. Students were informed about various online links to
check for these updates. This session saw presence of students across courses and their interaction with

faculty members present on the occasion. This cell also inaugurated lecture series to be
organized in the coming years on 10* March, 2017. This inaugural lecture on '

Self, Society and Higher Education' was delivered by Prof. Vinod
Verma, department of English, Maharaja Agrsen College.

Chief Guest for the occasion was the Principal, Dr
Sunil Sondhi and session was chaired by Dr

Charu Arya. This session started with
Prof. Vinod Verma describing how
Selfbecomes significantwhen we move
on the social platform and how pertinent

it is to understand Self and its importance.
After the presentation, students interacted
very curiously with Prof. Vinod Verma. The

Cell will be organizing many such lectures in
the future.

B. A. Program final year student, Digvijay Kumar
who is also Social Welfare Secretary and his team
of students associated with this Cell are organizing

lectures on Sundays under 'Each one Teach one'
programme. Mr Amit , Assistant Professor, in the
Commerce department has been giving lectures on

hrf.
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